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12 Great Voivs Needed for
AttainmentofBuddhahood
The following- is the sixth
in a series of articles on
Buddha images in Korea.
This article deals with the
Buddha Bhaisliajya-guru-
vaiduryaprabhasa, or the
Healing Buddha, and le-

gends in relation to it. The
-writer is professor of his-

tory at Dongguk Universi-
ty.—ED.

By Ahn Key-liyon

All the Buddhas save peo-
ple from mental and physical
suffering, and lead them into

eternal paradise. The Bud-
dha, therefore, is likened to

a physican. The Buddha
Bhaishajya-g u r u-vaidurya-
prabhasa in Sanskrit, or the
Yaksa-bul ( §1®$!! ) in Kore-
an, is quite indicative of such
a character.
This Buddha is generally

known as the Healing Buddha.
The word bhaishajya means a
medicine, guru means master,
and vaiduryaprabhasa means
rays of light shining all around
like an emerald. This Healing
Buddha, while yet a Bodhi-
sattva, took the Twelve Great
Vows ) which were
instrumental in his attain-
ment of Buddhahood.

According to the Sutra on
the Original Vows and Meri-
torious Deeds of the Medicine-
Master, or the Yakasa-yore-
ponwon-kcngdok-gyong (

) in Korean,
the Yaksa-kyong for short, the
Twelve Great Vows run as fol-

lows:
(1) When I become Buddha,

let me illuminate the number-
less world by my own brilliant

light, and cause all men to

obtain bright bodies like my
own. If this be not so, may
I never receive the perfect
enlightenment of Buddhahood.

(2) Let me emit a light

from my body like an emer-
ald, inside and outside pure,
without any stain, and illumin-
ate the darkness for the living

beings of the world so that
they may walk and work at
their will.

(3) Let me cause all sen-
tient beings to obtain an in-

exhaustible abundance of
things they use and to want
for nothing by means of my
immeasurable wisdom like

the sea.
(4) Let me cause all here-

tics to find rest in the road
of the Buddha, and all ad-
herents of the Hinayana doc-
trine to find peace in the
Mahayana.

(5) Let me cause those
who have trespassed against
the commandments to return
to purity, so that they do not
fall upon the evil road.

(6) Let me cure all those
whose bodies are weak and
whose organs are in bad con-
dition, and cause them to gain
health.

(7) Let me cause all sen-
tient beings who are ill and
helpless to obtain recovery,
peace and joy of the body
and mind, by hearing my
name.

t (8) Let me cause suffering
women who desire to cast
their female bodies away to
become men, by hearing my
name.

(9) Let me cause all men
to liberate themselves from
heterodoxy and evil ideas, and
let me give them correct
views.

GO) Let me cause those
who are in prison or are
about to undergo capital pun-
ishment or other suffering,
imposed upon them by the
law o^ a king, to be freed
from ail their misery by my

The Buddha Bhaishajya-
guru-vaiduryaprabliasa im-
age, or the Healing Buddha
image, in gilt bronze, 37cm
high, 8th and 9tli centuries,
Silla Dynasty, is kept at the
National Museum, Seoul. It

is hardly well-balanced. A
drug vessel is held in the
left palm. His right hand is

formed in the shape of a cir-

cle with both the middle fin-

ger and the thumb.

ago.
It is noteworthy that the

Healing Buddha usually holds
a phial or a drug vessel in
one palm. Two paintings con-
cerning the Healing Buddha,
which are in Mt. Koya-san
(iflilST-tU ) in Japan at present,
were drawn in Korea in the
mid-sixteenth century.
By the way, the writer

should like to make reference
to the Twelve Divine Gener-
als as the attendants on this
Healing Buddha. They are
frequently made in design of
twelve animals — a horse,
sheep, mouse, monkey, dog,
hare, lion, dragon, and what
not. In Korea these Twelve
Divine Generals made in de-
sign of animals have been
engraved on the foot of some
Buddhist stone pagodas since
the latter half of the seventh
century.

Many Legends

Many legends concerning
the Healing Buddha of faith
have been handed down to us.
Now, let us touch on two of
them. The next are all the
Korean legends in the seventh
century during the Silla Dy-
nasty period.
Queen Sondok ( sffg )

happened to be seriously ill.

Though Popchok ( ) who
was a Silla Buddhist monk,
tried every possible means,
she was slow to recover from
her illness. Another Buddhist
monk named Milbon (

took Popchok’s place to cure
the queen of her diseas j.

Reciting the Sutra on the
Original Vows and Meritorious
Deeds of the Medicine-Master
over and over again, he pray-
ed to the Healing Buddha out-

ing across the sky.”

The writer shall make an
additional remark about other
legend concerning the Healing
Buddha dedicated in the
Paengyul-sa Temple. A pretty
princess was in the palace of

the Tang China. The king had
good reason to be proud of his
daughter, because he was sure
that he had never seen
such a little woman of un-
surpassed beauty as his
daughter in any paintings. In
order to hand down forever
as the model of a beauty, the
king got the greatest artist
of the day to paint a picture
of the princess.

At last the picture was com-
pleted splendidly with all his
energies. It was natural that
he looked at the painting with
great joy in spite of himself.
But he was imprudent enough

j

to drop a brush on the field. ,

A red spot on the field can
be seen clearly. He nearly
died of disappointment. The
more carefully he erased the
spot, the more evidently the
spot appeared. What’s more,
the spot lay on a secret gentle
slope between two legs.

Irreverence

Although he took a brush
to paint a new picture again,
the painting was by no means
satisfactory to him. He lost

confidence to continue the
work in himself. And he sigh-
ed out: ‘‘I’ve never had an
occasion to do such a mis-
take. This is an important
matter reflecting on my
honor. I’ll be charged with
the irreverence.”
After a while, when he re-

covered his senses and picked
himself up, a suggestion flash-
ed upon him. — “A red birth-
mark must be on her secrets.”
Being prepared for death, he
presented the painting in that
condition to the king. The
king said: ‘‘AH right! Wonder-
ful! This portrait is drawn to
the life.” The moment that the
king commanded that this
picture be handed down for-
ever, he opened his eyes very
wide in an expression of sur-
prise. And he said in an
angry tone: “Why did you
mark with a red dot on the
location of the secrets? No-
body else but me and the
queen can know that. You
must have insulted her. You
ought to be put to the sword.”
There was no use at all in

proving his innocence. At last

the king imposed a task on
him — “If you didn’t tell a
lie, you should guess right a
figure who I saw. in a. dream
last night.” And then he drew
a figure of the Healing Bud-
dha. The figure was the same
as one in a dream. The king
was struck with admiration.
The king could not help set-

ting him free as promised.
Afterward the painter came

r'over to Silla. Tradition says
that the Healing Buddha in

the Kyongju Museum, which
was dedicated in the Paeng-
yul-sa Temple, was made by
him. But, according to other
tradition, it was made by
Kanggonaemal^S-^T^pff ), who
was the greatest artist during
the unified Silla period in the
eighth century.

Income Tax Cut

Task Not
By Mun Zun-sok
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own. If this be not so, may
I never receive the perfect
enlightenment of Buddhaliood.

(2) Let me emit a light

from my body like an emer-
ald, inside and outside pure,
without any stain, and illumin-
ate the darkness for the living

beings of the world so that
they may walk and work at
their will.

(3) Let me cause all sen-
tient beings to obtain an in-

exhaustible abundance of

things they use and to want
for nothing by means of my
immeasurable wisdom like

the sea.
(4) Let me cause all here-

tics to find rest in the road
Of the Buddha, and all ad-
herents of the Hinayana doc-
trine to find peace in the
Mahayana.

(5) Let me cause those
who have trespassed against
the commandments to return
to purity, so that they do not
fall upon the evil road.

(6) Let me cure all those
whose bodies are weak and
whose organs are in bad con-
dition, and cause them to gain
health.

(7) Let me cause all sen-
tient beings who are ill and
helpless to obtain recovery,
peace and joy of the body
and mind, by hearing my
name.

|
(8) Let me cause suffering

women who desire to cast
their female bodies away to

become men, by hearing my
j> name.

(9) Let me cause all men
to liberate themselves from
heterodoxy and evil ideas, and
let me give them correct
views.

(10) Let me cause those
who are in prison or are
about to undergo capital pun-
ishment or other suffering,
imposed upon them by the
law of a king, to be freed
from ail their misery by my
power.

(11) Let me cause those
who are suffering from hun-
ger and thirst to obtain ex-
cellent drink and food.

(12) Let me give those
who are poor and have no
raiment plenty of beautiful
garments and precious orna-
ments.

Divine Generals

We therefore can under-
hand that the name of this

'uddha, Bhashajya-guru-vai-
-yaprabhasa, is related in

•ticular to the second and
renth of the Twelve Great
vs. Also, in this sutra is

>e found a significant pass-
which reads, “If there are

.n who are attacked by a
arious illness, then they
lould pray to this Healing

Buddha with forty-nine de-
dicatory lanterns for forty-

I
nine days, and they will have
a new lease on life.”

Further, the Healing Bud-
dha, attended by the Twelve
Divine Generals, or Sibi-sin-

chang ( +Hi

)

in Korean,
comes out everywhere in the
world to save people, who
believe in him, from the Sev-
en Calamities ( -fc ill; ) — Ene-
mies come to attack the coun-
try fro: i all sides, a rebellion
breaks out all over the coun-
try, the sun and moon are
eclipsed, it rains and thunders
in winter, excessive heat
causes grass and trees to

wither and die, and so forth.

This Buddha also saves peo-
ple from capital punishment,
murder by savage beasts,
death from a fall, death by
drowning, and death by star-

vation.
Many images of the Healing

Buddha were made in Korea,
too. Among them, both an im-
age kept in the Kyongju
Branch of the National Mu-
seum, which was dedicated
in the Paengyul-sa Temple

in former times, and
one kept in the National
Museum in Seoul are the most
famous. Besides these, the
writer has seen the Silla im-
age of the Healing Buddha
kept in the Museum of Fine
Arts in Boston some years

drug vessel is held in the
left palm. His right hand is

formed in the shape of a cir-

cle with both the middle fin-
ger and the thumb.

ago.
It is noteworthy that the

Healing Buddha usually holds
a phial or a drug vessel in
one palm. Two paintings con-
cerning the Healing Buddha,
which are in Mt. Koya-san

) in Japan at present,
were drawn in Korea in the
mid-sixteenth century.
By the way, the writer

should like to make reference
to the Twelve Divine Gener-
als as the attendants on this
Healing Buddha. They are
frequently made in design of
twelve animals — a horse,
•sheep, mouse, monkey, dog,
hare, lion, dragon, and what
not. In Korea these Twelve
Divine Generals made in de-
sign of gnimals have been
engraved on the foot, of some
Buddhist stone pagodas since
the latter half of the seventh
century.

Many Legends

Many legends concerning
the Healing Buddha of faith
have been handed down to us.
Now, let us touch on two of
them. The next are all the
Korean legends in the seventh
century during the Silla Dy-
nasty period.
Queen Sondok ( )

happened to be seriously ill.

Though Popchok ( ) who
was a Silla Buddhist monk,
tried every possible means,
she was slow to recover from
her illness. Another Buddhist
monk named Milbon (

took Popchok’s place to cure
the queen of her disease.
Reciting the Sutra on the

Original Vows and Meritorious
Deeds of the Medicine-Master
over and over again, he pray-
ed to the Healing Buddha out-
side of the queen’s bed room.
After a while, an old fox rush-
ed out into the garden from
the bed room and toppled
down. Milbon had hardly put
the fox to the sword, when
the queen recovered thorough-
ly from her illness.

The other legend is as
follows: It was a mild and
sunshiny spring day. Pu-
ryerang (^HKS ), who was
a Flower Boy, or Hwarang
Ctt® ) in Korean, known as
the Boy Warrior Scouts, took
a walk along the beach of
the East Sea with his best
friend named Ansang ( Tg'jff)

At that time, no sooner had
robbers appeared in crowds
ail at once than Puryerang
was carried away to a pine
woods with thick foliage near
the beach under compulsion
by them. Although Ansang ran
after them, no robbers could
be seen. On the following day,
the wonder was that the trea-
sured flute and harp in the
palace were lost. The flute
and harp were precious trea-
sures which possess the mi-
racle power to repulse ene-
mies.
King Hyoso (#BB), there-

upon, was beside himself with
great anxiety. Going hither
and thither in the palace, he
tried to get over his anxious
feeling coming on like a flood-
ing tide. Offering a prize for
the treasures at last, the king
caused all the Silla people to
look for the treasures. On the
other hand, Puryerang’s pa-
rents prayed to the Healing
Buddha dedicated in the
Paengyul-sa Temple near the
capital day and night.
On the second month of

their prayer, Puryerang ap-
peared with two treasures
from behind the Healing Bud-
dha and said: “I’ve been en-
gaged in working under vigil
watch as a cowboy in a mea-
dow since I was carried away.
A white bearded priest came
out before me by mere
chance some days ago, and
gave me this flute and harp.
He further advised me to re-
turn home by getting on these
wind and string instruments.
And so I could return by sail-

After a while, when he re-

covered his senses and picked
himself up, a suggestion flash-
ed upon him. — “A red birth-
mark must be on her secrets.”
Being prepared for death, he
presented the painting in that
condition to the king. The
king said: “All right! Wonder-
ful! This portrait is drawn to
the life.” The moment that the
king commanded that this
picture be handed down for-

ever, he opened his eyes very
wide in an expression of sur-
prise. And he said in an
angry tone: “Why did you
mark with a red dot on the
location of the secrets? No-
body else but me and the
queen can know that. You
must have insulted her. You
ought to be put to the sword.”
There was no use at all in

proving his innocence. At last

the king imposed a task on
him — “If you didn’t tell a
lie, you should guess right a
figure who I saw in a dream
last night.” And then he drew
a figure of the Healing Bud-
dha. The figure was the same
as one in a dream. The king
was struck with admiration.
The king could not help set-

ting him free as promised.
Afterward the painter came

fbver to Silla. Tradition says
that the Healing Buddha in

the Kyongju Museum, which
was dedicated in the Paeng-
yul-sa Temple, was made by
him. But, according to other
tradition, it was made by
Kanggonaemal(5Si^7!r3tc ), who
was the greatest artist during
the unified Silla period in the
eighth century.

Income Tax Cut

Task Not
By Muti Zun-sok

The nation’s wage earners
may benefit little from the
government proposed person-
al income tax cut next year
utiless pz'oper measures are
taken to prevent a possible
hike on their living cost.

As far as take-home pay is

concerned, wage earners will

have much less gloomy pay-
days next year. For the gov-
ernment plans a substantial
tax cut for all wage earners.

If your monthly pay is

20.000 won, you will have to

pay only 770 won in personal
income taxes every month
next year instead of the pre-

sent 1,650 won. This repre-
sents a saving of 880 wen.
The new personal income

tax system, to come into forci

Jan. 1, 1970, calls for freeing

10.000 won of all wages from
taxes. This means a workei
with a monthly income o

25.000 won will have onlj

15.000 won subject to taxes,
This will actually raise the

personal income tax cut-c

point from the present 8,0<

won to 10,000 won. As a re
suit, 570,000 more workers
will become tax-free next
year. These workers, nov
making 8,000 won to 10 .00C

won monthly, represent abod
30 percent of the present per
sonal income tax paying pop
ulation cf 1.93 million.

The new system also call,

for lowering gradual increasi
(progressive) tax rates foi

all income groups with par-

ticular stress placed on tht

income group of more thar
60 000 won a month.
For instance, a man re-

ceiving 70,000 won now pays.
14,190 won in taxes every
month. He will have thV

monthly taxes reduced by
6,600 won next year.
The present personal in-

come tax schedule, enforced
since January, 1968, has beer
criticized for being too bur
densome to wage earners
The present tax rates arf
more than 10 percent for the
income group of 30,000 won to
70.000 won, more than 20 per-
cent for those earning up to
100.000 won, and more than
30 percent for workers re-
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Buddhists Outnumber
Other Korean Sects
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7 - 7
Buddhists outnumber all ligion. Confucianism with a

other believers in Korea, population of 4,420,000 is sec-

while Protestants top the ond.
list in terms of property. Protestants number 3,190,-

A religion manual issued 000. Roman Catholics num-
ber
rea.

by the Culture-Information
Ministry estimates that 15

million Koreans, almost one
half of the Korean popula-
tion, have some religion. The
main religions have proper-
ty valued at 21 billion won
and possess 16,480 chapeles,
temples and assembly halls.

Buddhism still prevails
among people here in Ko- Buddhist
rea. By population, Bud- won.
dhism occupies the largest

part of population, 4,940,000
believers or nearly one out
of three Koreans with a re-

750,000 believers in Ko

The manual says that the
richest religion is Protest-
antism, with property worth
9,420 million won. Buddhism
has 5,600 million won, Rom-
an Catholicism 2,800 million
won, Confucianism 840 mil-
lion won, Chondcgyo 740 mil-
lion won and Wonbulgyo (a

sect) 380 million

An interesting thing is that
of the total believers men
outnumber women by a mar-
gin of 1,490,000.
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The idea needs more work. Yet it

represents an attempt, which must

be made, to confront the dilemma
of how to attain national goals and
meet the desire of the people to be

involved.

The dilemmas of planning run

throughout many of the primary is-

sues of the 1970s. They affect ques-

tions of land use, of urban devel-

opment versus rural development,

of how best to utilize dwindling re-

sources of economic growth. There

is the issue of conversion of defense

and space industries to other pur-

suits. According to one congres-

sional staff estimate, there are now
thirteen people working on this

question throughout the govern-

ment; more bureaucrats, it is esti-

mated, concern themselves with the

study of bees. Arcane but critical

questions about this country’s finan-

cial relationships with other nations,

its balance of payments, still must

be resolved. There is a need for a

redefinition of our foreign policy

now that the cold war and dom-
inoes are no longer with us—to
redefine our interests, our com-

mitments, our activities and pres-

ence in other nations.

This is a time of transition, in

short, when a great deal of wisdom
is needed, more than seems to be at

hand. Few solutions have been
found in the last decade, but per-

haps at least the questions are get-

ting better.

—Elizabeth Drew

BUDDHISM
IN CHINA

As we mounted the spiral stair-

case to the first floor of the pagoda,

we heard the tinkle of a bell, and
the hollow “bop” of someone strik-

ing a wooden gourd. We ducked
low to enter a small, perfectly circu-

lar chamber, and there, in the half-

light, we could see four monks in

robes seated in front of a marble al-

tar. In low, melodious tones, they

were chanting the Heart Sutra. High
above, in the shadows of the
vaulted ceiling, a coiled, gilded

dragon peered down on the scene;

and on the altar itself, enshrined in

a magnificent gold stupa and sur-

rounded by flowers, candles, and
burning incense, was the Holy

Tooth of Sakyamuni the Buddha.

Our Buddhist host prostrated him-

self three times before the ancient

relic, and slowly we all left. Outside,

a large propaganda billboard sud-

denly came as a shock: white char-

acters on a red ground—a quotation

from Mao Tse-tung. For a moment
we had forgotten where we were.

Buddhism is still alive in the

People’s Republic of China. This

experience at the Buddha’s Tooth
Relic Pagoda, less than an hour’s

drive from the center of Peking, was
but one of several contacts my wife

and I had with Chinese Buddhists

during our recent six-week tour of

that country. In all, we were able to

visit ten Buddhist monasteries in

various parts of China; and in Pe-

king, Sian, and Canton, we saw the

offices of the Chinese Buddhist As-

sociation. In all of these places,

we talked to a number of monks,

laymen, and knowledgeable non-
believers.

The Chinese government cannot

and does not wish to hide China’s

Buddhist heritage—either from its

own people or from foreign visitors.

Buddhist pagodas are still land-

marks all over the country, and in

some places they are even the mod-
els for new architecture. Golden
Buddhist stupas are currently one of

the great attractions at the Palace

Museum in Peking, and unearthed

images of the Buddha are on dis-

play in all the archaeological exhibi-

tions. Even Mao Tse-tung’s cal-

ligraphy is freely admitted to have
been based on that of a Buddhist

monk in Hunan. What the Chinese
want to do is to understand their

own Buddhism in the light of Marx-
ism, Leninism, and Mao Tse-tung’s

thought; to see its good points, to

show its bad points, and to rally

what remains of it in support of so-

cialist construction.

The Chinese government is well

aware that “the blood of the mar-
tyrs” may be “the seeds of the

Church,” and its stated policy
toward religion in general has re-

mained the same since it came to

power in 1949. The Chinese consti-

tution guarantees that the people
are free, as individuals, either to be-

lieve or not to believe. This is more
than a token constitutional formula.

Buddhists all over China are keenly

aware of their personal rights to re-

ligion. “We are free to have our

own beliefs,” said an old Mongolian
monk at the Lamaist monastery in

Peking. When we asked him
whether this meant that they were

also free to worship and to go on
pilgrimage, his answer was immedi-

ately affirmative: “We are free to go

any place we consider to be holy.”

Nevertheless, social pressure is

definitely toward the other free-

dom—that of not believing—so that

ever since “liberation” in 1949, the

number of Buddhists in China has

been decreasing. An estimate of the

early 1950s put the figures at

500,000 monks and nuns and 100

million Buddhist laymen, but there

are many fewer than that today. Al-

though the Chinese refuse to give

any more recent statistics, they

themselves admit that during the

last twenty years the number of

Buddhists in China has decreased

sharply, especially among the
young.

In the West, this fact is usually

attributed to the general effect of

Communist propaganda against reli-

gion, and to such acts as the dis-

possession of the old monastic land-

holdings. The Chinese do not deny
this, but at the same time they ex-

plain the decline of Buddhism in

another way. First of all, they point

out that much of lay Buddhism in

China involved superstitious prac-

tices, and that the people simply

“cannot be duped” into believing in

them anymore. Secondly, they claim

that poor families no longer send

their sons to the monasteries for

want of being able to feed them, a

common occurrence in the old
society. “The people are better off

now,” said one Buddhist layman.

“They prefer to send their children

to school.” Finally, they explain that

within the monasteries many of the

older monks have died and many of

the younger ones have left volun-

tarily in order to “take part in pro-

duction.”

There is much truth in all this.

Although Buddhism in its most
philosophical forms rejects super-

stitious beliefs, as a religion of the

common people in China it was
caught up with all kinds of magical

practices and superstitions. Indeed,

for most laymen and for many
monks that was all that Buddhism
amounted to; and in the face of

education and indoctrination, it was
simply unable to compete with the
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Treasure is where you find it, and

in Tampa it’s being found every

day in the garbage. Steel cans—
the “tin” cans that soft drinks and

other products come in—can live

again in other forms, and in

Tampa they do.

Here’s how it works. People in

Tampa who buy their products in

steel cans just throw the empty
cans in their garbage pails. At the

municipal incinerator, magnetic

separators pull the cans out of the

garbage—at the rate of more than

100 million cans a year.

Refuse At Incinerator

Now those cans will be sold to a

local steel mill, which will melt

them down and recycle them into

steel reinforcing bars for con-

struction.

The beautiful thing about this

process is that it benefits every-

one. Citizens do their ecological

duty without strain. The city saves

landfill space. It also makes
money by selling the cans. And a

precious natural resource is con-

served and reused, again and

again.

In Tampa, glass and aluminum are

returned by hand to collection

centers. Only steel has the unique

quality that permits it to be sep-

arated magnetically from house-

hold garbage.

Some 350 cities now have collec-

tion centers where people turn in

cans that they’ve separated from

their own garbage. Last year their

total effort brought in an esti-

mated 800 million cans.

In just 17 cities like Tampa, where

magnetic separators are being

used, the recovery rate is about

two-and-a-half billion steel cans a

year.

The system makes so much sense

that it’s no surprise the way it’s

spreading. By the end of 1973, 11

more cities will have joined the

ranks of those with magnetic sep-

arators.

Magnetic Separator in Action

It doesn’t matter how a municipal

system disposes of its garbage.

Whatever the system, steel cans
can still be separated by magnets.

Most people seem to prefer one-

way cans, and if they want to keep

getting them, recycling has to be
workable. We know it is.

Steel Cans Recycled Into New Steel

If you’d like to help your city get

on the bandwagon, write for a

copy of Progress Report on Re-

cycling. It has all the facts on steel

can recovery, tells how your city

can learn more about magnetic

separation. Give it to your city of-

ficials. Help them enter the mag-

netic age.

Tinplate Producers

American Iron and Steel Institute

150 East 42 Street, N.Y. 10017

Name

Company

Address

City

State Zip

Tinplate Producers

American Iron and Steel Institute
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CHINA
new materialistic ideology. We met

one ex-monk on a People’s Com-
mune near Soochow. He had left

the local monastery in 1958 be-

cause, as he put it, “there was noth-

ing to do in the temple,” and he

felt he was still young enough to

make a productive contribution to

society. Today, he is a member of

the nearby commune, lives in his

own house, is married, and has six

children. He says that he no longer

believes in Buddhism, even as a lay-

man.

New context

The reasons for the decline of

Buddhism in China should be

sought not in Communist per-

secution, not in the dispossession of

old monastic lands, but in the

greater dynamism of the Maoist
movement. During the last twenty-

three years, Mao Tse-tung’s thought

has swept the nation and carried

most of the former Buddhists with

it. Today, if there are not many
Buddhists left, it is because they

have been converted to a new way
of life.

Very few Chinese ever go to a

temple anymore. This is not only

because it might be difficult and po-

litically unwise to do so but because

very few Chinese want to go to a

temple anymore. For the most part

the masses, especially the youth who
make up such a large proportion of

the Chinese population, are simply

not interested in Buddhism. It is a

piece of the past that no longer

holds them, and they would rather

not tamper with it.

In spite of all this, Buddhism in

China has not died out, for the

simple reason that throughout this

period the Chinese government it-

self has been giving the Buddhists

some active support and coopera-

tion. This constitutes one of the

paradoxes in the relationship be-

tween the Communists and the

Buddhists in China today; for if on

the one hand the new regime has

been the cause of Buddhism’s de-

cline, on the other hand it has been

responsible for Buddhism’s preserva-

tion. Thus, shortly after 1949, many
of the historically important monas-
teries were repaired or restored, at

considerable expense to the govern-

ment. Then in 1953 the Chinese

Buddhist Association was founded
in Peking. The present head of this

organization is Mr. Chao Pu-chu, a

silver-haired, gentle man who has

been a Buddhist all his life. For the

past twenty years, he has had the

delicate task of adapting Buddhism
to the new Chinese context in such

a way that it can both survive and
not lose its own religious identity.

He has walked this fine line very

skillfully, and although his organiza-

tion firmly supports the Maoist re-

gime, it does give monks and lay-

men all over China a feeling of

Buddhist identity at a national, or-

ganizational level.

One of the Chinese intentions

during this period was to convince

the other countries of Asia that

China was not anti-Buddhist or

even antireligious. On the home
front, however, this intention spilled

over into a policy of limited support

for Buddhism, which enabled some
monasteries to keep functioning,

and the Doctrine to survive.

Lying low

When the Cultural Revolution
was launched in 1966, the Buddhist

monasteries were one of the first

targets of the Red Guards. For a

number of years, scattered reports

of the destruction of temples
reached the West, but it was very

difficult to judge exactly what was
going on. Today, it is still difficult

to do so, but a little light is begin-

ning to be shed on the matter. The
recent appearance of the “ultra-left”

as a convenient scapegoat for the

excesses of the Cultural Revolution

enables the Chinese to talk without

embarrassment about such things as

the damaging of temples. When I

previously visited Peking in April,

1970, the mere mention of destruc-

tion caused by the Red Guards was

enough to bring guides and inter-

preters to an embarrassed “I do not

know.” Today, the same people can

readily admit that, “Yes, there was
some damage: it was caused by

youth of ultra-leftist tendencies who
did not know Chairman Mao’s line

on this matter.” With people willing

to talk about the subject, a clearer

picture emerges of what happened
to the monasteries during the Cul-

tural Revolution.

For Buddhism in general, the

Cultural Revolution was a period of
lying low. The Buddhist Association

stopped functioning and was closed

for a period of “struggle, criticism,

and transformation.” But there was
no uniform policy toward the Bud-
dhists during this time. Within a

number of monasteries, life seems to

have gone on fairly quietly, in isola-

tion, after some kind of initial con-

frontation with the Red Guards.
These confrontations often occurred

early in the course of the Cultural

Revolution, simply because the

monasteries were so obviously part

of Old China that they were imme-
diately recognized as targets for crit-

icism. And perhaps because at this

early stage the Red Guards had not

yet “gotten out of hand,” the con-

frontations at the monasteries were

often less acute than they might

have been.

In Shanghai, for example, some
Red Guards wanted to wreck the

Jade Buddha Temple. “They
shouted, ‘Burn it down!’ ” recalls

one member of the Shanghai Asso-

ciation for the Protection of Relics,

“but along with some of the people

in the neighborhood, we told them
this temple was officially protected

by the state, and convinced them to

go away.”

At the Liu Yung monastery of

the Ch’an sect in Canton, the Red
Guards put up big-character posters

on the walls of the temple, but did

not go in. “They couldn’t distin-

guish between Buddhism and super-

stitious things,” says a member of

the Canton branch of the Buddhist

Association. “We explained the dif-

ference to them, and they went
away.”

In the countryside, there often

seems to have been even less con-

frontation. “There was no problem

here,” says the abbot of the Hsing

Chiao monastery in Shensi Prov-

ince. At the Lung-men Buddhist

caves outside of Loyang, the local

guide explains, “At the start of the

Cultural Revolution, some ultra-left

Red Guards wanted to destroy the

images, but they were prevented

from doing so by other Red Guards
who knew Chairman Mao’s true

line about using the old to serve the

new.”

But not all the monasteries es-

caped damage altogether. Our re-

peated requests to visit the Temple
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of the Sleeping Buddha near Pe-

king, which was widely reported to

have been wrecked by the Red
Guards, were met with refusals. The
White Horse monastery in Loyang

was “under repairs,” and in Soo-

chow we were told that the Ling-

yen monastery was “too far away,”

and then promptly drove twice the

distance to visit a commune. For

one reason or another, there are

certain Buddhist places which the

Chinese do not want foreigners to

see, or at least not yet. This may be be-

cause damage was so extensive there

that they are still reluctant to reveal

it, or it may be a result of the natural

hesitancy of local officials to take the

initiative in breaking new ground

with foreign visitors.

Showpieces

There are at least three different

types of monasteries or former
monasteries in China today.

There are what might be called

the museum monasteries. These are

generally in a very good state of re-

pair. There are no monks living in

them, but they are usually kept up
by a branch of the Chinese Associa-

tion for the Protection of Relics.

The members of this organization

act as guides and caretakers and are

often well informed about the his-

tory of the places under their pro-

tection. These monasteries have be-

come museums either because of

the cultural and artistic importance

of the images in them or because

they are sites of historical signifi-

cance. An example of the former

type may be seen in the Jade Bud-

dha Temple, which, with its mag-
nificent collection of Buddhist im-

ages, is apparently getting ready to

open again to the general public. In

the latter category, the best example
is the Big Wild Goose Pagoda and
monastery in Sian in Shensi Prov-

ince. This was the largest monastery

of the T’ang dynasty and has be-

come a protected historical site be-

cause of its association with the fa-

mous traveler-monk Hsuan Tsang,

who translated many sutras into

Chinese there.

Both of these places are now
showpieces not only because they

may be shown to foreign visitors

but because they may be shown to

the Chinese people. The masses to-

day are very much interested in

their own history, and Buddhist

monasteries can often provide edu-

cational material for a Marxist in-

terpretation of that history. Thus,

when groups of Chinese school-

children are taken to see one of the

famous jade Buddhas, they can

learn that the beauty of the image

reflects the great skill of the labor-

ing people who made it, while the

cost of the jade and the hours of la-

bor involved expose the lavish opu-

lence of the rich monastic exploiters

who ordered it made. Similarly, at

the Wild Goose Pagoda, they may
come to understand that Hsuan
Tsang was a very great monk, not

because of his scholarship or en-

lightenment, but because he “kept in

touch with the masses,” participat-

ing in the construction of the pa-

goda by carrying bricks and stones

with his own hands.

The second category of monas-
teries consists of what are really

former monasteries, buildings which
no longer have any connection with

Buddhism and are now used for

other purposes, such as schools,

storehouses, factories, or offices. The
Little Wild Goose Pagoda, also in

Sian, is a good example of this type.

The pagoda itself is officially pro-

tected, but today it is no more than

a leftover from an age gone by. It is

closed to the public and may be

reached only through a breach in

the wall from the yard of the

nearby People’s Liberation Army
camp. The land immediately around
the pagoda has been plowed for ag-

riculture and is apparently farmed
by the PLA soldiers who live in one

of the adjoining monastic buildings.

The gate to the rest of the monas-
tery, however, has been sealed up
by a brick wall; the other halls are

being used as offices.

Finally, the most interesting

monasteries in China today are the

ones which are still functioning as

monasteries. The degree to which
they do so varies from one place to

another. For example, at the
Lamaist Yung Ho Kung in Peking,

over twenty old Tibetan and Mon-
golian monks hold daily devotions,

practice meditation, and according

to the Mongolian lama we talked

to, have occasional examinations
and debates on scriptural knowl-

edge. The older monks also care for

a small orchard in the forecourt of

the monastery, and the younger

ones “engage in production” on the

outside, one at an ironworks, an-

other at a toothpaste plant, a third

at the Foreign Languages Press. In

spite of this, we got the impression

that the place was very much cut

off from any real contact with the

world around it. The main gate to

the street has been permanently
shut (we had to enter through a

small side door), and of course lay-

men seldom visit the temple any-

more. “Occasionally some old

people come here,” says the lama,

who has been there himself for

fifty-four years, “but not very many,
and not very often.”

However, in Ch’ang-an County in

Shensi Province, we saw a very dif-

ferent type of functioning monas-
tery. Perhaps because the Hsing
Chiao monastery is out in the coun-

try, the three monks who live there

now have managed to combine their

monastic lives with an active partici-

pation in local community affairs.

The abbot is a relaxed, self-assured

man in his early fifties. Although to-

day he wears a blue work shirt, he

has been a Buddhist monk for over

thirty years. He is also a deputy to

the Ch'ang-an County People’s Con-
gress, the Buddhist representative in

the Political Consultative Confer-

ence of the county, and a tradi-

tional-style doctor who treats

patients with acupuncture and Chi-

nese medicine in his consulting

room just off the main image hall

of the temple.

At the same time, he and the two
monks are engaged in agricultural

production. They farm seven to

eight mou (one mou is one-sixth of

an acre) of land, and tend an apple

orchard and several vegetable
gardens, all of which makes them
economically self-sufficient. “Over a

thousand years ago,” says the abbot,

“the head of this monastery in-

structed the monks to grow their

own food and make their own
clothes. This is a tradition we keep.”

On the religious side, the three of

them hold daily devotions in the

temple (which may be attended by
laymen in the area), and every eve-

ning after sutra recitation they have

a short period of meditation. They
study Buddhist philosophy but also

read the newspapers, follow inter-

national affairs, and study the writ-

ings of Mao Tse-tung. “We are liv-

ing in New China,” says the abbot,
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CHINA
who has both a picture of Mao and
a statue of the Buddha in his bed-

room, “and we must acquaint our-

selves with society and see how it

works.”

This monastery is able to function

effectively because the abbot plays

not only the role of abbot but that

of farmer, doctor, and deputy as

well. His class origins in a poor

peasant family and the fact that the

monastery, as the site of Hsuan
Tsang’s tomb, is officially protected

may also have something to do with

it. Such a combination of factors is

rare in China, but it makes possible

a very positive participation by

Buddhist monks in the community
life around them.

To do this, however, they do not

have to depend entirely on Mao
Tse-tung’s thought; they can draw
on their own tradition and sources.

This is precisely what is happening

today. When we asked why the two

monks living in the Ch’an monas-
tery in Canton had jobs in a nearby

handicrafts factory, the reason given

was not that Mao Tse-tung said

“Serve the people” but that Hui-

neng (the sixth patriarch of Ch’an
Buddhism) “advocated labor and in-

structed his disciples to engage in

production.” And when we asked

whether these two monks held regu-

lar services in the temple, the an-

swer was almost a protest: “Of
course they don’t hold services!

Hui-neng opposed this. He didn’t

stand for ceremony, for recitation of

the sutras or incense-burning, but

only for keeping the Doctrine in

mind whether sitting, walking, or

working.”

Collective Karma

It is clear that the Buddhists of

China are rereading their own tradi-

tion to fit the new context, but they

are rereading it in Buddhist ways.

Chinese Buddhism, ideologically

speaking, is not “merely surviving”;

it is changing, it is developing. One
might almost say it is reforming.

For example, the doctrine of

Karma, which in the old society was
often used to explain away social

and class distinctions, is now being

reexamined. It is not being aban-

doned, because it is essential to

Buddhist beliefs. “But,” explains

Chao Pu-chu, “there is both individ-

ual Karma and common, collective

Karma. The defect was that in the

past too much emphasis was put on
individual Karma, and this is what
was used to keep the oppressed

classes in their place.”

Similarly, when we asked about

Buddhism and nonviolence, Chao
Pu-chu replied, “The ideas on this

vary. Some Buddhists believe in

pure nonviolence. However,” he

added in clear reference to Chinese

military foreign policy, “when the

king of Kosala in India asked Sakya-

muni what to do when his territory

was invaded, the Buddha’s advice was
that he defend himself.”

How far such rereading of Bud-
dhism can go in support of the sys-

tem still remains to be seen. One
member of the Canton Buddhist As-

sociation went so far as to say: “In

Buddhism, there is the ideal of ben-

efiting all sentient beings and of

glorifying our country. In the old

society this ideal was an illusion,

impossible to fulfill. But after libera-

tion, under the Communist Party

and Chairman Mao, our country

has been built up; the people now
lead peaceful and happy lives. Our
goal of benefiting sentient beings

has been realized.”

What this amounts to essentially

is a reinterpretation of the Bod-
hisattva ideal of Mahayana
Buddhism in wholly materialistic

terms, in which Mao and the Party

somehow become twentieth-century

Bodhisattvas. The thought is inter-

esting in itself, but it is doubtful

that either the Communist Party or

the Buddhists will go along with it.

Chao Pu-chu himself is more cau-

tious. “Buddhism's goal,” he says,

“is freedom, and this is similar to

the socialist goal. Also, Buddhism
believes in compassion and helping

one’s fellow human beings. But we
Buddhists are not materialistic; we
believe in Nirvana, and Marxism
doesn’t.”

Nevertheless, Chao Pu-chu is in-

sistent that, politically and socially

speaking, Buddhists should support

the system. Indeed, their future de-

pends on it: “If Buddhists support

socialist construction, then their fu-

ture is bright. If they go against it,

then their future will be dark.”

But it is also clear that their fu-

ture will depend largely on whether

the government decides to support

Buddhism. With no young monks or

laymen currently being trained in

China, the question remains
whether in another generation there

will be any Buddhists left. This may
depend on a number of factors.

First of all, it remains to be seen

how much the government wants to

use China’s past history as educa-

tional material for its own people. If

they decide that Buddhism can con-

tinue to be useful in this way, they

might then support the training not

of new monks but of new scholars

who would be knowledgeable in

Buddhist history and religion.

Secondly, it may depend on the

course of Chinese foreign policy. If

the government decides that Bud-
dhism may still be a helpful propa-

ganda tool in dealing with countries

of South and Southeast Asia, as it

was during the 1950s and early

1960s, then steps might be taken

toward the preservation of some
kind of Buddhism in China. An in-

dication that this may be happening
was the fact that last summer Chao
Pu-chu came out in Peking to wel-

come the visiting Prime Minister of

Ceylon, Mrs. Sirimavo Band-
aranaike; and last fall he was
present at the state banquet given

for the Japanese Prime Minister,

Kakuei Tanaka.

Finally, the immediate future of

Chinese Buddhism will depend
mostly on the political mood inside

China itself. If the liberal relaxation

of the present post-Cultural Revolu-

tion period continues, then the old

Buddhists should continue to re-

surface slowly, cautiously, as they

are just beginning to do now. But if

what is in store is another ideologi-

cal crisis, another cultural revolu-

tion, then for Buddhism that might

prove to be the fatal blow.

In any case, time will take its toll.

For it must be admitted that the

long-range outlook for Chinese Bud-

dhism as a religion is not good.

When we asked one layman about

this, he said: “I think Sakyamuni
himself has already answered your

question. Buddhism, like all things,

is impermanent. It undergoes birth,

growth, abiding, and decay. The
first five hundred years after Sakya-

muni were the golden years. Today,

we have already reached the end of

the period of decay.”

—John Strong
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Members of the Central Committee of the Korean
Buddhist Chogye Order talk at Chogye-sa on Sunday in

a meeting held to elect the supreme patriarch of the

order.
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The Korean Buddhist Chogye
Order has failed to elect a

supreme patriarch, who will

newly serve as the most ven-

erable but non-ruling chief

monk of the nation’s largest

Buddhist sect, which had been

suffering for nearly three

years from internal discord.

The 6th Central Committee
of the Order held a meeting
on Sunday to elect the pat-

riarch by an unprecedented

ballot instead of through the

usual process of acclamation.

The top post was contended

for by the Rev. Choe Wol-san

of Pulguk-sa Temple and the

Rev. Lee Song-chol of Haein-

sa Temple. Both failed to win

a majority of the 63-member
legislative body.

The votes at the Buddhist
Hall at Chogye-sa Temple
were cast without naming any
specific candidates ih a way
to miniirtize any possible fric-

tion.

The committee will meet
again on May 7 for the elec-

tion of the chief monk.
The failure to choose the

new patriarch who will suc-

ceed the Ven. Yun Ko-am,
me&ns that the settlement of

the Internal conflicts among
executive Chogye monks has
not yet been brought about.

The 6th Central Committee,
fortned on April 17, elected the

Rev. Song Wol-chu as chief

of the Administration Office of

the Chogye-jong on Saturday,

marking a great step in end-

ing the dispute between the

two parties camped at Chogye-
sa and Kaesun-sa.
The Rev. Song, 46, was the

spearhead of the oppositionist

factioh, which had claimed
authority over its own central

committee with a separate ad-

ministration office at Kaeun-
sa Temple in Anam-dong,

'"I) ,i"'uminti-<n„|>

Seoul, departing from the or-

der’s traditional headquarters
at Chogye-sa in Kyonji-dong.

The internal hegemony
struggle of the Chogye Order
with the break into two par-

ties originated in September,
1977, when then supreme pat-

riarch the Ven. Lee Sue-ong
dispersed the 4th central

committee, of which the larg-

er number of members had
condemned the chief abbot’s

alleged partisanship in the ad-

ministration of the order.

The years-long dispute has
developed into a court strug-

gle, and brought about the in-

volvement of the Culture-In-

formation Ministry and lay

Buddhists associations as well

as elderly monks’ circles for

mediation.
The Chogye Order has some

14,000 monks and nuns at over
1,500 temples across the coun-

try. It is known to have as-

sets amounting to 11 trillion

won.

Pyol-sandae Mask
Dance Drama Due
The Yangju Pyol-sandae

Mask Dance Drama Preserva-
tion Society will perform the

masque at its birthplace out-

side of Seoul this Saturday.
Eight masters including

Shin Sun-bong, and their 15

students will revive the typical

dance drama at the Yangju
Pyol-sandae Preservation Cen-
ter in Yuyang-ni, Chunae-
myon, Yangju-gun, Kyonggi-do,
at 2:00 p.m. May 3. In case it

rains, the performance will

be postponed to the same hour
next day.

Begun some 200 years ago,
the dance drama was played
b> the villagers on major
Korean festival days.
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Experience of the Supernatural

in Buddhism

by Roger Leverrier
*

L- ejKvre

The ideas expressed in this dl^ZS'^vill be based chiefly upon the current

af thought of the Great Vehicle. The theories of the Dharmakaya and the

Tathagatagarbha, 1 and the theories advanced by Zen (cf. note 4) are part

af the patrimony of the Great Vehicle. The Small Vehicle seems less con-

fined with the end of man, and while it recognizes that those who have

undergone a long purification are delivered from attachment, there remains

n its doctrine an essential difference between this state of deliverance and

:he state of Buddha (which is the state of enlightenment). The Great

i/ehicle, on the other hand, affirms that every man can receive the same

enlightenment as did Buddha.

To speak of experience of the divine or the supernatural in Buddhism may

;eem like a contradiction in terms or an untruth. People have often tried

:o make Buddhism into a purely philosophical religion in which the non-self

md the negation of all are tire very essence of the doctrine. I am persuaded

hat this kind of drinking ignores the fact that we are dealing with a religion

if life. For anyone who examines the teaching of Buddha at all closely,

t is easy to see that its essence is that the source of life and love is not to

ie found in the superficial self, and true happiness is not to be found in the

nconsistent and ephemeral things of this world. All this must be passed by,

or the human heart, "image and shadow" of the Dharmakaya which is

.ove (in itself) and Intelligence (in itself), rediscovers its original purity and

-trength only when it has succeeded in removing die veil of ignorance and

lelivering itself from attachment to the "self". It is only then that man

1 The Dharmakaya is the very nature of Buddha. It is the universal and eternal

•rinciple that is the source of all life and the ground of all being. We participate in

t by our innermost .nature: there is in every man the Tathagatagarbha, the embryo or
;erm that gives us the capacity to become Buddha and discover the supreme Reality.

Ve have no need at all to receive something from outside in order to attain Enlighten-
nent; it suffices that we develop this genn.
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becomes capable of the highest, deepest and most sublime religious expe-

rience. Such an experience is incommunicable in its totality, but it is the

most real of all experiences. For my part, I would say that it is incom-

|
municable and ineffable because it goes beyond the ordinary superficial

level of reality which is all our poor language can express.

It is quite clear that Buddhism is essentially a practical religion, capable

j

of satisfying the needs of the entire man—even the noblest needs. The

| human heart does not live on speculations, however profound they may be,

on abstractions, however lofty they may be. For the Buddhist, religion can be

'defined by the expression "Enlightenment", which is at the same time

’ wisdom (perfect knowledge of the Absolute as it is) and Karuna (love and

•.mercy which are a sharing in the nature of the Absolute, with which and

| in which we are "one").

•The Absolute as the Object of Religious Experience

I
Buddhism docs not use the word "God". On the contrary, it rejects it.

'The word seems too intimately bound up with an anthropomorphic form

of expression of the Absolute Reality. This Being, above the universe and

^different from it, who creates and governs, rewards and punishes, is

(repugnant to the manner of thought of the disciples of Sakyamuni. Budd-

hism is not, however, in any way partisan of agnostic or materialistic

(theories concerning the universe. The renowned specialist of Zen Budd-

hism, D. T. Suziki, wrote:

Buddhism recognizes in an explicit way the presence of a Reality

which transcends the limits of phenomenality but which is never-

theless immanent in all, and shows itself through the world of

phenomena in all its glory. We live in this Reality, we exist in it,

and by it we continue to act .

2

The Dharmakaya, the principle of the world's cosmic unity, must not

ibe seen as a simple metaphysical and philosophical concept. It must rather

jbe seen and understood as an object of religious knowledge and of the

(truest and deepest mystical experience. It must also be seen as "Spirit",

[which is will, intelligence, thought and activity: it is the living Spirit which

(manifests itself in the universe and in the heart of every man. For the
:

2 D. T. Suzuki, Outlines of Mahayana Buddhism, ch. ix.
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Mahayanists 3
(partisans of the Great Vehicle), it possesses countless virtues

and "merits", it is perfect and absolute intelligence, and it cannot be under-

stood outside the eternal "vow" to lead the whole of humanity to enlighten-

ment. It is also the inexhaustible source of love and mercy, but the human

mind in its ordinary activity remains incapable of knowing it perfectly;

only mystical knowledge makes it accessible. Let us now listen to what

the Avatamsakasutra says of it:

Free of impurity and of desire. It is serenity and It is eternal: this

is the "One". Its liberty and spontaneity are inaccessible to the

human spirit and so is Its spiritual presence in the universe. It is

capable of creating all things...

Very often the transcendent, ineffable and inexpressable character of the

Absolute Reality are stressed, contrary to Christianity which, recognizing

God as transcendent, also attributes to Him "in an infinite manner and

degree" the attributes of humanity. Buddhism refuses to define in any

way what the Absolute is: it prefers the way of negative expression and

I wonder if we really have the right to reproach it for this. For the great

masters of Buddhism and Zen 4
in particular, I think one can affirm without

the least exaggeration that they see the infinity of the Absolute too clearly

to presume to give it a name. They know better than we the powerlessness

of human language, which is only made for expressing the realities of this

world. For them, the final Reality cannot be thought and nothing can be

said about it. This Reality is not known in the way other things are known,

but that does not mean that it does not exist. Let us see what Scripture

says on understanding this Absolute:

O Ananda, It is invisible: one could never see It with one's eyes.

O Ananda, It is inexpressable, one could not hear It with one's ears...

unless one heard It by faith. The "Absolute Meaning" is to be
attained by faith.... The nature of Buddha, which is the object of

the knowledge of the Omniscients, must be considered as inconcei-

3 The distinction between Hinayana (the Small Vehicle) and Mahayana (the Great
Vehicle) is rather late, and is -due to the partisans of the Great Vehicle. They claimed to
have rediscovered the teaching and spirit of the founder of Buddhism, and had a very
sincere desire to lead the whole of humanity towards Enlightenment. For them, the
Small Vehicle with its extreme monasticism had closed the way to most men. The Great
Vehicle transports the whole of humanity to the opposite bank. The names "Small
Vehicle and "Great Vehicle" were intended to bring out this difference in their con-
ception of the Master's teaching.

4 Zen is a form of meditation peculiar to Buddhism. It is also a Buddhist sect which
arose in China under the influence of an Indian monk, Bodhidharma (said to have
arrived in China c. 520), but was greatly influenced and given a precise doctrine by its

sixth patriarch, Houei-Neng (d. 713).
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vable by those having knowledge only through their body [that is:

by those who have not yet learned to go beyond the mode of

discursive knowledge].... The nature of Buddha is not the object of

worldly science and knowledge.

For the Buddhist, the very nature of the Real forbids all mental represen-

tation, all forms of attribution. I will not go so far as to make my own die

words of Robert Linssen: "The eloquence of our learned theologians, who
on this subject deliver themselves of endless talk, is really nothing short of

spiritual swindle: its gravity will not escape those who are a little alert"!

Nevertheless, I am convinced that everyone who knows a little of the

position of the Buddhists is capable of grasping the deep and well-founded

reason for such an attitude. I am tempted to say that it seems more

philosophical and more true titan that of Christianity. The modesty of

Buddhist terminology in treating of the Absolute certainly comes from a

very sincere regard for the truth. The Absolute is the object of mystical

experience on a level and in a dimension surpassing that in which human

realities are experienced: should we be allowed to distort it by trying to

express it?

Those who speak of It do not know It;

Those who know It do not speak of It.

It has been said that Christian mystics are often closer to the Buddhist

Masters titan they are to the rest of Christianity. If we listen to them when

they speak of their experience of God and of the supernatural world, we are

certainly obliged to recognize that they are telling us above all how im-

possible they find it to explain their experience, though it is so true and so

deep. As Angela of Foligno says:

What my soul sees can neither be conceived by thought nor expressed

by word. I see nothing and I see all. The more this infinite good

is seen in the darkness, the more sure it is, and the more it exceeds

all.... When the soul sees the divine power, the divine wisdom and

the divine will, as has happened to me in a marvellous,h^y, -’this

seems less than "darkness".... What I see is an all; the resf seems

only parts....

And Fr Garrigou-Lagrange writes

:

The Godhead or inner life of God infinitely surpasses every image

of the senses and every idea of the mind, created or creatable. To

enable us to see It "as It is", the Godhead would have to show Itself

without any intermediary.
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Are not the mystics the ones who see the eternal Reality without any

intermediary? This is what we find expressed by the masters of Buddhism

and Zen. A mystic like Krishnamurti speaks for them in an almost iden-

tical manner:

The more we understand the powerlessness of all thought to show
us the uncreated and infinite light, the more this light appears to

us inaccessible and obscure, not with an obscurity below the mind,

like that of matter, but with a trans-luminous obscurity, that of the

Supreme Truth, which is too unintelligible for us.

Among the various ways of expressing the nature of the Absolute, the

final Truth, Buddhism seems to have a rather marked preference for the

word "vacuity". 5 Such terminology is very disconcerting for minds that

have been formed on Western philosophy. They love palpable realities and

need symbols in order to express abstractions—well or badly. The Buddhist

concept of vacuity, we must admit, is poles apart from the concepts of the

Western mind. It would seem simple enough to translate the word by

"absence" or "nothingness". Unfortunately, in the context, these are perhaps

the worst possible translations that could be given. The emptiness or

vacuity of Buddhism, when the word is used to designate the transcen-

dental Reality, could be translated more correctly by "transcendental

character". It means that the Absolute does not possess any attribute

whatsoever that permits us to concretize It, nor is there any possibility of

symbolizing It. Asvaghosha 0
explains this by saying that we must avoid

thinking "nothingness" when we speak of vacuity; we must avoid thinking

"someone" or "something" in relation to someone or something else. This

is how "Reality" must be thought of. Buddhist teachers even go so far as

to say that the supreme Reality does not come under the notion of being,

any more than It comes under the notion of non-being. It is of another

order and must be known by another mode of knowledge outside all relation

with the phenomenal world. There is nothing more real or more positively

true titan this "vacuity".

5 The word "vacuity", "Sunyata" in Sanskrit, is used in different senses. It often
signifies the inconsistency of things that do not exist in themselves. Here, on the con-
trary, it signifies all that is most real but that is on a level unattainable by our mind
in its ordinary activity. "The impossible to conceive, the ineffable, the Transcendent".

0 Asvaghosha, The Awakening of Faith, translated into English and commented on
by Yoshido S. Hakeda.
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The Way to Enlightenment

How then will man be able to claim knowledge of this absolute Reality,

and by what means will he be able to become "one" with It? Buddhism

tells us that it is by an experience that is intransmissible and incomprehensi-

ble by the normal process of the intellect. Only minds and hearts that have

passed through a long purification are capable of this vision, this "religious

intuition". But every man can reach it sooner or later, for in the depths of

every human being there exists a germ of Buddheity, a participation in the

nature of this universal and transcendental Reality: a connaturality which

is also a potentiality waiting for fulfilment .

7 The "self" that Buddhism

denies corresponds with the "old man" of the New Testament. Buddhism

in no way denies what I would call a "transcendental soul" comparable to

that "image of God" of which Holy Scripture tells us. This transcendental

soul is darkened for the time being by ignorance (sin), but it remains capable

of freeing itself because it is darkened only in action and not in its nature .

8

Once it is set free it knows without a shadow of ignorance this Reality in

which it participates ; and there is now nothing to prevent a union that even

surpasses contemplation, a union in which the soul cannot even have the

feeling of union (which is the sign that union is still imperfect). This' is

the Mahayanist theory of Dharmakaya and Tathagatagarbha (the nature

of Buddha and the participation of every human being in this nature).

Christian mystics speak of "disappearing into God", the soul being

engulfed in Him. These expressions are certainly not without value, but the

Buddhist goes much further. Whereas the Christian continues to try to

describe a very intimate relationship with his God, the Buddhist does not

speak of personality in the sense in which we use the word. He claims to

go beyond the level of relationship with the Absolute, however close it may

be. For him there is identification, total absorption into the supreme Reality,

becoming truly "one" in the strongest sense of the word. D. T. Suziki,

whom I mentioned above, had a long friendship with Thomas Merton and

their correspondence deals especially with mystical questions. In one of

7 See note 1.

8 Buddhists, unlike Christians, refuse to believe that the nature of man is vitiated by
ignorance (i.e. sin) and that it is necessary to receive salvation from a Saviour. Buddha
is only a man like other men, who succeeded before us but is not even thought to have

been the first. His role is not to save the world but only to show the way of Enlighten-

ment. If Christianity is the model of "faith which leans on a strength exterior to man",
Buddhism is the model of "faith by one's own strength".
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his letters he writes that he is in full agreement with Merton on many

points but cannot understand this union of the Christian mystic with God

"in which one remains on the level of personal relationship".

Whereas the Christian mystic must turn and go towards God, the Budd-

hist attitude is quite different. It must be acknowledged that Buddhism

has a strong tendency to pantheism (although it rejects the term), and

teaches that the final Reality is none other than my own deep nature, since

by my "transcendental self" I really participate in the Absolute. All I have

to do is purify myself; then perfect knowledge, perfect unity will be

realized. It is for this reason that Enlightenment is sometimes called "reve-

lation and discovery of one's own nature"; but knowing one's own nature

brings at the same time direct, immediate and intuitive vision of the ultimate

Reality in its totality. From this unitive vision there derives a state of

absolute freedom, and the mystic penetrates into the depths of pure love

where it becomes possible for him to understand in all clarity the bond

between passing things and the supreme Reality. The One Enlightened

becomes himself the personification of Love, because on this level will,

knowledge and action are but one.

People speak of Buddhism as having a "natural mysticism", and are

willing to agree that it gives a direct experience of Reality and a "psychic"

contact with absolute Being. Of course, they ha’sten to distinguish it from

"supernatural" mysticism which depends on grace. But does grace exist

only for those who claim to have it? Is it only those who know that they

are "in tire order of grace" who have the privilege of enjoying it?

What is Enlightenment?

We are by nature inclined to expect mystical experience to provide a kind

of revelation of something hidden, a discovery (for the world) of the Truth

that is inaccessible by every other means. We should like to ask: "Does

this mystic really possess the Truth? Is his mysticism perhaps only a

dream? If it is not a dream, what truth can we expect from him?" However,

all these questions are likely to falsify the problem. If a soul has this

experience it remains personal to it, and all it can do is invite us to have

tire same experience. It is a personal and intransmissible vision. That

there exist no detailed accounts of tire Enlightenment of the Buddha or the

experiences of the Buddhist mystics does not in any way weaken the truth

of their vision.

?
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As seen by the Great Vehicle, Enlightenment is by no means a negative

thing. In its positive reality it is far from consisting in the extinction of

the aspirations of the human heart. Quite the contrary: it should be seen

as the fulfilment and perfection of life. Religious experience, especially in

Zen, is not a purely intellectual process. While the value of the intellect is

not denied, it must not be allowed to stifle the vital current which rises

from the depths of the soul. There exists a higher and nobler faculty (I am
tempted to say "more supernatural") and it is this that must grasp the

nature of the interior being where the combat between the finite and the

infinite takes place. Mahayanist mysticism and Zen are a reaction against

rationalism and lofty metaphysical discussion, the smugness of ethical obser-

vances and the contemplation of nothing more titan the evanescence of

temporal things (on which the Buddhism of the Small Vehicle had insisted

too much, at the risk of forgetting the essentials of the doctrine). They

claim that a true religious experience must necessarily transform the moral

structure of the personality. The monastic life does not necessarily demand

the austere practices of asceticism, but it does imply that all the spiritual

powers of one's being are elevated to a sublime point.

Buddhism insists very much on knowledge, and Enlightenment could

appear to the non-initiate as something intellectual rather than vital. But

it must not be forgotten that we are dealing with a mode of knowledge in

which all the faculties of man have their role to play. Thus it is a trans-

formation of the whole being: it is the whole being that has to reach the

other bank, eternal liberation.

If one examines the texts one risks being disappointed; they are sin-

gularly laconic when they speak about Enlightenment or religious expe-

rience, as far as its content is concerned. The mode of expression is negative,

for words are likely to give us an idea that is quite the opposite of the

reality. The Digha-nikaya 9 expresses itself as follows:

There is no longer any room here for the four elements: solidity,

fluidity, energy and movement. The notions of length and breadth,

of thick and thin, of good and bad, of Name and Form, are abso-

lutely destroyed. One does not find here the notions of this world

or the other, of coming, going or staying, of death or birth, nor

does one find die objects of the senses.

We are dealing with a unique experience which has nothing in common

with our world. The word the Scriptures use for this Enlightenment is—
0 A text of the Little Vehicle.

fc#
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"nirvana", which does not mean a state afte r death but a state of perfect

union with the Absolute, tobe realized in this world. We shall see how the

Udana expresses its reality: one feels that all language falls short here, and

the negative turn of expression will not surprise us:

O monks, there is a state not-bom, not-become, not-conditioned,

not-composed. If there were no such state which is not-bom, not-

become, not-conditioned, not-composed, there would be no possible

evasion for that which is born, that which has become, that which

is conditioned, that which is composed. Since there is such a state,

there is an evasion of that which is born, that which has become,

that which is conditioned, that which is composed.

Speaking of the state of Enlightenment, of ecstasy, the deepest rapture

in the Absolute, the Buddha never defined it precisely. Here is a text in

which he speaks of samadhi (deep meditation, but also the ecstatic state of

the moment of Enlightenment), which he gives as the mark of the

Enlightened, the omniscient, those who have become "one" with Reality:

The "place" where I went is extremely retired and deeply hidden.

It is a degree that you cannot [yet] understand, only the Buddhas

[those who have arrived at Enlightenment] are capable of it.

Samadhi is a thing extremely difficult to understand. If one under-

stands it [if one reaches such a state] -the happiness and joy that

one tastes cannot be expressed because there is no one capable of

hearing it.
10

In one of the most important Buddhist texts one finds an explanation of

Enlightenment, or rather, of the state of heart of the one Enlightened. It

insists on its unparalleled purity, joy and freshness, its perfect wisdom and

understanding:

His heart is perfectly calm and peaceful, he remains in ecstasy. He
knows the final joy and freshness, he no longer has any pains or

sorrows. He possesses the wisdom that gives him an understanding

of everything: this is deliverance from all ignorance. He knows all

reality as it is in its depth, he has entered into the depth of the real.

This is the deliverance of the great Light. He knows beings in the

intimacy of their nature, and he has cut off all attachment to the

things of this world. This is tire deliverance taught by the straight

and perfect Way. 11

10 A text in which Buddha teaches "Samadhi, the mark of the Buddhas" and the
way to reach it.

11 Buddhawatangsaka-Mahawaipula-Sutra.
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Generally, when the texts speak about Enlightenment they simply give

us the laconic statement: "... and he attained Enlightenment". They speak

chiefly about light, perfect joy and the feeling of deliverance. The one

Enlightened feels himself victorious and freed from all fear; he knows that

henceforth he possesses the power of the universe. One feels that the

Enlightened know and live an experience that is full of wonder, but they

remain powerless to communicate it to others. Man, in the course of this

rapture and this supramental experience, knows a new dimension at the

very heart of the nature of the homogeneity of "pure Love-Intelligence".

There, he discovers himself in the profound nature of what he has always

been, what he is, and what he will be for all eternity. I believe that we
can admit—I even think that we must admit—that the soul that experiences

its own spirituality (i.e. its spiritual character) in tire course of Buddhist

ecstasy becomes most deeply and intimately conscious of the eternal,

creating Spirit of God (even if the word is rejected); and that it becomes

conscious of perceiving the domain of the Absolute, penetrating into it and

abiding in it, like our most authentic Christian mystics. The soul is spiritual

by nature, and it does not have to wait for an "exterior revelation" to

become spiritual.

Conclusion

Let us call it natural mysticism if we want to, but if the Buddhist arrives

at a "psycho-spiritual perception of the natural activity of God in the soul"

(does God have a natural activity and another of a higher order, or are we

making differences that are more subtle titan real?), one must recognise that

his mysticism is true and of great value. We must know this if we want

to dialogue with Buddhists.

To conclude, I should like to give a few passages from a poem; I am
convinced that, better than complicated explanations and theories, it will

give an understanding of the wealth and sublimity of the experience of the

Buddhist mystics and the sentiment of perfect happiness that becomes their

lot for ever .

12

Abide in this! Live only in this!

Efface thyself...

And may thy soul radiate with His infinite light.

His supreme peace.

12 "Dayalshanti Ghose", a poem by Sam Tchen Kham Pa.
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0 sublime immortality, I am forever in thee!

1 am no longer different from thee!

Thy joy fills all that remains of my soul...

0 life immense and limitless!

Eternal and radiant splendour,

thou art henceforth my only body,

my only abode...

1 am the divinity of things beneath this thick veil

of matter,

I am the silent, anonymous flame

which, ignored by all, shines though the darkness

without.

In the eternal spring of my infinite vision,

there are no more veils, no more darkness,

no more lights.

The Infinite without name, the Eternal without attribute,

these are my only abode, my only Natural State.

It is from this Unique One
that I see the infinite variety of beings

melt into one common essence,

as pure water is one with pure water,

in the transluminous plenitude of an infinite Reality.

I am forever transfigured

and I transfigure all things

in terms of the Eternal Light that I aiti.

I am....

I am for ever....

What has been... what IS... what will be....

Our Christian mystics also speak sometimes of "deification" and they

hope for the total absorption into God of their entire being. It must be

carried towards its goal: the most intimate "l" of the soul must be elevated

and remade in the perfect and faultless image of the Absolute. As contem-

plation becomes less imperfect, words disappear and the mystic discovers

something; or rather, he becomes conscious of that Something (which

always existed but which he did not grasp) which fills the emptiness with

an omnipresence like that of the sun in the air. All that remains for him

to do is to sink himself and lose himself totally in this Something. I believe

it can be shown that Buddhist ecstasy is closer to this kind of mysticism

than is sometimes admitted.
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Buddha Images in Korea — (4)

Amitabha in Legends
The following; Is the fourth

i
of six articles on Buddha
Images in Korea. This arti-
cle deals with legend as-
sociated with Amitabha.

v
The writer Ls professor of

l history at Dongguk Univer-
sity.—ED.

n
By Alin Kye-hyon

j

The Buddha Amitabha de-
dicated In The Pusok-sa Tem-
ple was made early In the

;

Koryo Dynasty In the 10th
century. This Is located In
the Muryangsu-Jon (ARBI
«?K3), or the Infinite Life
Sanctuary, a staple building
In that temple. This ls the
sole clay-covered wood Bud-
dhist Image In Korea at pre-
sent and a very precious one
because of the excellent te-

chnique it reflects. HIs gra-
cious face, expressing peace-
fulness and gentleness, re-
veals Infinite charity. And yet
he takes a seat in a dignified
manned.
His right hand ls moved

forward across his right knee
to touch the earth. This ges-
ture ls called the Chok-chi-
ln ( WitkEfJ) in Korean, or the
Bhumi-sparsa-mudra in San-
skrit, that means the seal of
calling the earth to witness
the enlightenment.

The nimbus in the two
forms of both a circle behind
the face and a boat behind

i the body Is made of wood. A
circle Is expressive of the

1 wisdom of the Buddha, and
boat is a conveyance to the
peaceful absolute, the Nirva-
na. The border of the nimbus
is formed In the shape of a
flame for the sake of burn-
ing down sinful desires.

Legends concerning Ami-
tabha of faith abound In Ko-
rea, too. Now, let us touch
on some of them. The next
are all the Korean legends
In the seventh and eighth

|

centuries during the Silla Dy-
I
nasty period.
Living with his wife,

Kwangdok (IBSH5 ) was en-
gaged In making straw san-
dals in a village near the
Punhwang-sa Temple

I
) in the capital, now

Kyongju. On the other hand,
Omchang ( flSiffi ), who had
not married yet, worked in
a farm at the foot of the Mt.
Nam far from the capital.
They had a warm friendship
with each other In the last
few years, since they had
promised to be well trained
for rebirth In the Pure Land.
One day Omchang heard

Kwangdok talking outside the
window, when the sun was
setting behind the mountain.
"Mr. Omchang I I'm about

going in the West. Are you
still waiting for when the
ripe moment comes? Come
as soon as possible I I'll go
before you.'*

So Omchang opened the
window and looked about.

* But nobody was there. Only
a golden gleam against an

- evening glow was going away
f from his abode. When he call-

ed on Kwangdok on the fol-
lowing day, Kwangdok had
already dead. And so Om-
chang cremated Kwangdok at

ers Try
Vlarket
*• June, quickly made Minister

Kim the target of public crl-
ticlsm.

The price has now gone
down to 1,740.000 won at the
suggestion of the ministry.
There ls no legislation em-

powering the ministry to con-
trol the nrice of cars. But,

The Amitabha Image wood,
272m high, 10tli century,
is dedicated in the Pusok-sa
Temple.

a sunny hill In the suburbs
with the widow. On their way
back, a desire to live with
the charming widow cropped
up In his mind.
They came to a man and

wife at last. He, however,
had scarcely caressed her
buxom body In the nude at

the first night, when she turn-
ed down his desire and gave
him a sharp rebuke contrary
to his expectation.

"I lived with Mr. Kwang-
dok all this while for 10

years or so. But I've been not
deprived of my virginity. For
all that, we were a devoted
couple. Not a day passed but
he sat straight up on the floor
with his legs crossed to prac-
tice the Sixteen Meditations.
And, so well did he prayed
devotedly to the Buddha Ami-
tabha 'n a loud voice that
he could attain rebirth In the
Western Paradise, However
hard you may practice in

such a readiness, It ls diffi-

cult for you to attain rebirth,
as If a fish climbed a tall

tree to seek the water. Even
now it's not too late. Don't
desire to lust after a woman
from now on, please I I don’t
feel like making you to sat-
isfy your desire."
He could not help being sen-

sible to shame. Day after day,
did he practice more earnest-
ly and prayed to the Buddha
Amitabha more devotedly
from that time on. Afterward
it went without saying that he
was able to be reborn In the
Pure Land at last.

Both Kwangdok and Om-
chang thought that the Bod-
hlsattva Avalokitesvara (fCl

S/SSS ) would be the last

man to be disguised as a
fair woman.

Pious Men

The second legend as fol-

lows; Scores of pious men
founded the Amitabha Socie-
ty ( 901%*) at the Mlta-sa
Temple, located In Chinju
down River Nam In Kyong-
sang-namdo. They made up
their mind for the sake of

prayer to the Buddha Amita-
bha for ten thousand days to

attain rebirth In the western
Paradise World. Kul-Jln t R
» ) was a member of the
society.
Around that time, It was

a great pleasure for Uk-
myon ( flBldl), who was a fe-

male servant, to go the tem-
ple with her master. Kui-Jln.
But Kul-Jln became to be
displeased with her as days
went by. He, thereupon, told

her to hull so much grain that

she had to work from early
In the morning till late at

night. Nevertheless, she did

not bear a grudge against her
master. She used to work
hard day after day so that
she could go to the temple
as soon as possible.

It was always midnight
when she would finish her du-

respects to her. All the mem-
bers of the society were scar-
ed to death. After a while,
she could attain rebirth In

the Pure Land through the
roof. According to tradition,

the hole in the roof had re-
mained until toward the end
of the 14th century.

Still another legend; Pu-
dok ) and Pak-pak
*h) cut their hair together to

become monks. And then
they were practicing asce-
ticism to be religiously awak-
ened. as they were halfway
up Mt. Paekwol (^^Lli ) far
from the noisy capital, now
Kyongju. One built his cell

on the east side of the moun-
tain, and the other on the
west side.
One day someone was

knocking on the door, when
Pudok was about falling a-

sleep late In the evening. He
held the light out of the door.
A little lovely woman was
standing there. She looked
like a woman no more than
twenty-two or three.
"Can I stay overnight

here? I've lost my way.”
"I'm sorry. This place ls

a cell. Nobody else but me ls

here. Besides, there ls only
one room. A village lies at

the foot of this mountain.
Why don't you do down at a
rapid pace, please!”
"Gracious me! I'm very

tired. My feet are beginning
to swell up. What's more, this

land is quite new to me. If

you have no other room, a
barn will do as well."
He made up his mind to

receive her earnest entreaty,
at last. She had hardly come
In his room when she went to

sleep. He, however, sat
straight up on the floor and
chanted Buddhist scriptures.
At midnight she awoke, and
slowly took off all her clothes.

The form of a little woman's
fresh body, which he had not
e/er seen before, was dazzl-
ing to him.
Nevertheless, he only tried

to put himself to religious
meditation facing the wall
with his legs crossed on the
floor. And then she said: "I

want to share the bed with
you. It's a pity that you
should miss this golden op-
portunity."
She further began to roll

In the bed, groaning with de-
sire. And the more firmly he
turned down her passionate
requests, the more fervently
she huddled to him in the
nude to fascinate him. After
a while, she asked him to

help her bathe. He could not
help hesitating, but he
thought of such help as a just
training for himself.
Closing his eyes, he wash-

ed her round shoulders, soft
back, slender waist, and
plump hips. In a short time,
he felt her changing Into a
stone as cold as Ice. When
he opened hls eyes, there was
a big surprise waiting for
him. The virgin had become
a golden Avalokitesvara. And
the dirty water In the tub
was changing into golden
perfume.
He closed hls eyes again,

and reverently clasped his
hands in prayer to the Ava-
lokitesvara. And when he
opened hls eyes, the Avalo-
kitesvara was not In the tub.

Only a golden gleam against
a starry sky was going away
from the cell. Afterwards he
had no sooner bathed In the
golden perfume than he was
able to be enlightened and
became the Buddha Maltre-
ya. After that, Pak-pak was
able to become the Buddha
Amitabha by bathing In the
same golden perfume.
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Although visitors to Kyong-
Ju really should start with the
museum, Rachel and I didn't
get there until Sunday morn-
ing, our last day there. It's
somewhat useless trying to
describe a museum collec-
tion, but let me mention just
a few things that appeal to
me and may appeal to you.
The museum collection Is— -predominantly Sllla work, of

course, particularly that of
. Great Sllla, the 8th to 10th

centuries. The appreciation of
pottery comes hard to me.'
and though I do admire Sllla
pots and roof tiles, I really
like best the dynasty's stone
statuary and carved relief
figures. For a selection of
these you need go no further
than the museum's garden
which is filled with Buddha
figures, with whole and parts
of stone lanterns, pagodas,
and steles (including a double
turtle base), with relief figur-
es of the twelve zodiacal ani-
mal gods that usually sur-
round tcmbs. There is even a
little graveyard of seated,
headless Buddha images — a A seated, headless Bud-
symbolic graveyard, if you dha image In Kyongju Mu-
bke

- seum's garden.
In a side gallery, the pro-

liferation of 1 statuary and enhance the color of the
carving continues. My parti- crown?
cular favorites are an ex- We tore ourselves away'
tremely fierce head of a Va- from the museum with some
jrapanl (a guardian figure.) reluctance since we had two
that glowers down on the in- things to do before catching
nocent tourist, a doll-like trio our bus back to Taegu The
that Includes an Amitabha -

about five feet high with two
Bodhisattvas each about three
feet high who should be flank-
ing the Amitabha but aren't
( the Bodhisattvas, though

first was antique hunting. In
the antique shops, beware. My .

general approach is that if a
piece were really antique, it

would probably be in the
museum or would be far too

of proportion, have exception- expensive for me. It is
.
pos-

ally sweet faces), a curly- sible to buy perfectly ade-
maned, bug-eyed, standing quate reproductions, not that
lion carved in relief as part the sales clerk will volunteer
of a large granite block, and the information that they're
a very thin dragon that un- copies. I have been quite con-
dulates his way up the gate tent with my copies of a mon-
plllar of an ancient tomb. ster mask * roof tile and aA

r

f®w
.

y
f:
ars

. ,

ag0 1 was stoneware lamp. Don’t forget
pleased to be able to carry to plan time enough to bar-home rubbings of this dragon gain about the price,
and of the apsaras from the Our last stop was at the
great bronze bell Emllle. To- newly opened Kyongju House,
day no such rubbings are al- an interesting place where,
lowed, by order of the Mini- for 100 won admission, you
stry of Culture. Though I can may see Korean folk dances
fully appreciate the ministry’s in the mornings and after-
point of view (Ink rubbing noons. Though the buildingsHnoc T’~

quite finished, if
does discolor stone) I'm still
very glad that a rubbing of
this graceful dragon now un-
dulates along one of our walls.
For many visitors, the mu-

seum's piece de resistance is »,m
probably the spectacular gold air hall that seemedcrown that was excavated lnbibing Korean alcoholic
from a tomb In Kyongju and drinks.

••-.JSK. old sm “ We tad been walking
period, the 5th to 6th centuri- through Kyongju this Sunday
es. on my second trip to morning and had found the

.
Kyongju, I spent quite a while town remarkably easy to find
in the small building that our way around". But walking

, f
ou ses the crown for I noticed the streets of Kyongju is not,

0I
?
e

,

walks around the I regret to say, a pleasant ex-crown s enclosing glass case, perience for the foreign tour-

...n!
00!6" tt00r

.

vlbrales 1st: the children are among
th® crown s many tho most vociferous I have

i,Q
r0U

i

nd and
.

,

leaf-shaPed encountered anywhere in Ko-
Grpla bangles to shimmer and rea.

a good place for color photo-
graphs since besides the folk
dancing, there are displays
of costumes, a long swing, a
girls’ see-saw, and an open-

be for

glitter in the light — a most
a fleeting sight.
The crown itself is different

from the one In the Toksu
Museum: this one features

I am not one to smile be-
nignly upon small children
who shout in my ear, "mlguk
sarnm" "Hello, kojaengi" or.

"miguk '• ’

pair of openwork gold wings, this last sally. I very nearly
vc^ many lost my temper and would

eold
. .

banSles, that rise huve paddled that small childfrom a gold net cap. a piece had he been In reach Why
f

J°
m an

,

encircling should not foreign adults re-headband decorated with ant- celve the same respect or

mn
a
^,H

lre
A
e

?.
U of eveu thc same indifference

thin go d. A work of delicate that Korean adults usually
barbftri,v receive from children? Espebarbarity.
There is a problem, how-

ever. It’s nearly impossible to
photograph the crown, as
some of us would like

ally in a town that hopes
to be a center of international
tourism?

I recall an incident fromMay I suggest a backdrop trip my husband and I made
cloth for it — dark blue, per- to Cambodia in the winter ofhaps — which would not only 1968. We were walking down
cut down the reflections in the one of the main streets in
glass case but also perhaps Phnom Penh when three small

school girls dressed in blue
skirts and white blouses and
carrying school bags appeared
walking toward us. To our de- f
lighted surprise, they stopped ?

in front of us, put down their ,

school bags, and each solemn-
ly shock hands with' us say-

1

ing "Bon jour, M'sleur” and
"Bon jour. Madam." We I

could only return their hand-
shakes somewhat limply and i

mufmur "Bon jour” in return
so pleasantly astonished were :

we. Finished with formalities,
they picked up their school

;

bags and went on their way.
i

We wore wide smiles as they
left us.

Tourists remember not only
a country's magnificence of
art or architecture: they also
remember how they were
treated, how they felt, well,
how their kibun resjaonded to '

the people they saw on the '

streets and dealt with In
hotels, taxis, and shops. A
bit of education is certainly
necessary for the children of
Kyongju.
When we arrived in front of 1

the express bus station, I was
pounced upon by a man who
offered us a share-the-ride
taxi to Taegu for only 300

,

won each (only 110 won
more than the bus fare). We
leaped at the chance and
shared the ride with a per-
fectly silent Korean couple
in the back seat. But once
out .on the highway, our dri-

j

ver, after telling the couple in
Korean that he was going to
talk to us, tried to inform me I

in broken English that 300 fwon was the wrong fare, that
|

500 won each would be better.
I told him in quite loud Ko-
rean, loud enough to travel to
the back seat, that it seemed
to me that Koreans and Amer-
icans should pay the same
price, no? He made another
effort but got nowhere so 1

finally settled down to driving
us with great rapidity to Tae-
gu.

Note: normal taxi fare from
Kyongju to Taegu is 1,500 won,
I had been told previously, so
that this share-the-rlde trip
which came to a total of 1,200
won was under that price —
the fact that was probably
bugging our driver. Actually.

;

I probably would have tipped
him had he proved to be a
good driver and a nice charac-
ter, but since he was neither,
he got nothing more than the
600 won we owed him and no i

love lost on either side. By
J

the way, we arrived in Taegu
in plenty of time to catch our
afternoon express , train back
to Seoul.
What finally to say about

this trip to Kyongju and Pul-
guk-sa — a trip that took only
a long weekend though it

seems to have gone on for
considerable length in this
column. Kyongju is undoub-
tedly becoming or has already
become something of a tourist
trap. I cannot report a happy
and soothed ktbun as the re-
sult of being in the modern
town except for memories of
the lovely yogwan we stayed I

In and the charming kisaeng
hostess we met at dinner. I

can report a happy and sooth-
ed kibun as the result of see- t

ing the Silla dynasty's magnl- f

ficent art. It seems a pity that <

the modern town cannot some- (

how enhance the glory of its i

past rather than act as so <

great a contrast to it. i

Nevertheless, I want to re-
,

turn to Kyongju once more
i

for I have not yet fulfilled an (

ambition: to explore thorough-
ly Namsan mountain. I've
read that such an exploration
would take about a week with
a guide to see ail that is car-
ved in the granite sides of

the mountain. Well, another
time.
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Lives in Simple Fashion
By Lee Kyung-slk

The daily routine of Korean
Buddhist monks begins at

three o'clock in the morning.
At least this was so at the

Popchu-sa Buddhist Temple in

the mid-western province of

Chungchong Namdo, which is

one of the five largest Bud-

dhist temples in Korea.
The early morning stillness

in the depth of the Songni-san
Mountain is broken by the

sounds of a huge drum, a

bulky bell, a wooden carp, and
a metal plate called "Unban”

("Cloud Plate"), which are
sounded in that order for the
benefit of all living things in

the universe.
The drum-beating is for the

spread of Buddha's
benevolence to all creatures
on earth, the bell-sounding in

supplication for peace for all

souls in Heaven, the wooden
carp-sounding for all living

things in the water, and the
"Cloud Plate" for all the
feathered creatures in the sky.

As soon as the early mor-
ning shower is over, the
monks, neatly dressed in gray

Buddhist robes, go to the main
Taeungbo-jon tor "The Great
Hall of Majesty and
Treasure"), the Palsang-jon
(“The Eight-Facet Hall”),
and various other temples in

the premises, and offer early

morning mass and recite

Kumgang-gyong sutra.

The morning mass is

followed by an hour's reading
of the Buddhist scriptures and
then by another hour's
"Unryok" ("Use of Physical
Strength"), which consists
mostly of policing-up of the
temple buildings and
premises.

Then begins the formal
breakfast which the Buddhists
call "Chogong," a strange
word even among many
Koreans. The monks sit in a
line along the wall sides of the

ondol floor in a large room. In
front of each person are
placed four brown wooden
bowls on a clean white square
piece of cloth, which vary in

size in such a way that all the
smaller ones fit into the lar-

pest' one.

On the right hand side of the

wooden bowls is placed a

bundle of four different square
cloth pieces and on top of the

bundle is placed a dark cloth

sheath containing a pair of

brown wooden chopsticks and
a wooden spoon.

A large tray with a number
of small bowls containing hot
pepper and soy bean sauce
and vegetables is brought, one
for every two persons. There
is no meat of any kind because
Buddhist monks do not eat
meat because of the Buddhist
principle against the killing of

animals.
Presently, clean water is

poured into the largest
one of the four bowls in
front of each person. Rice is

served. Each person holds out
his second largest bowl and
rice is put into it. This is

followed by the serving of
vegetable (often bean sprouts
and onions) broth which is

poured into the third bowl.
After the serving of rice and

broth is over, everyone holds
his bowl of rice above his nose
and chants sutra in ap-

preciation of Buddha's
benevolence. The monks then
begin to eat the food at the
signal of a senior monk who
sounds a bamboo instrument
called "Chukpi."
Those who have finished

their food wait until all the
others finish theirs and then
begin cleaning their rice and
broth bowls and chopsticks
and spoons at the signal of the
bamboo “Chukpi'' sound,
using the water in the largest
bowl. The four different
square pieces of the clean,

white cloth are used to dry the
wet bowls.
The breakfast is followed by

another prayer in which the
Buddhist scriptural narrative
is chanted shortly before the
beginning of the morning class
on sutra.

Before noon, rice is offered
to Buddha in the main hall and
other temples in the
perimeter of the Popchu-sa.
This is called “Maji."
The rice-offering is done
only once a day because
Buddha is supposed to have
only one meal a day. After the

Maji, the monks have lunch,

called "Ogong,” which again
is not a familar word among
laymen. And the whole
process of the meal-time
formality is repeated.
Towards the beginning of

the evening repast, the drum,
bell, wooden carp, and the

cloud plate are sounded for the

spread of benevolence of

Buddha to all the creatures on

earth, under the water, and in

the air, and to the souls in

Heaven.
There are various other

activities in the premises of

the Popchu-sa Temple during

the day. One of them is the

sutra chanting by a senior

monk in front of the huge
Maitreya statue towering 30

meters high.

Visitors come to the great

image of the Maitreya and
prostrate themselves before

the granite pedestal of the

image and pray for good
health and fortune. A senior
monk sits before the image
and chants sutra passages for

the visitors.

Another activity at the

"Sakto,” a unique Buddhist shaving tool. Is used In shaving
a Buddhist monks’ head. The blade Is ‘*sharper” than
modern razer blades and folds Into a wooden handle when not

The stillness on Songnl-san Mountain Is broken at three Buddha’s benevolence to all creatures In the universe,
o'clock In the morning. The bell Is sounded for the spread of

Visitors to

the Popchu-sa
Temple pray
before the
Image of the

Maitreya for

health and
good luck.

temple is the hair-shaving,

Some monks, whose hair has
grown, have it shaved
by another monk. A unique
Buddhist shaving tool called

"Sakto" is used. Soap is ap-

plied to the hair and after a

few minutes' waiting the

shaving begins. The Sakto

potunity of being taught by
leading Buddhist abbots of the
country. The Buddhist priests

at the Popchu-sa currently
have this fortunate op-
portunity. It is the visit of Rev.
Hyejong to the Popchu-sa
Temple. Rev, Hyejong is the
president-publisher of the

Songdok of the Silla Kingdom
The cauldron, it Is said, was
used to cook rice and
vegetable broth when there

were so many Buddhist monks
in Popchu-sa Temple during

the period.

Now the large cooking pot is

an object of worship among

Temple, according to records,

was built in the 14th year of

Silla dynasty's King Chinhung

(553) They show that Uisin.

the famous Buddhist priest,

stayed at this temple with the

sutra which he had brought

from India on the back of a

donkey.



Visitors walk
around a huge
cast-iron
cauldron and
then throw
coins Into It for

good luck. The
Iron pot was
made In 720.

This towering 30-meter statue of the Maltreya at the Popchu-sa Temple Is a
place where visitors say their wishes before a senior monk.

Buddhist monks chant a scriptural
narrative at a mass at the Popchu-sa Temple
on Songnl-san Mountain.

Korea Herald Photos

By Jun Chang-woo

blade, in the word of some
Monks, is sharper than or-

dinary razor blades and
shaves cleaner and better.

There also is a calligraphy
session in which the Buddhist
monks practice brush-writing,

using black Korean ink and a

number of brushes of different

The calligraphy-practicing

monks often have the op-

"Bulgyo Shinmun” ("The
Buddhist Newspaper") and
former secretary-general of
the Korean Chogye Buddhist
Order.

One of the attractions in

the Pochu-sa Temple is a huge
cast-iron cauldron which is

about one and half meters tall

and three meters in diameter.
The ion pot was made in 720
during the reign of King

Rev. Hyejong, one of Korea’s Buddhist leaders, teaches
Buddhist monks at the Popchu-sa Temple brush-writing.
Rev. Hyejong Is the president-publisher of the "Korean
Buddhist Newspaper.”

visitors. They walk around the
cauldron seven times and then
throw coins into it. voicing
their wishes. Legend has it

that many childless women
did the praying and gave birth

to healthy sons and that some
poor people became rich.

The Popchu-sa Buddhist

The head priest of the
temple now is Rev. Chang I-

du. the author of “The Sound
of Winter Rain," which is an
anthology of his poems. Rev.
Chang is vice-president of the
Buddhist Cultural Center and
a member of the Korean
Writers' Association.

A “Rice Spade” Is used to scoop rice out of a cast-iron

cooking pot. Rice is offered to Buddha once a day.

Formality
characterizes
the monks'
breakfast at

the Popchu-sa
Buddhist
Temple. The
process which
Includes a self-

bowl washing
Is repeated
three times a
day.
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Four Guardians
of the Land
of the Buddha
The four Lokapala (Devaraja) of ancient

India became the T'ien Wang of the Chinese,

the Shitenno of the Japanese and the

Sach'onwang of the Koreans

Korea was run as a Confucian state from the fifteenth

century until the Japanese occupation. Since almost

a thousand years before the founding of the Yi dynasty in

1392 up to modern times, however, the main elements of

religious thought (as distinguished from the purely ethical

and social) have been Buddhist.

The Four Heavenly (or Celestial) Kings, colorful

warriors constantly on watch against the enemies of

Buddhism, are among the most arresting figures to be

seen at temples

In Sanskrit the Four Heavenly Kings are known as

Lokapala, guardians of the world, or Devaraja, celestial

kings. They have been minor deities of the four points of

the compass from ancient times, in Brahmanism and

Indian folklore. Each king's role is to guard and defend a

part of the world and a "realm of Buddha" in one of the

four cardinal directions. They are very likely related to the

"Twelve Directional Guardians;" to the "Twelve
Guardian Generals" who sometimes accompany Yakushi

Nyorai, Japan's version of the Buddha of Medicine; and
to the twleve animals of the Oriental zodiac, who each

guards a point of the compass and a period of the day.

In the Buddhist pantheon the Lokapalas rank some-
what below the Buddhas and bodhisattvas. Originally, at

Bharhut and Sanchi, they stood guard at the doors of the

stupas, these earliest examples of Buddhist artistic

expression.

In some versions of the Lord (Gautama Siddhartha or

the Sakyamuni) Buddha's history, the Lokapalas are said

to have attended his birth; aided him, who was then

young prince, when he escaped from the palace to seek
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Pulguk-sa, Kyongju, King of the South with his sword.

enlightenment; and watched protectively over him

throughout his earthly life.

In Korea they are known as Sach'onwang. Written

in Hanggul, the name literally says "sa," four, "chon,"

heavenly and "wang," king. At a typical Korean Buddhist

temple the Four Celestial Kings are easy to distinguish -

by their number, location, dress, attitude, and attributes

— from the many, sometimes-confusing, varieties of

statues and paintings of buddhas and bodhisattvas,

kings, disciples, and attendants found in the main hall

and the various auxiliary shrines.

While it may be difficult for the uninitiated to tell a

buddha from a bodhisattva, or to differentiate between

an Amitabha, Sakyamuni, or Vairocana Buddha, it is

relatively simple to identify the Four Heavenly Kings.

They are usually located inside the second gate of the

temple compound, which may be called simply

Ch'onwang-mun ("Heavenly King Gate") or Sach'-

onwang-mun, or by some such name. As the visitor

passes through the gate, which is really a small tile-

roofed gate-building, he will see two kings in an en-

closure on the left and another two on the right. They

i



While it may be difficult for the layman to distinguish a Buddha from a bodhisattva or
to differentiate between an Amitabha, Sakyamuni or Vairocana Buddha, it is relatively

simple to identify the Heavenly Kings by their number, location, attributes and dress

come in the form of individual paintings or of free-

standing statues of wood or plaster. They are often

twelve feet tall — sometimes taller.

In either form, the kings are depicted as vigorous,

athletic knights painted in bright colors. They often wear
a kilted kind of armor with separate breastplate, belly-

piece, etc. over a garment that has long, full sleeves.

Occasionally a light robe is draped over their armor.

They can be distinguished by their dress from the

two "Guardian Kings of the Gate” (Sanskrit: Dvarapala
;

Hanggul.- Inwang; Japanese: A//o), who are represented

at Korean temples painted on two gate panels or, in some
situations, as separate statues (in the Judgment Hall or in

Silla stone or metal statuary) and at Japanese temples as

two wooden images in a gate house. The Sach'onwang
are knights whose armor resembles the Chinese leather

cuirass worn through T'ang times and often covered with

a flowing robe. The two gate guardian kings are bare-

chested, scantily clothed (as if for wrestling), very

muscular, belligerent in attitude, and often wielding an

upraised club, sword, thunderbolt, or fist.

The Four Heavenly Kings' hair may be done up in a

topknot or they may wear decorated crowns; two of the

kings at Popchu Temple (in Songni-san, central Korea)

wear winged helmets. Some depictions of them show
them with a halo and many with a wispy drapery swirling

around them. Since the Korean Sach'onwang defend the

temple, the Buddha, and Buddhist law from inimical

forces, they are shown symbolically trampling on

demons.
Each has attributes peculiar to himself, which are

fairly consistent from one temple to another. The King of

the West (Virupaksha in Sanskrit) controls animals. His

name in Chinese may be translated "far-seeing heavenly

king" or "wide-eyed heavenly king." In one hand he

holds — as an emblem of power — a small dragon

(sometimes a snake), which coils around his arm and has

a jewel in its mouth. In the other hand he has a jewel

topped by a forked bolt of lightning. The jewel is said to

represent a sari, or relic, of Gautama Buddha's cremated

body.

The King of the North — whose name literally

means "much hearing heavenly king" or "far-famed

heavenly king" (Sanskrit: Vaisravana) — carries a white

pagoda or stupa in his left hand and a long spear or

trident, sometimes draped with a banner, in his right.

Often shown with a dark complexion and a stern

countenance, he personifies virtue.

The King of the South holds a large sword that

symbolizes a plow. His name in Sanskrit is Virudhaka

and, in Chinese, translates as "increase length heavenly

king," "lord of growth," or "enlarges good heavenly

king." According to one tradition, each guardian king

stands for a season as well as a direction. The King of the

South embodies Spring.

The King of the East (Sanskrit: Dhritarastra) is

called, from the Chinese, "land-bearer," "protector of

earth," or "uphold-the-nation heavenly king." He is

usually portrayed in Korea as a gentle, smiling, bearded

man with a very white complexion, holding or playing a

lute. He symbolizes autumn, the harvest, music, and
dancing. He supposedly rules human beings through

music.

I

n China, aside from "T'ien Wang," Heavenly Kings,

the four guardians are also called the Diamond
Kings. They can be seen as massive images carved into

the walls of cave temples such as those at Mai-chi Shan
or Lung-men. Originally they were placed at the four

points of the compass around a stupa or around a group

of Buddhist effigies. Since Ming times their statues have

been positioned at the entrance to Buddhist temples, two
on each side, or in the first building of the temple

compound, two in an enclosure on each side. Their

attributes and aspects are approximately the same as

those of the Korean guardians described above. They
hold: (West) reliquary jewel and dragon (or snake),

(North) stupa and banner, (South) sword, and (East)

lute. They are sometimes confused, or intermingled,

with four somewhat similar Taoist divinities.

In Japan, they are called Shitenno (which is

Japanese for "Four Heavenly Kings"). They also figure

prominently in Japanese Buddhist art and history, having

entered the country — from Korea — together with

Buddhism in the sixth century. In the tale of a sixth-

century incident, for example, the great historical figure

Prince Shotoku, who is losing a battle, prays for success.

He cuts down a tree, carves small images of the four

kings, puts them in his topknot, and vows that if he

defeats the enemy, he will honor the Shitenno by

building a temple and a pagoda to them. Then he goes on

to victory.

Prince Shotoku was as good as his word. Tradition

has it that after the victory of 588 he established two
temples dedicated to the four Celestial Guardians, both

named Shitenno-ji (-// is the Japanese suffix for temple),

one at Tsu on Ise Bay, and a famous one at Osaka. The
Osaka Shitenno Temple is believed to be the first one

established by the imperial court at that period of renaiss-

ance; its founding date of 593 predates Horyu-ji Temple

at Nara, the best-known of the period.

The Japanese Shitenno, like their counterparts in

China and Korea, guard the four directions in the Land of

Buddha and are often shown crushing demons and evil

beasts underfoot or standing upon them as if on a

pedestal. The earlier statues, such as those in Horyu-ji,

show a sweet and serene aspect. Later, from about the

eighth century, they began to appear in more active,

even threatening, poses with fierce or angry expressions

like those in Kaidanin at Todai-ji in Nara. They usually

wear armor over a long-sleeved garment, like the Korean

guardians, and have their hair in a topknot or wear a

crown or helmet. Customarily they are located on plat-

forms with the nyorai and bosatsu (the buddhas and

Gentle, hoary king of the east with his lute.
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Early depictions of the guardian kings in Japan show them sweet and serene, but
from about the eighth century they began to appear in agitated and often menacing

poses — conforming to the Chinese and Korean representations of them

bodhisattvas).

Their attributes differ somewhat from those of the

four kings in China or Korea. The most similar is Tamon
Ten, King of the North, who carries a pagoda or stupa

and a spear or scepter. Later, he achieved a separate

additional identity as Bishamon Ten, one of the Seven
Gods of Good Fortune popular in Japan. Jikoku Ten,
King of the East, sdmetimes holds a sword. Komoku Ten,

King of the West, holds a lance or sometimes a writing

brush. Zocho Ten, King of the South, like the Korean,

carries a sword. He is supposed to destroy evil and mete
out good.

The Four Heavenly Kings are also seen, individually

or in a group, in paintings and bas-relief elsewhere in a

temple. In Korean temple buildings there usually are pul

and posal (buddha and bodhisattva) paintings on the wall

behind the statues on the alter or on the side walls. Some
of these are large, crowded paintings wherein all manner
of buddhas, bodhisattvas, judges, kings, and attendants

are shown. The Sach'onwang are also there — pro-

tecting the assembly. They are likely to be at the corners,

separately or in pairs. To make sure, the viewer needs to

search for the objects they are holding: the lute, the

sword, the pagoda and the spear, and the dragon and the

jewel. In this setting they usually look a little more fierce

than the other figures and may have more vivid com-
plexions; one could be red, another dark, for example.

The Sach'onwang are often sculpted into panels on

Korean stoneworks such as in pagodas and lanterns on

the temple grounds. In Sokkuram Grotto near Kyongju,

the narrow central aisle just in front of the domed room
housing the Sakyamuni Buddha has, on each side, two
figures of the deva kings carved in relief.

Two Korean temples in particular are associated with

the Four Celestial Kings although the buildings on
the sites have long since disappeared. According to

tradition both were founded by King Kunmu of the Silla,

who completed the work of unifying the three kingdoms
of the Korean peninsula which his father. King Muyol,

started. One is in Kyongju and called the Temple of the

Four Heavenly Kings, or Sach'onwang-sa (sa being the

Korean suffix for temple). Built in 679, the temple is in

ruins. In fact, nothing is left of the structure except some
foundation stones and the remnant of a glazed tile on

which there is an unusually fine carving in relief of one of

the four guardian kings. In a style resembling the

guardian statues (c. 5th-8th centuries A.D.) at Lungmen,
Honan, China, this king is shown sitting on two demons.
He is wearing Chinese-type armor. Four such tiles, each
depicting one of the kings, must have been mounted on

the four walls of a now-gone pagoda at Sach'onwang-sa.
The other temple is located 20 miles southeast of

Kyongju on the coast of the Japan Sea. Two huge

pagodas remain on the site of the Kamun Temple, or

Kamun-sa, completed there in 682 by King Sinmun a year

after the death of his father, Munmu. During restoration

work on the western pagoda in 1960, a bronze sarira case

was found with a small bronze deva king on each side.

These figures, too, are armored and are executed skill-

fully in careful detail. They show T'ang Chinese in-

fluence. Both the tile and the little statues are now in the

National Museum in Seoul.

Popchu-sa, a temple in Songni-san, central Korea,

previously mentioned, has outstanding individual Sach'-

onwang statues. Tongdo Temple, near Pusan, also has

good examples. At Haein-sa, west of Taegu, there are

excellent paintings of the heavenly kings, somewhat
faded, but interesting. And, just recently, as part of the

government's program of restoration at Pulguk Temple,

in Kyongju, a Sach'onwang-mun gate house was con-

structed with huge figures of the four kings.

Although the museums in Seoul and Kyongju have

various Sach'onwang artifacts of true artistic merit, it is

undoubtedly at the temples that the Four Heavenly Kings

should be sought out. There, one can most fully com-
prehend and appreciate these dynamic and colorful

Korean protectors of the Buddha, the law, and the

temple.

(Below) King of the North holds banner-wrapped spear and
pagoda. (Facing page) King of the West holds a dragon.
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Dialogue : The Key to Understanding Other Religions by Donald K.

^wearer, Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1977* 17^ pp. $^.95 (soft)

Comparative religion is a prickly subject for Christians. To

do justice to the good, the true and the beautiful in other faith 3 runs

the risk of relativism. But to stand firm for the imperatives of the

Christian absolute^Shawei- easily
A into iconoclasm. Professsor Cwearer

escapes the pitfalls better than most perhaps because he avoids general-

ities and caricatures by focusing on a clearly defined model: an en-

counter between Theravada Buddhism as found in Thailand, and the classic

Christian faith of the Pauline epist)es\

He chooses dialogue as preferable to other contemporary

methods of religious inter-relation such as William Hocking w s

principle of cooperation with all religions as essentially one, or

Hendrik Kraemer's opposing insistence on the absolute discontinuity of

Christianity and non-Christian beliefs, or R.C. Zaehner's mediating

position which finds parallels of truth in all religions but- claims

a supreme role for Christianity as the fulfillment of truth in all

faiths.

Dialogue, as Swearer practices it, is open, personal

encounter without pejorative criticism and without loss of commitment

to one's own beliefs. Its aim is not evangelism (though evangelists

would surely agree that it is an i&portant prerequisite to evangelism).

Neither is it a surrender to syncretism. Rather, it is a path toward

•'deeper appreciation of one's own faddth tradition through appreciation

of another”. With this in mind, the author compares Buddhist and

Christian teaching on five major thanes: attitude to the world; the
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meaning of pefsons, the relationship between faith and works, the

path to freedom, and tensions between universality and exclusiveness

in religious communities.

Rejecting the stereotype that buddhism is world-denying

and Christianity world-affirasing, he finds (contrary to IXjrKhcim)

that neither of the two is so culture-bound by its stake in social

stability that it cannot transcend culture and criticize it. But

there is this difference in attitade: Christianity says the world is

good because dod made itj uddhism finds it unsatisfactory because

man tries to get out of it something which it cannot give.

Yob to—tne . n»-ti»bn ^Ireu-atiierr of-

thji—d-ialj-ius ^
i ert likewise in the udehist yfand Christian teachings

Ue- 1>»Cev€\S
i-azliecfurn.

on self-identity the-r— pg»gylin both a uioooveryA of the inherent

polarity of human nature. There is the old/new creation in Paul,

and the self/not-self (anatta) in Theravada Buddhism. ^t Buddhism,

unlike Christianity , tends to deny the existence of the ego as an un-
ke- feels Thf ’lk*. SyuULif

derlying substructure of physical and mental life. evertheless j£s
A

cimrli.tion tha t, th* "emptying of self” is not -d negative but a
Oi*i

positive transformation of identity m*k contribute to better appreci-

ation of the strong strain of self-denial that runs through Biblical

descriptions of the Christian life.

There are differences, also, in Buddhist and Christian de-

scriptions of freedom. The Buddhist way, in general, is liberation by

non-attachment and through meditation. Christianity preaches freedom

by grace through involvement—the way of the cross. Bat^l the anti-

thesis,^ *9 bush wjmu*, should notyt be allowed to obscure the

fact that in both religions freedom is to be fulfilled in selfless
cwd

service, as the dialogue points out, asst activity-obsessed Protestants
A
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lr

might well find deepened dimensions of inner freedom through Christian

forms of "insight meditation".

The concluding chapter is an unusually effective turn-about.

It asks Thailand's "most creative monastic mind", Dhikku Ruddhadasa,

for an assessment of Christianity from a Buddhist viewpoint. The §toa

good monk sometimes misses the mark but even so gives us the rare, often

surprising and always enlightening gift of seeing ourselves as others

see us.

Donald Swearer, who has had extensive experience in Thailand

and now teaches religion at Swarthmore, describes his own position as

being nearer Augustine than Aquinas, and Tillich than Barth. His under-

standing of imeih truth is as "relational" and non-propositional. Vtry

rarely does he venture to say someone is wrong. This has the

advantage of avoiding the kind of premature confrontation that prevents

dialogue from deepening into mutual understanding. It lends itself to

friendly, courteous relations between good Buddhists and good
Yvui^

Christians. But it iwntfca tempt* good religious people to evade the
A.

all-important issue of ultimate, obstinate difference between good and

evil, true and false, not only in the encounter with another religion

but within one's own.

Yet no book should be required to deal with everything.
•5vWtk*^*A

The author's insights into^Buddhist truth at its best, his intriguing

comparisons, his concern for mutual respect without loss of personal

faith, and his advice on methods and conditions in dialogue are

enough to make this volume an tool for anyone, Christian

or not, who takes the encounter of religions seriously,

— .‘Samuel Hugh Moffett
Seoul , Korea
Presbyterian Theological Seminary
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Buddhists often seem to

the Westerner to have de-

veloped a mind-bending
method of using language.
Koans are notorious. To some
Westerners they are fascinat-

ing, to others they are mere-
ly jokes. “The sound of one
hand clapping” is said, light-

heartedly, to be the place at

which the
. ... .jL...,

Westerner is

held up on
the way to en-
lightenment.
On the other

hand there are
Westerners who
have left the
Christian
church because
they feel that
Buddhist ways
of talking are
more satisfying. Often, with-

out realizing what they are

doing, such people are taking

refuge in the exotic quality

of Buddhist writings — re-

lishing the imagery of Indian

bamboos rather than Pales-

tinian sheep.
People from both sides of

the world, who profess no
faith with conviction, have a

simpler view of the way re-

ligious people talk. They say

that all religious talk is an
attempt to have your cake
and eat it, that there is little

or nothing to choose between
the koans of China and the

parables of the Bible. So far .

as language is concerned, such
people are right.

The Western tradition of

theology has tried harder and
harder, as the centuries pro-

gressed, to reduce religious

talk to rational, logical state-

ments. The effort has ended
in disaster. The mediaeval
schoolmen carried the pro-

cess a long way, and the Pro-
testant reformation took it a

step further, by reducing the

analogical content of theo-

logy.
Then the progress of sci-

ence seemed to present a

challenge that had to be met
on its own grounds, experi-
ence and logic. Today most
churches are involved in a
secularization of faith that

ends logically in no-faith. The
process turns out to be de-
structive if it is not counter-
balanced by a mystical strain.

Pew Christian churches to-

day do not feel the strength
of the counterbalance in what
is variously called the “charis-
matic” or “pentecostal” move-
ment. (Neither name is really
satisfactory.)

The practices of this move-
ment attract attention because
they have sensational appeal;
but one needs make no judg-
ment about the value of
“charismatic” activities in or-
der to recognize that the non-
logical elements in the move-
ment are a necessary cor-
rective to an over-rationalized
theology in the main streams
of church life.

Buddhists, “charismatic
Christians,” followers of
Subud, and others whose re-
ligion involves anything that
can be classed, however loose-
ly, as “ecstatic”, may object
if anyone says that they all

share the same experience
(though I suspect that they
do); nevertheless, they are
all one in believing that re-

ists should manage to syn-
thesize life it would still be
emptiness. Their faith is un-
shakeable.

Faith in nothing is natural-
ly unshakeable. But what
growing boy has not ponder-
ed on the impossibility of
thinking about “nothing?” One
either treats “nothing” as
something one can think
about, in which case it is not
nothing; or, because nothing
is not-being, one cannot think
about it, and if one succeeds
n the effort for a while one
Dartakes of extinction. Such
exercises tend to be called
philosophy, and there are
plenty of classic discussions
of them.
Most orthodox Christians

assume that their scriptures,
rugged in the use of concrete
Hebrew expressions, subtle
but logical in the use of
Greek expressions, are above
and beyond philosophy, i

The Protestant insistence
that everyone should read the
scriptures, and the outmoded
Roman Catholic idea that un-
trained minds need a guide
through the scriptures, have
both contributed to the idea
that the Bible is easy to un-
derstand. But is this true? Is

it easy to understand a state-
ment like “Eternal life is to
know. .

.”?

There is a great deal about
knowing in the Bible; and it

all begins with emptiness on
the first page of Genesis. The
Bible is full of koan-like
statements: “before I formed
thee in the womb I knew
thee.” (“What was the shape
of your original face?”
says the koan.) “Peace that
passes understanding” (“Ma-
hayana is above words and
thought”); “that listening they
may not understand” (Listen-
ing one can never under-
stand; to understand one
must see sound).

It does not matter so much
that we can discover near
parallels in detail between
the Christian scripture and
the Buddhist koan, as that
both use the same kind of
language, even though their
imagery is different. Both
seek to transcend rational
speech.
The New Testament in par-

ticular is a mind-irritant. The
Beatitudes are harder than
paradoxes. It has been not un-
fairly said that the one verse
of scripture no denomination
has taken seriously is the
one about selling everything
and giving it away — and
then pointed out that if

everybody did that society
would be ground to a halt. It
is not possible, it seems, to
take the Bible seriously.
One theologian friend of

mine says that most of the
gospel precepts are impract-
icable, but not impractical.
Or perhaps he said it the
other way round, because he
once wrote “Christian ortho-
doxy insists on coming firm-
ly and uncompromisingly
with both feet on both sides
of the fence.” No Buddhist
koan-maker could have done
better — though my friend
was talking about the Bibli-
cal doctrine of grace and free
will.

A mere paradox is capable
of logical solution. Religious
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Westerners they are fascinat-

ing, to others they are mere-
ly jokes. “The sound of one
hand clapping” is said, light-

heartedly, to be the place at

which the
Westerner is

held up on
the way to en-
lightenment.

hand there are -$F''

Westerners who |||!|1|1
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have left the |H|
Christian
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they feel that
Buddhist ways awjM.
of talking are
more satisfying. Often, with-
out realizing what they are

doing, such people are taking
refuge in the exotic quality

of Buddhist writings — re-

lishing the imagery of Indian
bamboos rather than Pales-

tinian sheep.
People from both sides of

the world, who profess no
faith with conviction, have a

simpler view of the way re-

ligious people talk. They say
that all religious talk is an
attempt to have your cake
and eat it, that there is little

or nothing to choose between
the koans of China and the

parables of the Bible. So far .

as language is concerned, such
people are right.

The Western tradition of

theology has tried harder and
harder, as the centuries pro-

gressed, to reduce religious

talk to rational, logical state-

ments. The effort has ended
in disaster. The mediaeval
schoolmen carried the pro-

cess a long way, and the Pro-
testant reformation took it a

step further, by reducing the

analogical content of theo-

logy.
Then the progress of sci-

ence seemed to present a

challenge that had to be met
on its own grounds, experi-

ence and logic. Today most
churches are involved in a

secularization of faith that

ends logically in no-faith. The
process turns out to be de-

structive if it is not counter-
balanced by a mystical strain.

Pew Christian churches to-

day do not feel the strength
of the counterbalance in what
is variously called the “charis-

matic” or “pentecostal” move-
ment. (Neither name is really

satisfactory.)

The practices of this move-
ment attract attention because
they have sensational appeal;
but one needs make no judg-
ment about the value of

“charismatic” activities in or-

der to recognize that the non-
logical elements in the move-
ment are a necessary cor-

rective to an over-rationalized

theology in the main streams
of church life.

Buddhists, “charismatic
Christians,” followers of

Subud, and others whose re-

ligion involves anything that
can be classed, however loose-

ly, as “ecstatic”, may object
if anyone says that they all

share the same experience
(though I suspect that they
do); nevertheless, they are
all one in believing that re-

ligion cannot be secularized,
and that it demands more
than merely common-sense
statements to express it.

The Buddhists have not
been fazed by the technologi-
cal revolution. They are un-
moved; they say calmly that
they have always believed
that differentiation is mean-
ingless, that all things are
emptiness; so even if scient-

ly unshakeabie. But wnat
growing boy has not ponder-
ed on the impossibility of
thinking about “nothing?” One
either treats “nothing” as
something one can think
about, in which case it is not
nothing; or, because nothing
is not-being, one cannot think
about it, and if one succeeds
n the effort for a while one
Dartakes of extinction. Such
exercises tend to be called
philosophy, and there are
plenty of classic discussions
of them.
Most orthodox Christians

assume that their scriptures,
rugged in the use of concrete
Hebrew expressions, subtle
but logical in the use of
Greek expressions, are above
and beyond philosophy.!
The Protestant insistence

that everyone should read the
scriptures, and the outmoded
Roman Catholic idea that un-
trained minds need a guide
through the scriptures, have
both contributed to the idea
that the Bible is easy to un-
derstand. But is this true? Is

it easy to understand a state-
ment like “Eternal life is to
know. .

. ”?
There is a great deal about

knowing in the Bible; and it

all begins with emptiness on
the first page of Genesis. The
Bible is full of koan-like
statements: “before I formed
thee in the womb I knew
thee.” (“What was the shape
of your original face?”
says the koan.) “Peace that
passes understanding” (“Ma-
hayana is above words and
thought”); “that listening they
may not understand” (Listen-
ing one can never under-
stand; to understand one
must see sound).

It does not matter so much
that we can discover near
parallels in detail between
the Christian scripture and
the Buddhist koan, as that
both use the same kind of
language, even though their
imagery is different. Both
seek to transcend rational
speech.
The New Testament in par-

ticular is a mind-irritant. The
Beatitudes are harder than
paradoxes. It has been not un-
fairly said that the one verse
of scripture no denomination
has taken seriously is the
one about selling everything
and giving it away — and
then pointed out that if

everybody did that society
would be ground to a halt. It

is not possible, it seems, to
take the Bible seriously.
One theologian friend of

mine says that most of the
gospel precepts are impract-
icable, but not impractical.
Or perhaps he said it the
other way round, because he
once wrote “Christian ortho-
doxy insists on coming firm-
ly and uncompromisingly
with both feet on both sides
of the fence.” No Buddhist
koan-maker could have done
better — though my friend
was talking about the Bibli-
cal doctrine of grace and free
will.

A mere paradox is capable
of logical solution. Religious
language is not. Devout peo-
ple come to accept religious
talk and fancy it is easier
than- it is. As a result much
religious controversy is sup-
erficial and sterile. In the
end the apologist wishes he
had kept silent.

* * *

Rt. Rev. Rutt is Anglican
bishop of the diocese of
Taejon.
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» ’} What a Christian Evangelist. working among Chinese. ought to know
about Buddhism.

i

*» The Chinese culture and thinking is to a great extant influenced by
Budifhism, even if the Buddhism in some cases is considerably mixed up with
qthdi1 religious elencnts, taoism, old animism etc. Everybody who endea-
vours to bring the Christian Gospel to the Chinese ought to know the fund-

amentals of Buddhism. And those to try to approach the Buddhist priests
or the intellectual Buddhist laymen, should try to learn as much a s

possible about the Buddhist thought.

Sometimes Christian workers have tried to get contact with Buddhists
in order to share with them the precious values of the Christian faith and

life, but have had the disappointing experience, that their Buddhist

friends did not understand, what they wore aiming at, just as the Christian

workers themselves did not understand the meaning of the terms, which the

Buddhists used, or the lines of thought they expressed.
Each religion has its own keyhole

^
and it is necessary to have the

right key, which fits into the keyhole, else you will never see the door

be opened to you. Let us therefore shortly mention, what a Christian
evangelist among Chinese ought to know about the fundamental ideas of

Kahayana Buddhi sn

.

I. The Buddhist concent of the universe .
, ^

The Buddhist scripture Chu She Lun ( Y.\ o ) says that the world in
which we are living has Mount Sumeru ( /-£ ufy- / > ) as its centre. This
mountain is surrounded by water, rising above it to a height of 84.000
yu hsun (5 million mile s) and going the same distance into the depth
under the water. Around the .fountain there are four continents, among
which the southern one ( vst; liA; p'j.' ) is the world, where we live.

On the mountain there are 28 heavens, under the mountain there are 13

great hells .

This world of four continents surrounding Kt. Sumeru represents one

world (cosmos,"* /y y ). 1000 worlds like this make up one "small
thousand world", a small chiliocosm ( / j & -fp ). 1000 small
chili ocosmos make one medium chiliocosm (

4*
"f

-

) and thousand
medium ones make the great chiliocosm, "the universe of the three kinds
of Chiliocosmos " ( -f tf'- ).

In this universe ( jit vfj- ) there is no peace, because all living
beings within the universe constantly encounter suffering. In addition to

that fact, this universe i s not permanent but constantly changing. There
are cyclic courses of evolution and involution, in each course there are
four stages: coming into existence ( /iK ), existing ( K$~ ), destruction

) and di sappearance (
l

£~ )

.

Regarding how this "Su po world" comes into existence, most Buddhist
agree, that creation is a materialisation, produced by the "karma" of the

living beings ( % % jj jj[xj ). That is the reason why the world
is fill of suffering. Confronted with the Christian concept of creation
the Buddhist ask: "IjP the world were created by the loving God whom the
Christian believe in, how could it be so full of suffering?"

II • The Buddhist concept of man .

Buddhism considers life to be an evi l. As soon as there is life,
there is also suffering. Birth is the origin of suffering ( % j4-4- )•
In life manis confronted with the "Eight distresses (or evils)"

( )•
birth ( ), old age ( jfc ), sickness (j&j ), death ( fc ), parting with
what we love ( yj $J£ ), meeting with what we hate ( fh )

unattained aims ( M \'L
) and all the ills of the five aggregates,

skandha 6 ( JZW,£, ).
The evil of life never come to an end, as man’s existence is not

limited to one life but passes through an endless chain of different lives
on various levels, a constant circulation. Therefore the deepest longing
of the Buddhists is to get out of this circle of transmigration ( j ),
to be release d ( ).

1

There are twelve links in the chain of existence
(
\ 2.

I5J
*'%.

)•
Ignorance (M. t7

/] ), action (4yT )» consciousness (b^> ), name and
form ($ £,

rt
), the six sense organs (

~~ ), contact (iftf] ),
sensation

( ), desire
( ), grasping ( Jfo ), existing ( fe ),

birth
( yjy ) ) old age and death ( ).
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According to the karma produced in the previous life rebirth can
occur in six different destinies

( rT It ) , the realms of (1) gods ( A. )

»

(2) men ( / ), (3) asuras ('if )
,~'“(4 ) animals (| !f£, ), (5) hungry

ghosts (/^ ^ ) or (6) hell
( ^ ).

There is a constant interchange: even if you are a man in this
existence, you may become an animal in the next, if your karma is bad.
Therefore a Buddhist cannot kill animals and eat. "May be you eat one of
your ancestors" 1

. This is not just an academic possibility but it represents
an actual problem for thousands cf simple-minded people.

The firmest and most dominating idea among ordinary Chinese is the
conviction of the unshakable lav/ of cause and effect ( $*] ). That is
the reason why we find innumerable persons who have become vegetarians

( % )
and worshippers of Buddha. They have taken the vow to keep the

five (or even ten) fundamental moral commandments, What has mode the
deepest impression on their minds and is now dominating them and filling
them with fear, is the belief in retribution. If you kill a hen, it
cannot resist you but its mind i3 full of revenge. Therefore you must
redeem its life. The same is the case of cows, sheep, pigs, ants, worms
and whatever animals there are. The fear of the incorruptible law of
cause and effect restrains them so that they dare not injure any living
being, not to speak about killing them. Not only so, all these living
beings (of f^-.r kinds,® ), they may belong to those born by a mother

( fla )j from an egg ), from moisture (;& ) or by metamorphosis

( '/M# ), are all on the same level as man, as they all have a Buddha seed

( ), which enables them to become Buddhas. They have just
accidentally fallen down unto the destiny of animals, as we too could
easily do for example by killing a cow in this existence, which would
cause the killer to become a cow himself in the next existence, 30 to atone
for his crime and restitute the cow’s life. - This is ordinary Buddhist
firm conviction and it is very difficult to overcome it and change their
view. Buddhism is very pessimistic, creating fear and giving no peace.
The whole world as well as the individual life is looked upon as the
bitter product of evil deeds in a previous existence. We have to try to

bring them the optimistic view of life, that grows out of the belief in a

personal, living God, who has created us to be His children and to live in

the world, which He has created and where He will use us as his servants
to build up His kingdom.

III. The Buddhist concept of salvation .

There is one thing which we must be aware of: Buddhist easily mis-
understand the names and terms which we are using when explaining the

Christian doctrine. The reason is that those names are used in Buddhism
too but there have a quito different significance. Among those names we

mention "heaven", "God", "eternal life".

A well-known Buddhist master has written a book, which he has called

"The longing for heaven and the longing for the Pure Land" . Among other

things there he says a3 follows: "Buddhism considers heaven to be a good
place, but it does not urge people to concentrate their energy upon getting
there, because heaven is not a everlasting place and is not the final goal.

Jesus’ religion urges people; Try to get to heaven, to get eternal life in

constant happiness, peace and endless life. Buddhism on the contrary
maintains; Though the heavenly joy may last for a very long time, perhaps

millions of years, yet there will come a day, when the merits earned in

the previous existence will be exhausted, the strength won by meditation
will have cc 10 to an end. - and then the person in case will fall down

again into the lower regions. The Christian thought just takes into

consideration the length of tin'& in heavenly peace and joy, but it does

not give any ansv/er to the fundamental problem, how to be released from
birth and death (transmigration)."

From these words we learn to know something about the way the Buddhists

look upon Christianity. They entirely misunderstand the Christian doctrine

about salvation, heaven and eternal life. They take their own concept of

heaven and adopt it to Christianity. Therefore we must especially explain

this point to thorn: Heaven is not the heaven which the Buddhist talk about,
the highest destiny within this world, yet exposed to transmigration.
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Heaven is, from Christian point of view, perfect communion with God, to

live in the will of God.
As already has been mentioned the Buddhists do not talk about being

"saved” ( 4rpi$h. ) but use the expression "to be released from the bonds
of birth and death" ( ftjjf f\%j or

j Jj. yC )• The goal which Buddhism
is longing for, is discontinuance of birth and death.

The great "revelation" which Sakyamuni Buddha experienced, when he

broke through unto full enlightenment, and which he was longing to share

with everybody, the Four Noble Truths ( v'J xftr ) , is still the funda-
mental doctrine of present-day Buddhism.

1. The truth that suffering exists ( ). Life is full of

suffering. Though there may be moments of joy in life, yet these last

very short time. In a moment they have disappeared. Above we have already
mentioned the eight kinds of distress

( A. -p' ).

2. The truth that suffering has a cause, which is "thirst" for
existence ( JjL I'rp )• The desire ( ) is craving joy. When hind-
rances arise and the desire does not get 'satisfaction , it creates anger

( bJl ). But this anger has its origin in the stupidity ( ) of the
heart, the stupid misunderstanding ( -^ ) that life is worth while living,
full of joy, or the ignorance ( ) of the fact that life means
suffering and is unreliable, constantly changing. Desire, anger and
stupidity ore called the three poisons ( JL. pg ) or the fundamental
distress

( /ffc ^ w|| *j.^ ).

_ Chinese Buddhism calls this point "the doctrine about aggregation"

( If, ), because the "three poisons" influence the karma ( ) which so

far has been latent, and makes it active in thoughts, words and deeds. As
a result of these kinds of karma ( ) suffering comes. So the ignorant
desire aggregates

( Jf. ) suffering. - What man experiences in this life
through his six senses, covers the originally "pure mind" with "dust" and
creates new ignorance. So there is a constant circulation of ignorance,
desire, karma and suffering ( ^ d Jcj or - jr - Jg- ), causing
transmigration.

The truth that suffering can be stopped by extinction of the
ignorance! ( -j^ )

which makes me thirst for existence. If ignorance
has been destroyed

,

1 there v/ill be no karma. And when no karma is produced,
there will be no accumulating of suffering, but one is ready to enter
nirvana ( )

.

4. The truth about the path which leads to the cessation of suffering

( i r;
The Eightfold Path (

t \ A .

T~fl

,

), that is to say: right belief

( jf- )> right aspiration ( {r ,t:j| ), right speech ( JL %% ),
right conduct ( JE. ), right means of livelihood ( it ), right
endeavour ( j? ff} JL )> right mindfulness ( j£. Se ) and right
meditation ( jT. ^ ).

Along this path you will get out of the world of transmigration and
enter the world of the "four kinds of holy men" ( 07 ), arahts ),
pratyeka-buddhas

( ^ £ \\ ), bodhisattvas (4~ frl ) and buddhas
( 4if? ). It has to be stressed, that this cultivating of the heart /<£ )

must be practised without depending on anybody who could save you. "WHo
eats will_be satisfied; who cultivates will be released" ( ^ fa /v

A, '3- >6 A J ). Nobody can take your place, suffer instead of you
or atone your sins.

There are many different groups or schools within the Chinese Buddhism
and they stress different ways of cultivating the heart. Each school has
its special method. ^

The mystic school (ji, Jp: ) stresses the use of charmes, signs and
postures

.

The T'ien T*ai school ( A p -rh ) stresses studies and maintains
that there "in one heart are threekinds of view" ( - /<•/ j )•

(1) Things are in their essential nature unreal
( \¥? ), (2) Things

are in their derived forms real ( ), ( 5 ) "All are but parts of one
stupendous whole" ( j ).

The Wei-shih school ( ) maintains that nothing exists
apart from the mind and therefore concentrates on knowing the Eight
Categories of discrimination

( / \ ). The aimJs
N

to transmute this
discrimination into "wisdom", enlightenment

( Jp-i ^ -Eg ), The
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method used to attain this goal is to practice "the six polomi" (

-JJL ). About those see below.
The meditation school (

/
ri? ), which does not stress studies but

the concentration of mind with the object of suddenly to realise one's
original nature ( /£. ijfj Ei )

.

Though there are these different methods, yet all the Chinese
schools have the essential matters in common. They all stress the impor-
tance of practicing "the six polomi"

( ^ ), also called
"The six means to cross over" from this shore of births and deaths to the
other shore, nirvana (0- ^ ). They are. charity

( ^ ) keeping
the commandments ( ), patience ( ,% ^ ) ,

zeal and progress ( dpj
.JL )> contemplation ( ^ ) and wisdom

( ^ ). A3 a matter
r ‘

of fact the six polomi are the equivalence in the Mahayana system to
Hinayana's Eightfold Path, which is not much mentioned by Mahayana.

The "six polomi" can be reduced to "the throe oracticos" ( )

or ..-a. U<fri "the three practices which prohibit karma to be
produced". They are 1/ Keeping the commandments ( ), perfect absorp-
tion of thought in the one object of meditation ( ) and philosophical
thinking, wisdom ( ).

It has already been mentioned, that a Buddhist has to rely solely
upon his own efforts in cultivating the mind. Sakyamuni Buddha was just
a master or teacher and you must not rely on him, ju3t follow his examplo.
Those who faithfully try to do so to save themselves, often feel that
this exceeds the bounds of their capacity. They aro despairing. In that
connection we must mention, that there is a school within Chinese Buddhism
which ha3 realised man's inability to lift himself up to the realm of
perfect virtue, understanding and peace - the "pure Land School",

The Pure Land School ( ^ ^ ) in some rospccte reminds us about
the Christian faith. It bolieves in a roalm of perfect poaoo , beauty and
joy, the Pure Land, whore Buddha Amitabha (Omitofu l*J 'j^p ) is

ruling. According to the tradition he has said, "Whosoever invokos my name,
I shall receive him in my world". The method to be born in the Fure Land

is not the practices mentioned before but faith in Amitabha, constant
prayer to him. Therefore ho is worshipped as a saviour, and innumerable
people, intellectuals as well as uneducated simple-minded people invoke
his name and repeat (the day long) "I tako ny refuge in Amitabha (Nan Mo
Cmitofu, J4, f•J f’/ )• That is the easiest way to cultivate the

heart.
This group among the Buddhists aro easier to approach than the

philosophical-minded. When wo talk to them, we should especially talk
about our Lord, Jesus Christ, who is the only one who can really satisfy
their longing. Omitofu is a diffuse being about whom vie do not know any-

thing for certain. Sakyamuni Buddha ^as mentioned that there is a

"Paradise in the West" ( tb fa ftp Jf-- ) and that there is a Omitofu
ruling there, but nobody has seen him. Jedus on the other side i3 not just

a name in a beautiful tale or an idea created by man's longing. "The Word
was made flesh". Jesus has appeared in this our own world. Ho belongs to

the history of mankind and you can know about his lifo and teaching. He

has gone through all the trials of this lifo, "In that ho himself hath
suffered being tempted, he is able to succour them that are tempted". Ho

has opened a now way to God through his sacrifice on the cross. He givos

of his victorious life to all who abide in him by faith.

IV. The Buddhist concept of God .

It my be significant that we mention this point at the end, while

it usually takes the first place in Christian dogmatics. What the Buddhist

scholars oppose most of all in the Christian teaching is the concept of

God, And the reason is, that they ontirely misunderstand the terms vie use.

When they superficially study the Bible, they get the impression that God

is what the Buddhists call a "heavenly god" f ^ ) living in the highest

among the six destinies ( -f; Cff ) yet within the roalm of transmigration.

Buddhism distinguishes between three different realms, the realm of senscus

desire ( Va. fj- ),^the roalm of form ( Xj % ) and the realm of pure spirit

( ^ yf-L- ), which all are influenced by karma and therefore exposed

to transmigration. Even if God dwells in the realm of pure spirit, he is
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still within the circle of transmigration. He is on the same level as

man and neither omnipotent nor omniscient or eternal. He should not bo

an object of worship, and he cannot save anybody.

Buddhist critics ofton oxpross the meaning, that Christianity is

very simple, the Christian doctrine very shallow. They call Christianity

"jen t'ien chiao" ( A, ^ )» because it just deals with the life

and things within the ’’human and heavenly realms" (or the above mentioned

throe realms) and does not rise to see and solvo the high, essential

problems of existence.
According to Buddhist concept the highest divine being is Buddha.

But Buddha does not correspond to the Christian God. Buddha means the

"Enlightened One". He is still on the same level as all living beings,

the difference between him and others is only, that he ha3 attained full

enlightenment, while others arc still wcking to attain it. As Sakyamuni

said to his disciples*. "I have already become a Buddha, you must all

become Buddhas" . Every living being has a Buddha-secd which can develop

into full enlightenment.

Among Buddhist terms which come closer to tho Christian concept of

God, should especially be mentioned "Chen-ju" ( _|L ), sanskr.

B o dhitattatha , the "true norm", tho unchanging reality. It has seme

similarity to tho term used by Lao-tze: "Tzo-jan" ( ), self-

existing, spontaneous nature. (Cf. Tao To Ching 1 )•

Wo should also compare it to the Confucian idea of "heaven" ( A, ). Chcn-

iu can also be characterized by many other tcrm3, as ^ 1M, :X £& a. a a? u —
* I

' > ,

| U ,
^-4-

&

9 , -*r.
1

Though there may be some similarity between Chon-ju and God, yot
there is a decisive difference: God ha3 personality with a holy, active,

creating will. Jen-ju can just represent one side of tho essence of God,

the Truth, but it does not contain creating power. - A Christian must fall
down in the presence of God, worship Him, pray to Him, surrender to Hi . ,

obey Him, put faith in Him. A Buddhist cannot do so in case of Chen-ju.

As a nattor of fact Buddhism must be considered to be atheism. Jen-ju
is not God, and all tho lohans, bodhisattvas and buddhas that fill the

Buddhist temples, aro not gods either according to tho Buddhist doctrine,

though simple-minded, uneducated people worship them. Buddhism does not
count with and gods in tho usual meaning of this word.

V . Practical hints regarding tho method to approach tho Buddhists .

a) After the cbovo short exposition of the fundamentals of Buddhism,
it might bo unnecessary to stress, that we must discern between tho pure,
philosophical Buddhism and tho vulgar Buddhism which meets us in many
temples. - The original Buddhism is more philosophy than it is religion.

b) If you endeavour to bring a Buddhist to Christ, don’t start by
discussion. Everybody is sensitive to criticism, Buddhists not loss than wo
Christians. A Buddhist holds that his religion gives the best answer to
tho problems of mankind and will be hurted if you start criticizing what
he believes to be true. The first thing to do therefore, is to learn to
know the Buddhist friend personally . Tf you stand on the same level and
respect one another, then the time has coco for taking up tho deep,
spiritual problems.

c) Criticism must always bo objective and fair. But you cannot
treat a philosophy, which ycu don’t know well, in a fair, accurate way.
Many Buddhists have been disappointed about Christianity, because the
Christian preachers have shown lacking knowledge about Buddhism and yet
dared to criticize cr even ridicule it. Tho result has been, that tho
(missionaries) Christian workers have made themselves ridiculous in the
eyes of tho Buddhists and - which is still more deplorable - killed the
interest in studying Christianity among the Buddhists. It is better not
to discuss than to criticize with unsufficient knew lodge.

d) It is to be recommended, when helping a Buddhist to read tho
Bible, net to start studying the Old Testament, as he might bo repelled

} by the.; conception of creation and by the way (anthropomorphic) Gene ?is

is tolling about God’s presence ai*cng nefi. We cught^tc start from Jesus'
life and teaching, especially as it meets us in St. John’s Gospol.
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o) In an porscnal discussion tho Buddhist fools hinsclf obligod to

defend hi3 own boliof end oppose tho Christian. When reading a book ho

neod3 not bother about saving his or Buddhism's "face". Therefore a

good Christian bock or leaflet has greater chancos to guide hin to Chris-
tian faith than a discussion face to face, provided that the bock is of

tho right kind. There is a great need of writers, who knew Buddhism
sufficient to be able to use the right words and expressions parables or

tales, which con attract tho Buddhists' attention.
f) More important than anything olse is the attitude and lifo of tho

Christian workers. In other words: What givos tho strongest impression
is love. If a Buddhist encounters spontaneous love and interest from a

Christian 'worker, he will feel himself drawn to him and put confidence

in hin. He will be willing to lieton to a person, from whom ho feels
lovo radiate.

Hot just lovo in the personal relationship is important, but also

Christian philanthropic activity on a largo scale. Buddhism has such a

profound philosophy, but it has very little active energy to serve the

noedod onos in society (at least in China). Christianity is the outflow
from God's love. Christian relief work, hospitals and clinics, schools

of different kinds, homes for blinds and doaf-and-dumb or lepers speak
more eloquont and more convincing about tho reality of the living Christ
than many sermons and lectures.

Tho above paper is prepared by some members
of staff at Tao Fong Shan Christian

Institute. Hong Kong.



WHAT THE BUDDHA SAW
By KENNETH J. FOREMAN

a great crowd gathered, and his

heart was touched at the sight of them,

for they were like sheep that have no

shepherd. . . .

”—Mark 6 :34, Goodspeed.

G autama buddha and Jesus of

Nazareth both had to leave home

before they took their roads of destiny.

But with a vast difference.

Gautama, born a prince, had an omi-

nous prophecy made of him when he

was an infant. His father was warned

that if he saw the “four signs” some

catastrophe would happen. So his father,

an Indian prince with unlimited means,

surrounded his son with a kind of para-

dise, closely guarded, into which no evil

might find entrance. To make it perfect,

when the time came young Gautama was
given a beautiful young wife, who bore

him a son.

But the Prince came to suspect that

there was more to the world than he had
seen. So one night he eluded the guards

and slipped out into the Indian night.

And on the crowded streets he saw the

“four signs.” One was a sick man,
and Buddha had never suffered any ill-

ness nor seen it in anyone else. Beside

the road also he came across an aged
man, and all the men Gautama had ever

seen were young. Farther on Gautama
nearly stumbled over a corpse, and' this

was even stranger to one who had always
lived in a paradise. The fourth sign

would have been more strange if he

new Book of Common Worship (pro-

visional services), they will do well to

send $1 to the nearest Presbyterian book
store. Earlier, we saw the proposed
Service for the Lord’s Day. Now, this

volume, with UP, US and Cumberland
Presbyterians working on the job, offers

an aid to worship which, it is expected,

will be placed in the pew racks beside

the hymnal. Then, by 1970, with hymns
now being selected, it is expected that the

completed work will appear: the Book
of Common Worship with Hymns. The
joint committee has done its work well. It

cordially invites the comments of those

who use the provisional book before the

final form is published.
* * *

The statement on Vietnam adopted by

the general board of the National Council

of Churches (Outlook, Dec. 20) is

being submitted to the Montreat General

Assembly by the Committee on Christian

Relations, with a recommendation that

it be endorsed. This statement has been

widely useful already, forming the basis

for important declarations by the World
Council of Churches. It was pointed out

at the February WCC Central Committee
meeting in Geneva that the statement was,
among other uses, sent to all churches
in The Netherlands and to all members
of the Dutch parliament,

- -- -
~fKci

had seen it first. It was an ascetic, a

man who had given up money and home,

and lived not to pamper but to afflict

himself in body and in mind; a man
who, in short, would have renounced

Gautama’s whole paradise.

That would have been strange if the

world the monk renounced had been like

Gautama’s sheltered garden of perfec-

tions. But considering what the Prince

had now discovered the world really is,

a world visited by illness, old age and
death, the prince thought the ascetic

“had something.” So the young man
Gautama, destined to be “the” Buddha,
went back to his palace, took one last

look at his wife and child, happily

sleeping, and mounting a swift horse

was soon past pursuit.

From that night on he gave himself

to meditation on the meaning of the

kind of world that produces the dismal

things he had so suddenly seen. As

is well known, Buddha became con-

vinced that suffering is bound up with

existence. Little can be done to destroy

or even mitigate suffering, age and

death. The only hope is to escape it.

So the problem becomes one of how to

escape from existence itself. Suicide is

as futile a hope as constructing stately

pleasure-domes as his royal father had

done. The way out of existence, Buddha
concluded at length, is to destroy all de-

sire; even the wish to escape existence

must itself be destroyed. Nirvana be-

came the ultimate hope; not annihilation

perhaps, but as one Buddhist scholar

has expressed it, “Nirvana, a state where

the difference between that which is and

that which is not, itself ceases to exist.”

S
OME six centuries later a baby was

born in a Syrian stable, born into

the same kind of world that Buddha
discovered. But the child Jesus and
the grown carpenter of Nazareth, and

the wandering teacher of men, never knew
even an artificial paradise. Jesus lived

all his life in the midst of the same
miseries that were so shocking to Gau-
tama. Both men saw the same world;

but their reactions were opposite. Gau-
tama fled from the world, and pondered

long on how to make the final flight

from this or any possible world. Jesus

did not accept the world as the world

wants to be accepted; but he looked

on it not with eyes of despair. His heart

was moved as he saw distress all around

him. Within the bounds of his oppor-

tunities Jesus never gave in to in-

difference or despair over human suffer-

ing. Always and everywhere his mis-

sion was to relieve what could be re-

lieved, to bring health and hope to those

who had lived without them. Buddha
might have said: Life is questionable

and terrible; I have come to show men

ty Af^'i H

how to escape it entirely, not by escape

into a better world, for such there is

none; but to escape from life itself.

Jesus, on the contrary, is remembered

to have said: “I have come that men
might have life, and have it more abun-

dantly.” Jesus came to give this present

world a meaning, and to keep men in

mind of a world beyond this in which

God shall wipe away all tears.

Buddha was never sure whether there

were any gods or not, and died an ag-

nostic. Jesus’ last words were, “Father,

into thy hands I commend my spirit.”

Buddha and Jesus left behind them a

world in which sickness and old age and

death are commonplace; but Buddha
looked on his fellowmen and their

troubles with eyes of despair, while

Jesus looked—it might have been in

India as well as in Palestine—with

eyes of compassion. Buddha left a ques-

tionable world he had thought about for

a long time. Jesus left a world he had

been working in a long time. Buddha
left the world as he found it; Jesus

left it different, not only different in his

lifetime, but with the seeds of hope and

love sown from which the harvest has

been greater than we know.

NEVER SAY all religions are alike.

Buddhism is in some respects a

noble faith; but at heart, the difference

between these two religions is as vast as

the difference between Gautama and
Jesus, and their visions of mankind.
For wide is the gulf between a religion

which sees man as the victim of ines-

capable tragedies, wandering godless in

a world in which his only hope is ex-

tinction—and a religion which sees men
as sheep without a shepherd, whose hope
is in returning to the God who in love

created and in love redeems them. For
one, the secret of life is Escape; for

the other, the secret of life is Service.

The word is trite, but the thing is not.

PONDERABLE...

Law and Order

Helen Suzman, for 13 years a member

of the South African Parliament, now
standing alone in protest against the

police state tendencies observed there

in maintaining apartheid:

The normal processes of law are

sufficient only when the majority of

people to whom they apply accept those

laws and, in fact, approve them. Since

this is manifestly not the case as far as

the apartheid laws are concerned, the

normal processes of law do not suffice in

South Africa. . . .

* * *

“Law and order must be maintained,”

people say. Quite right, but they should

not be forgetting that laws must be just

if order is to be maintained. . . . Self-

preservation is the law of the jungle, not

of civilization.

Q
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KOREAN BUDDHISM

til ^ ^ K
U WvAI ^ ^

^rr^J>

jjlou may wonder why a Christian missionary should want to speak
on Gkrisfcizn Korean Buddhism* It is very simple.J Anyone who wants to
understand Korea— and anyone who lives here should try to understand Korea

—

is going to have to know something about Buddhism, which has ^S3lso large a
part to- play in the shaping of the Korean mind and heritage. There is no
understanding of Korean art or literature or village life without some
knowledge, at least, of Korean Buddhism. So let me try today to give a
brief introduction to Buddhism—popular Buddhism—in Korea.

The first thing to remember, of course, is that Buddhism is a
whole family of religions, and that Korean Buddhism belongs to the Northern
branch of the family which is not always on speaking terms x-jith its southern
cousins in southeast Asia. Buddhism in the north—Korea, China, Japan—is
as different from Buddhism in the south— Burma, Ceylon, Vietnam— as
Christianity is from Mohammedanism. Don*t think that what you may have
seen of Buddhism in Bangkok, for example, is what you will find in Seoul.

This is another Buddhist world.

The southern branch of the family is called Hinayana here (i. e.

Lesser Vehicle), and the northern type is Mahayana (Greater Vehicle). The
difference, to put it crudely, is that the Great Vehicle of northern,
Mahayana Buddhism carries more religious baggage. Southern, Hinayana Buddhism
has been calied a religion "-without a God and xd.thout a soul" (D. T, Suzuki,

Outlines of Mahayana Buddhism, p. Jl ), whereas the Greater Vehicle of northern,

Mahayana Buddhism is quite the opposite. It has thousands of gods or Buddhas,

and millions of a souls in paradise or hell as the case may be, and, in
contrast to the southern emphasis on passive meditation, stresses an outreaching
unselfish concept of service. The greatest saints (bodhisattvas, po sal ) of
Korean Buddhism are those who postpone their own escape into Nirvana in order
to help others reach Paradise, Mahayana also has more Scriptures—1,600
sacred books, in p,000 volumes, or 80,000 carved wood- blocks, as at Haeinsa
Temple, near Taegu.

Korean Buddhism, hoi\Tever, though it may boast of its Iripitaka
Koreana , the wood tablets at Haeinsa, as the most complete set of Buddhist
Scriptures anywhere in the world, is not really a religion of the classic

Buddhist scriptures. The major sect grouping in Korea is the Chogye group,

which is Meditative Buddhism rather than Doctrinal or Scriptural

Buddhis . It traces back to the founder of Gh'an Buddhism (Zen in Japanese,

Son in Korean) in 5th century B.G. China. The founder was Bodhidamia, the

first Buddhist :issionary to China, who reacted against the huge contradictory

amorphous mass of Buddhist sacred books, and began his mission to Shina, it

is said, simply by sitting in front of a blank wall and meditating for eight

yearsj k

But Buddhism everywhere is an inconsistent mixture, and even the
Meditative Buddhists revere the Buddhist Scriptures. In Korea, of the lo00
Sacred books, the four most popular are The Deeds of Buddha

, the Lotus Sutra ,

the Diamond Sutra, and the Amithaba Scripture .
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Family Ritual

The Health-Social Affairs
Ministry has reportedly draft-
ed a new law governing family
rites for enactment in the near
future.

Earlier, a national code call-

ing for a "drastic simplifica-
tion of family rituals" was
promulgated and a .nation-

wide campaign for that pur-
pose has been conducted.
The rule, comprising 71

articles, dealt chiefly with
weddings, funerals and ancest-
or worship.

I should- certainly agree
with the simplification of the
rituals, for I know modernity
calls ruthlessly for speed,
simplicity and standardiza-
tion whether we approve of it

or not.

It is a pity, at the same
time, that family rituals which
are more or less private and
individual as well as tradi-
tional and customary should
be governed by law.

I agree that we should
spend less money, less time,
less energy, less formality,
and use more mind and more
spirit instead.

I agree that sending of
flowers to wedding ceremoni-
es should be discouraged and
that no invitation cards should
be circulated for more or less

the same reasons—for the eco-

nomizing of time, energy and
money which should be con-
centrated instead solely on
new modes of life, on the
modernization and democrati-
zation of the country.

At this last item above I

am especially amused. Not a
few people are embarrassed
to receive a trifle too many
"invitation cards" which they
humorously, or sarcastically— and truthfully — call "no-
tices” or "bills,” for these

cards mean the donation or
the contribution of say. a
thousand won at a minimum
for each and sometimes ten
thousand and even more in

accordance with face, position
or vanity.

But when it happens to
concerr their superiors in the
same office or in the same
profession, especially those
who have influence over their
careers, and promotion, the
donation steps cunningly into
the region of bribery.

True, with this new law en-
forced a good number of for-
eigners and some natives,

those classic fans or students,
curious and inquisitive, will
certainly miss some of our
nostalgic old customs and tra-
ditions as they already miss
the graceful old wall of Tok-
su Palace and that exquisite
old Chosun Hotel.

They’ll miss that peculiar
color of pale green that was
the color of the wedding
dresses of both the bride and
the bridegroom, and that was
infallibly our color as can be
observed in most of our minor
masterpieces of art, pottery,
porcelain, etc. of our old
dynasties.

They’ll also miss the pre-
posterous classic way of choos-
ing and setting the wedding
date by celebrated astrologers,
after studying the "four pil-

lars of destiny."

Then they’ll miss the send-
ing (to the bride-to-be) of the
fancy chests, decorated with
carved brass which were fill-

ed with silks, cottons and
linens for the trosseau of the

They'll miss the colorful
and fantastic procession of the
wedding party which stretched
for a long distance in the
countryside headed by a

dozen distinguished men of
the country, fit unfailingly
reminds you of the beautiful
idyll scene of Emma Bovary's
wedding procession.)

Finally, and above all,

they’ll miss the wedding cere-
mony, solemn, elaborate, co-
lorful and academic at which
a couple of living wild geese
were introduced as symbols
of immortal fidelity and life.

I shall perhaps miss all

these. But there is one thing
for certain, which I shall not
regret. I shall certainly be
happy to see the pay envel-

opes of a number of friends
of mine become a little bit
more voluminous and weigh
a bit more hereafter. For they
are. by nature as practically
all the Koreans are, so gen-
erous, and hospitable that the
greatest pleasure, the great-

est meaning of life for them
is to be of service to their
friends, especially those who
are in need of help.

And naturally, it is anoth-
er. the greatest pleasure in
their lives, to answer with
thanks, expressed in a materi-
al form, of course, those
"cordial” invitations.

Silla Remains--(2)

Chirim-sa Tells Priest Worthyo’s Life
The following is the se-

cond in a series of articles
on historic sites in the area
of Kyongju, the ancient ca-
pital of the Silla dynasty
(57 B.C.-935 A.D.). The first
article in this series, relat-
ed to Posok-jong, was print-
ed in the Jan. 14, 1973, edi-

tion. Mr. Adams is princi-
pal of the Taegu Depen-
dent School of the U.S.
Army and the author of

"Through Cates of Seoul —
Vol, 1 and 11" and "Palaces
of Seoul." — ED.

By Edward B. Adams

Many visit the recently
famous site of King Munmu’s
underwater tomb but few stop
to see the additional historic
sites along the way. Chirim-
sa is one of the larger
temples in the Kyongju vici-

nity and is associated with
the most famous of Silla

priests, Wonhyo Taesa.

Chirim-sa («t #3=) was
one of the largest temples
near the Silla capital during
the late dynasty period and
even today the temple com-
prises fourteen buildings,
which compares in size to
Pulguk-sa though it is not
historically as important
Aged and gnarled elm and

cherry trees line the entrance
to Chirim-sa. From a few of
the larger limbs the dangling
frayed remains of straw ropes
may be seen. These were once
used for festive swings by the
village youth.
The temple buildings for

the most part are unpainted
and appear quite old. Locat-
ed in the mountains of Ham-
wol-san (“Keeping Moon
Mountain"

)

this temple
was called Imjong-sa (“Forest
Well Temple" ) when it

was first built prior to the
unification of Silla.

In 643 during the reign of
Queen Sondok-27th < #$*:£)
it was rebuilt by the famed
Priest Wonhyo ( ) and
the name was changed to
Chirlm-sa, "Venerable Forest
Temple." During this period
Priest Wonhyo must have
been a robust man of about
twenty-six.
Wonhyo’s family clan name

was Sol (MO and his child-
hood name was Sodang ( f?
fa ) . He had been a handsome
youth full of spirit. He ap-
parently did not study with
a teacher but had consider-
able knowledge beyond his
years. During his early years
Wonhyo was a hwarang
("flower youth" 7E DG ) and
trained with the elite young
men of the kingdom. Later

mm

The buildings of Chirim-sa are located deep in Mt. Hamwol (Keeping Moon Mountain).
Dating back to the pre-unification period of the ancient Silla Dynasty, it is one of the
larger temples in the vicinity of Kyongju, the dynasty’s capital.

when he became a priest he
was still very much of a non-
conformist as he continually
drank, ate meat and possessed
a passionate nature which
often overwhelmed his be-
ing.
The stories of his adven-

tures, his wit and achieve-
ments have become a legacy in

the historical records of Silla.

It is difficult to separate fact
from fiction about Priest
Wonhyo but his love affair
with the Princess Yosok was
indeed a reality as a child
was born from this brief ro-
mance. He became the famed
scholar, Solchong (IS k) who
is one of the two recognized
Confusian greats of Silla and
was canonized a saint. (His
probable tomb was recently
discovered in Pomun Village
near Kyongju.)

Princess Yosok was a youth-
ful widow living in the palace
during the reign of 29th King
Muyol ( ). Priest Won-
hyo was in his late thirties.

The story begins one day
when Wonhyo. observing the
bees and butterflies of early
spring flitting from flower to

flower, was filled with a de-
sire to know a woman. The
lonely priest mournfully
strolled through the streets
of Kyongju singing this ditty.

"Who will lend me an axe
that has lost its handle as
I wish to cut a heaven sup-
porting pole?"
The people only laughed at

study hall of "Believing
Truth." Passing between this
study hall and Muryangsu-Jon
l"House of Amit'a" fcj

where several of the priests
reside one enters the main
courtyard of the temple. On
the right side is a small struc-
ture dedicated to the Sanshin
("Mountain Spirit").

Using several of the foun-
dation stones it was construct-
ed on the site of a former
wooden pagoda. There are
sixteen foundations stones
forming the base of this pa-
goda. Beside this shrine is

an ancient and large ginko

The pagodas of Silla can
be classified into three types
according to the building ma-
terial: wood, brick and stone.
The stone pagoda prominent
during the United Silla pe-
riod is believed to have de-
veloped from the wooden and
brick pagodas of an earlier
era but today only sites of
such wooden pagodas remain.
The well-known sites are

Hwangyong-sa (“Imperial
Dragon Temple" © fill #.
Mangdok-sa ("Yearning for
Virtue Temple" ), and
Sachonwang-sa ("Four Hea-
venly Kings Temple"

) which have been desig-
nated by the government as
Historical Sites No. 6, 7 and
8.

These three sites are all

relatively close to Kyongju
City. To my knowledge the
wooden pagoda site of Chi-
rim-sa is the only other place
in the Kyongju area where
it is known by the foundation
stones that a wooden pagoda
once stood. Nearby is a small
stone pagoda dating from a

more recent period.

500 Images

On the other side of the
courtyard is a larger build-

ing called Ungjin-jon USmiiU).
It contains hundreds of small
Nahan "Disciples of Buddha"
images. The total number is

supposedly five hundred. Be-
hind Ungjin-jon are a wood-
en carp gong and large drum.
The drum surface measures
five and a half feet in dia-
meter and is said to be the
largest in the Kyongju vici-

nity. The smooth-skinned bark
of the paekil namu "hundred
day flower" or cryptomerla is

seen behind this building.
Further west of Ungjin-jon

Is Myongbu-jon ("Judgment
Hall” ) and additional
residential buildings. On the
north side of the main tem-
ple courtyard is the Taeung-
jon (^yii9 ) or main hall

which houses the Sokkamonl.
The floral carved design on
the large wooden doors is

quite unusual.

the finest Silla carvings but
unfortunately because of the l

composition of the cliff

much of the image has al-
ready fallen away.
The Buddha is sitting with

its right hand resting on its

knee and its left hand ac-
ross Its lap. Folds on the robe
which hang over both should-
ers are still distinct. The face
is amazingly clear and well
preserved, possibly because
over the centuries it has been
virtually impossible to climb
the cliff to mutilate it.

The Buddha's calm gaze
and firm mouth portray an
attitude of deep meditation,
The earlobes are long while
in the middle of the fore-
head a gaping hole is

seen where once a large
jewel snuggly fitted. Flame
or cloud designs soar behind
the image on the rock sur-
face. while lotus petals also
radiate from behind the head.
The head carving of this re-
lief image seems as fine as
the famous Sokkuram be-
hind Pulguk-sa.
There are no historical re-

cords concerning Kolgul-am. A
legend relates that the un-
known sculpturing priest who
was lovely preoccupied with
his work on this Image fell

to his death before its com-
pletion. The right hand is

pointed out as beihg still in-
complete.

In history fact and legend
are often extremely difficult

to separate. Some Korean
scholars wonder if this was
not the cave referred to in

the Samguk Yusa ("History of
the Three Kingdoms") rela-
tive to the death of Priest
Wonhyo. It Is mentioned that
when Wonhyo died his bones
were crushed and pulverized
into a life-size Image by his
son Solchong.

This image was enshrined
in Punhwang-sa ("Famous
Emperor Temple TSQ .*r)

where for many years memo-
rial services were held for
Wonhyo. This temple can still

be seen on the outskirts of

Kyongju where the partial

imitation brick pagoda (Na-
tional Treasure No. 30), one
of the oldest structures of •

Silla, is located. A portrait

of Priest Wonhyo is now on
display at this temple.

Legends then tell that Sol-
chong went to live in a cot-

tage near a cave where his

father once lived. As there
are few natural caves around
Kyongju and since the Chl-
rim Temple area was fre-

quently visited by Wonhyo
these cave formations of Kol-
gul-am are strongly suspect-
ed as being Wonhyo’s residen-

ce in his final days and asso-

ciated with his death. Howev-
er scholars are oulrk to nnlnt
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Finding Korea
By Choi Soo-kyung
Sogang University

Love of one's own country,
in my opinion, can be more
intensely stirred up when one
associates with a foreigner
or lives far away from one's
homeland.
A deep-root-

ed fatalism de-
veloped among
Koreans who
suffered much
and found
their dreams
unfulfilled. As
a result, they
tended to look
down on their
country. Butnow the
modern Korean is becoming
more and more optimistic.

It used to be a general
tendency for Koreans to heave
a deep sigh over being in a

less privileged land. This pes-
simistic attitude haunted the
minds of most Koreans. Sub-
consciously, they dreamed of
fleeing from their desperate
situation and seeking a better
fortune in a prosperous coun-
try. They often envied others
going abroad and hoped they
would be blessed with such
good luck

Those who received approv-
al to go abroad were all ex-

cited at the prospect of the
fulfilment of their long che-
rished hope going to a new
land. Besides, they might
have felt relieved at escaping
from the misery and distress
of their own country.

Whatever feelings they
might have had at the mo-
ment of their departure, they
still cherished fond memories
of their native land.

A music teacher in my high
school days was asked by
some of his former students
who had gone abroad to send
them some Korean folk-songs.
With a scornful smile, he said.

"Why the sudden interest
in Korean folk-songs? They
didn’t even care to learn
about them, while they were
in Korea. However. I'm glad
that they begin to show at

least a little reverence for Ko-
rea, even though they might
have left it most voluntarily.”
This remark really came home
to us and we reflected upon
ourselves.

I too have noticed that Ko-
reans living abroad have
turned out to be much more
faithful to their mother coun-
try than we expected. They
make special efforts to give
a good impression of Korea
to the people they associate
with. They try never to fall

Entrance Exams
By Kim Young-woo

Seoul National Un.verslty

The entrance examinations
were all over and the names
of the successful candidates
were posted on a bulletin

most all parents of the un-
successful students, however,
are at a loss how to comfort
their children.

Failure in the examination
may well bring to ruin the
lives of the students concern-
ed. While their fortunate fri-
ends spend their freshman
year with Joy. many failures
may feel sorry for their par-
ents and relatives, and es-
tranged from their friends. At
a time like this, parents and
friends should inspire them
with encouragement so that

they may not give up study-
ing.

Falling in an examination
doesn't mean that one has
missed all the chances for
success in life. Probably one
can learn more things from
a failure than from any text-

book. Fighting with despair
and agony, they should re-

flect "whip themselves" and
study hard for another try. I

am sure that they can be
successful examinees next
year.

Today, the announcement of
successful candidates has re-

minded me of the sense of
disappointment I felt some
years ago.
Montaigne once said that de-

feat is more valuable than
victory in certain instances.
You may well indulge in

gloom with all the windows
shut but you should not lose
the wisdom which could turn
agony and despair to good
account for your success in

the years ahead.
The examination is not all

over, you are taking another
examination through which
you can rise from agony and

The writer Is a Junior ma-
joring in botany in the Col-
lege of Liberal Arts and
Sciences.
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behind. They show themsel-
ves brilliant In every field

and give us great courage.
We must not give in to de-
spair but work together to
give a favorable impression
of Korea to the world.

Little by little. I've come
to get a better idea of my
own country, while participat-
ing' in several meetings
where Korean culture is in-

troduced and discussed among
those interested in it.

When I see foreigners show
keen enthusiasm about the
characteristics of Korean cul-

ture and people, I cannot but
be amazed and ask myself
sincerely, "What do we have'

here in Korea that is so ap-
pealing to foreigners as to

arouse their ceaseless curio-
sity?” This question was quite
meaningful to me, since I

hadn't thought much about
the merits of our own coun-
try before.

Then, I vaguely perceived
that the emphasis upon the
spiritual values and the hospi-
tality of Koreans may be the
factors that make the deepest
impression on foreigners.
Meanwhile. I felt ashamed
that I had blindly pursued
western culture without ap-
preciating the true worth of

Now. modem Korean youth
seem to be disillusioned about
what the previous generation
had thought of Korea. They're
no longer so fatalistic, but
have begun to realize that
they should have proper res-
pect for themselves and their
country, and that it's up to
them to create their own
future.

The writer is a junior In
the English department.

"STUDENT CORNER." ap-
pearing in Sunday

.
editions,

is to serve as a forum for
ideas of thinking students in

view of the ever increasing
number of collegian readers.
Articles and essays on time-
ly campus topics and events
of social significance are
most welcome.
Each articles should be less

than 500 words and accom-
panied by specific informa-
tion as to the urriter's full
name, address, major course
of studies and name of his

university. Writers are ad-
vised to send portrait photos
with the articles. Payment
will be made for contribu-
tions accepted for publica-
tion.

—
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"Who will lend me an axe
that has lost its handle as
I wish to cut a heaven sup-
porting pole?"
The people only laughed at

him but the king upon hear-
ing his song Jtnew that the
wise monk was asking to

place his seed in a noble
lady so that he might have
a son by her. "A son by this
celebrated monk would cer-

tainly be a worthy subject
for the kingdom,” the king
thought (In the Confucian
Classics there is a poem
where the axe handle sym-
bolizes the male sexual organ
so t h a t an axe without a
handle would suggest a

widow).

The king, disregarding the
Confucian rule that a widow
must never remarry, agreed
to act as the go-between for
this unconventional monk who
wished to compromise his
celebacy and the young
princess whose husband had
died with honor in battle.

Lotus Pond

The arrangements were
made and the rendezvous
took place in the palace
gardens. Whether it was a de-
liberate act or not will never
be known but somehow male
pride was jeopardized and the
priest slipped and fell into
the lotus pond. Immediately
the young princess was on
the scene offering aid to the
priest, who came out drip-
ping. Taking him to her room
she helped him change into
dry clothes.

Princess Yosok, wily in the
ways of love, gently took the
wet robes from the shivering
priest. Her own homespun silk

gown parted carelessly and
her young breasts like two
lotus buds ready to bloom
peered shyly from behind the
silk. The innocence of her
smile and the irresistable
beauty of the coy princess
was overpowering for the
famed priest

In the Jade Palace the "axe
and handle" were joined as
Wonhyo passionate with a
spring dream journeyed
through the "jasper gate.”
While they were in one an-
other's arms the candle
flickered and went out. At
daybreak Priest Wonhyo was
gone. But now across the
Korean countryside the
legends of this priest are
still whispered.

There is little mention of

Chirim-sa in the historical re-

cords, such as the Samguk
Yusa ) or Samguk
Sagi There is rea-

son to believe that the temple
was not destroyed during the
Hideyoshi Wars in the late

sixteenth century. However,
in 1786 the temple was re-

built through private funds
donated by Kim Pyong-mok

from Kyongju. Most
of the present buildings date
from this period.
The well-known legend of

King Munmu (X D. who
after death became a protec-
tive dragon in the Eastern
Sea and presented to Silla

a magical bamboo flute which

l

The impressive “Ma-aebul” (relief image of Buddha)
located near Chirim-sa Temple. The image is beyond
“Kolgul-aiu” meaning bone cave hermitage.

brought peace and happiness,
is also associated with Chirim-
sa as well as the more pro-
minent temple of Kamun-sa
("Thankful Grace Temple"

Munmu, the 30th king,
ordered the establishment of
Kamun-sa to secure divine aid
in repelling the Japanese
pirates along the eastern
coast. However, the king died
and was buried in the Eastern
Sea before the temple’s com-
pletion.

His son Shinmun, the 31st
king, ONXEE) ascended the
throne of Silla in 681 and
completed the project to

honor his father. Four years
later it was reported that a
mysterious island was floating
off the coast near Kamun-sa.
King Shinmun summoned his
astrologer, who promptly an-
nounced that the king's
father, the dragon spirit of
Munmu. wished to see his

son and present holy tre-

asures to the kingdom.
King Shinmun hurried to

the coast and on the designat-
ed day received the bamboo
branch out of which the magic
flute was made. The king also
received a jade belt from the
dragon spirit.

As the king was returning
to the capital he stayed over-
night at Chirim-sa. While rest-

ing beside a small pond be-
hind the temple the crown
prince rode up and welcom-

ed his father. He admired
the jade belt and exclaimed
that every jewel in the belt
was a living dragon. "How
do you know?” queried the
king.

"Throw one of the jewels
into this pond and you will
see," answered the crown
prince. The king did so and
immediately a dragon appear-
ed and flew into the sky. The
pool was named Yongyon
("Dragon Pool" ) and is

still seen behind Chirim-sa.

Heavenly Cave

Another legend concerning
this temple tells of a cave lo-

cated north of Chirim-sa call-
ed Chonsaeng Sokkul (“Hea-
venly Made Stone Cave” 35£5 13). Within this cave is

a flat rock which according

to tradition remains warm.
People over the years would
come with their ills and lie

on this rock. Usually they

would be cured. These mira-
cles were attributed to the
presence of Buddha. On the
cave wall a ma-aebul («g g
K8 > or relief carving of the
Sokkamoni "Historic Buddha"
is faintly seen. The wall is

blackened with soot from
the many ceremonial fires of

the past.

After entering the front
gate one sees large cherry
trees lining the path to the

jon l *31(3) or main hall
which houses the Sokkamoni.
The floral carved design on
the large wooden doors is

quite unusual.
Adjacent to the Taeung-

jon is the Yaksa-jon ("Buddha
of Medicine Hall” ftli U$)
which contains the Yaksa Yo-
rae ("Buddha of Medicine"

) who hold in its

hand the medicinal kusul
(jewel). Behind the main hall
is the Kwanseum-jon ( Bitit

Tf85 ) housing the Mercy
Bodhisattva which has been
designated by the government
as Treasure ( ft ft ) No. 415.

The image is made of wood
with a gold-lacquered surface.

Scholars are not certain
that the image really is the
Kwanseum Posal. It is claim-
ed to have been made in
1501 during the Yi Dynasty
and reign of Yonsan-gun, the
tenth king who was banished
several years later because of
his immorality and misrule.
The image's face is wide

and plump. The left foot is

pulled up to the lap while the
right leg drops over the pe-
destal exposing a bare foot.

The robe is wrapped high
around the waist with a loose
shawl draped over both shoul-
ders revealing a bare portion
of the chest over which a
three-pendant necklace is

conspicuous. The image is

wearing a modest crown.
Kolgul-am ( flag ) mean-

ing Bone Cave Hermitage is

located among a cluster of

pale white rocks and cliffs

which give the impression of

bleached bones. The cliff is

soft and flaky. Numerous
holes and caves pockmark
the entire cliff area. The lit-

tle hermitage is small, with
only one priest who is a third-

generation caretaker.
As one climbs up through

the ledges and cave forma-
tions beyond the hermitage
the impressive ma-aebul im-
age of the Sokkamoni looms
above. It is considered one of

gul-am are strongly suspect-
ed rs being Wonhyo's residen-
ce in his final days and asso-
ciated with his death. Howev-
er, scholars are quick to point
out that this is purely specu-
lation.

Chirim-sa and Kolgul-am
are remote and difficult to

find. It is unfortunate that
information about the early
history is lost. The remains
of a former wooden pagoda
indicate the antiquity of this
site, dating to pre-Unified Sil-

la. To spend a day within the
temple vicinity and Kolgul-
am will be a rewarding ex-
perience. The beauty of the
countryside during the sea-
sonal changes will provide the
adventuresome tourist rare
glimpses into the truly ex-
quisite grandure of the Ko-
rean landscape.

DIRECTION TO REACH
AREA: Taking the route to

King Munmu's tomb on the
east coast near Kampo one
must travel over a high
mountain pass 18 miles from
Kyongju city to Andong Vill-

age. At the bridge turn left

and follow the streambed
northward about two and a
half miles. A jeep is recom-
mended and if the stream is

flooding the road is impas-
sable.
When the road appears to

end, park the car and follow
the stream further on foot.
It is approximately a 20-

minute walk to Chirim-sa The
temple is located in Hoam
village, north of Andong vill-

age.
To reach Kolgul-am one

must drive a little over half
a mile upstream from the
bridge. From here a foot
trail is taken into the left

foothills. After a two-minute
walk a small reservoir is re-

ached. At a junction behind
the lake the left trail should
be taken. The total walking
time is about thirty minutes.
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Youth From U.S. Studies Buddhism Here
By KIM KYONG-IIAE
A 16-year-old American

visited Korea to become a

Buddhist monk two months
ago. He sold his car and each
day worked in h i s father’s

store for a month to purchase
his one-way airplane ticket to

Korea. Finally he got his pas-

sport and visa.

The opening ceremony of

Sambo Temple, founded by
Lee Han-sang in Carmel Val-

ley, Calif., was the direct

cause for Kim Testman Kven-
ild (Buddhist Name: Hyon Jo)

to be Buddhist monk. He fini-

shed his four-year high school
course in two and a half years.

At the opening ceremony of

Sambo Temple, said to be the

first of its kind founded by
the Koreans in the United
S'ates, Lee Han-sang, the

former publisher of the Bud-
dh'st Newspaper and an ar-

chitect who participated in

designing the Integrated Goy-
ernment Building, invited Ku
Stan “Sunim” (monk), the
director of Songgwang Tem-
ple in Sungju-gun. Cholla
Namdo.
The all-A student reminisc-

ed his first meeting with Ku
San Sunium at t h e Sambo
Temple: “I went to see him
after all day making pottery
with my brother and pottery
teacher. A Korean girl, Lee
Son-ae (daughter of Lee Han-
sang, builder of the temple)

who was also ray classmate in

the high school there, transla-

ed foi me.” Miss Lee return-

ed to Korea in March and
will go to the United States

next January.
Miss Lee Son-ae also came

to Korea to study the deep
truth of Buddhism. She
is now staying at Bongyong
Temple, Suwon, Kyonggi-do.
At the question if she will be
a Buddhist monk, she said

she is not sure, but she is very
interested in the theory of

Buddhism. The interviewer
met Miss Lee and her Ameri-
can classmate Kvenild at the

Grand Children’s Park.
He said he entered high

school when he made his

first step to his goal of self

realizatoin. Each day he
would make pottery and after

school run cross country.
In the evening he would

practice Kundalini Yoga. His
teacher of Yoga was his clos-

est friend until the very day
he left for Korea.

He went on to say: “Yoga
was my main interest. I went
on a Yoga retreat in the San-
ta Cruy mountains for three
days. I stopped eating during
my retreat. Upon coming
home my mother was pleased
to see her 13-year-old son
shining with a contented
heart so full of love.”

He was serious about his

practice. He followed the ad-

vice of his teachers and felt

much benefitted by his prac-

tices. The summer of last year

Korea Herald Photo

AMERICAN MONK—Kim Testman Kvenild (right) from

Carmel Valley, Calif., with shaven head and Buddhist

robe, talks with Miss Lee Son-ae, formerly Ids American

high school classmate, during his trip to Seoul from a

remo'e temple in Cholla Namdo early this week. He came

to Korea two months ago and became a monk.

was his last Yoga retreat. He
was aware that in one more
semester he would graduate

from high school. He felt cer-

tain that after graduation hP
wanted to go to India and
find his true teacher of Yoga.

“At the first meeting with

Ku San Sunim, the old Ko-
rean monk listened to women
questioning him on Yoga. But
lie did not seem in favor of

Yoga,” said the American
monk. Kvenild’s first ques-

tion was “What is the mind?”
The monk did not give him
an answer b u t rather ques-
tioned the boy for about two
hours
The Korean monk asked

questions that probed deep
into all those who presented
there, he added, After h 1 s

questioning came to a close,

the monk said the boy had
practiced meditation in prev-

ious lives.

The American monk added:
“He then asked me if upon
his return to Korea I would
follow him and be his stu-

dent. I gladly said yes. I felt

he would teach me what I

wanted to learn. I felt he had
sure knowledge of the self Gr

attained self realization.”

He has long wanted to have
an insight into true spiritual

awakening. During his child-

hood he had experiences end
insight that now has a deeper
meaning But he was well

aware of “karma,” or repay-
ment of action, either posi-

tive or negative. The saying
of “What did I do to deserve
this?” was a good example to

him.
“Karma works for you if

you do good work. You catmot
escape the eye of karma. You
find karma in all religions.”

The genious-like boy stressed.
Ku San Sunim said the boy

would have to pay for his air-

plane ticket and all other ex-
penses will be covered by the

monk. The monk told the boy
to think about it and talk it

over with his parents.

The boy thought on it for

a day and .then told h is
mother of what he wanted to

do. Her mother was neither

for nor against his proposal.

But she wanted him to be
sure that Ku San was the pro-

per teacher for him and this

was right thing for him to do.

“My father is the rational-

ly minded one in my family.

His first concern was I had
no money. Second I was too

young for what I wanted to

do. But he was' in favor of my
travelling and learning of

another culture.” The boy re-

membered his initial step to

become a monk.
One night his mother and
he went to see Ku San Sun-
im. His mother asked h i m
questions that sre was curious

about. And Ku San asked her
question about how he felt

about his son’s becoming a
monk. “After this, both my
parents only questioned my
logic. They did not try to

make me change m.y mind
about going.”
His first impression of Ko-

rea was that it was similar to

Mexico. He had travelled by
car all through Mexico. He
said he was surprised it was
too cold and was impressed by
the friendliness of the people.

He explained his daily

schedule at Songgwang Tem-
ple. "Arriving at Songgwang
Temple, I immediately felt at

home. I am very fond of the

the country. The temple is

in the deep mountains without
electricity and modern appli-

ances. My first days were dif-

ficult. It was hard getting us-

ed to the schedule.”
He confessed he was like

a 16-year-old baby at the
temple “At three after mid-
night, I get up to the sound
of wood instruments and

balls. From 3:30 a.m. until 4

a.m. 1 chant in the main tem-

ple. Then 1 go to one small

room lor individual medita-

tion. At six I eat m.v break-

fast At 11, 1 again go to the

temple for chanting. At 11:

30 eat luncli and 6 p.m. is

dinner. At seven we go to the

temple for about 30 minutes.

At nine I sleep.'’

He had no one he could

have h conversation with at

the temple at first. One monk
speaks basic English. He
often thought of leaving

either going home or going
to India to learn Yog3. As it

turned out he stayed. He said

that he tried his best he was
strong and could hold on tc

what he knew.

Ku San provided comfort
He told him to memorize a

chant in an amount of time
that was impossible. “I said

I would try. He did this to

get my mind off my a little

depressed state. Sometimes in

in the early morning I would
go to his room and study Ko-
rean language.”
For the first month he felt

he had gone from bad to

worse. But there came a

change in his state of mind.
As he began to become ac-

customed to monks’ life, he
found pans of the day to look
forward to. He began to un-

derstand a little Korean lan

guage that makes it possible

to talk.

“Perhaps the most looked-

forward-part of the day was
after dinner when I played
the big drum and bell that is

in front of -the temple. Now
after having a few chances to

talk with Ku San Sunim,
thanks to some translators, I

feel I am making progress.”

Ku San told him to practice

“chamson,” or meditation
three times daily for one hour
each. “As a man with know-
ledge can see, this is the best

way to find the mind nr be-

come like Buddha,” said Ihe

American.
He says he studies Korean

language as hard as he can.

Ku San Sunim told him after

he learns the language the
American monk will move to

his room. “Ku San loves me
very much and truly wants

[

me to find my mind.
“He wants me 'o become a

Buddha. He tells me when 1

find my mind I will go back

to America and show all peo-
|

pie how to become happs
J

people and show true seek- I

ers of truth the best way to
|

find their mind.”
He said for now he will

study hard and take care of

his vegetable garden which

he planted with American
seed. “If you come to Song-

gwang Temple in the autumn
season, I will give you one

of our sweet fresh American,
—Korean grown—cantelop-

es,” said Kvenild with a big

smile.
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Buddhism Still Vital in Korean
IBy ROY WHANG

For the more than 150 mil-

rea, Buddhism had been wrack- during which colorful, incense-
ed by a number of contending drowned ritual observances are
divisions out of which develop- held, make Buddhism a joyful,i l /> it „ „ I-*,, i it, VIA VlOiOllO UUl vJA WJllV,!! UCVClU'J> AICTIVA, HiaiS.'C J-f UCllAI llOIIl cl

lion loyal followers of Bt ddh-
£(j two ma j or traditions: The- as well as closely integrated

ism the world over, yesterday
was the 2517th anniversary of
Gautama Buddha’s birth in

what is now Nepal.

While the actual year of Sid-
cfartha Buddha’s birth is still

ravada and Mahayana. The factor in social life.

latter, deriving from a more
liberal interpretation of t h e

original Buddha’s lofty teach-
ings, was the form that reach-
ed China, Korea and Japan,

disputed, (his Korean^ follow- jn that order, between the
and eighth centuriesers claim it was 2,517 years

ago), it is an undeniable fact

that the religion spawned in

the northeastern part of In-

dia so long ago has influenced
thinkers from many nations.

Introduced in 375 A.D. dur-
ing the reign of King Sosurim
of the Koguryo Dynasty, Bud-
dhism in Korea has become a
major institution tody, claim-
in roughly five million devote

fourth
A.D.

Unorthodox Form

The Theravada countries of
today include Burma, Thai-
land, Siri Lanka, (Ceylon,)
South Vietnam and of course

Mahayana countries, especi-

ally Korea, developed a more
unorthodox form of Buddhist
practise. During the Yi Dynas-
ty (1392-1910) there were long
periods in which isolated

mountain Buddhist monast-
eries were notorious as houses
of assignation, where the pri-

ests and village women could
rendezvous without censure.

Even today the Chogye order
is divided between a majori-
ty group of celibacy-preferring

more conservative e a r 1 i-

er- tradition of Theravada is a
es, 14 sects, 15,000 priests and much more compelling force in
more than 2,000 temples.

By. far the largest sect in

Korea is the Chogye-jong,
which lists roughly 3.7 million
members and 13,000 priests.

Celebrations at its Seoul tem-
ple this week will highlight the
important occasion of the Gau- sexual intercourse, foul langu-
tama’s birth.

. _
age and alcohol. Numerous

Well before it arrived in Ko- festivals, feasts and holidays

certain sects in India. In con- priests and a large minority
trast to Mahayana practise, the group of married priests.

But to reach its dominance
in terms of numbers amongst
organized religious groups
(Confucians 4,423,000; Chris-

tians, 3,945,000; Chondoists
636,067; 619,219 Wonbulgyo
and Tangun-followers 113,720,

according to the Hapdong
News Agency 1970 Annual)

the daily lives of its lay fol-

lowers. In parables and stories
drawn from the cycle of Bud-
dha’s rebirths, his Theravada
devotees are urged to follow
at least five strictures: abstain
fro m killing, stealing, illicit Buddhism had to overcome

traditional Korean nativist be-

- - Korea Herald Photo
WORLD OF DEVOTION — A young monk enters the do-m a i n of meditation at dawn at Choggye-sa (temple) of
oeoul yesterday, marking' tlie birthday of Buddha.

liefs.

According to the Samguk Sa-

gi, a 12th century chronicle of

Korea’s earliest history, a king
of one of the short-lived Chi-

nese states that appeared after

the fall of the Han Dynasty
sent a moflk named Sundo to

Koguryo in 372. Along with
the monk, the king sent a mes
senger with a Buddhist image
and writings.

Three years later King So-

surim ordered two temples
built at Pyongyang, one for
Sundo and the second for a

priest named Ado who arrived

from the Chinese state of Tsin
in 374.

The Samguk Yusa, another
history of early Korea written

in the 13th century, cites the
“Paekje Pon-gi” (Paekje King-
dom’s official records) which
says the state of Tsin sent an-

other priest named Marananta
in 384, but this time to the
southwest kingdom of Paekje.
The Korean peninsula was

divided between the three mu-
tually hostile kingdoms of Ko-
guryo, Paekje and Silla dur-
ing the early centuries of the
Christian era. By 668, the

southeast state of Silla, back-
ed by the rulers of T’ang Chi-
na,had conquered Koguryo to
the north and Paekje to the
west.
The Silla Kingdom, prior to

its expansion and eventual con-
quest, was visited by Ado (the
same Ado sent to Koguryo in
374) during the reign of King
Nulji, 417-458, the translators
of the Samguk Yusa assert.

His presence and the strange
Buddhist teachings and rituals

he tried to present were not
received very warmly by the
people of Silla. Indeed, Ado,
according to the official re-

cords of Sin la cited in the Sam-
guk Yusa, would have been
killed by an angry crowd o f

villagers if one of them had

Society
not helped him escape.
Buddhism was clearly anti-

thetical to the prevaling mode
of ancestor worship and pagan
rituals that characterized the
“religious” life of those early
Cholla province inhabitants.

Much later on, it would be op-

pressed by the ossified C h u
Hsi Confucianism that gained
ascendance in Yi Korea.

According to Silla legend,

Buddhism received official ac-

ceptance from a grateful king
in return for Ado’s mysterious
beailng powers. The King’s
daughter, it seems, once was
stricken by a strange malady,
whose symptoms resisted the
medicines and the sorcery of

the times.
Ado was able to effect a

seemingly miraculous cure by
the use of ritual chants and
so the king offered him any-
thing he wished in return. Ado
immediately requested a tern-

pie where he could p r a y-to
Buddha to send his blessings

down to the Silla Kingdom.
The temple was erected as

promised and the widespread
acceptance of Buddhism in Ko-
rea soon followed.
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Korea Times Photo

Buddhist believers parade along a main street in Seoul with lanterns in their hands.
More than 10,000 believers took part in the procession which marked the peak of the
week-long festival for the 2,517th birthday of Buddha.
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2 Monks Nabbed
On Charges of

Fraud, Assault
Seoul police yesterday book-

ed two monks of the Chogye
Buddhist sect and are seeking
another on charges of forgery

of documents, fraud, and vio-

lence.

Booked are Kim Pyong-guk,
29, a mnnk who is chief of the

sect’s research department,
and Kang Chong-gi, 33, ac-

countant section chief of the

Chogye-sa Temple in Seoul.

Police identified the tmonk
being sought as Hong Tae-
yong, 36, former inspection
board chief of the Chogye
sect.

|

Hcng is suspected of receiv-

ing a total of 370,000 won
from a 47-year-old monk in

Pusan on four different occa-

sions after reportedly promis-
ing to assign him as chief
monk of Anjong-sa Temple in

Haenam-gun, Kyongsang Nam-
do.

He is also suspected of

“manhandling” monk Yang In-

gyu, 45, of Poriam-sa Temple
in Namhae-gun, after summon-
ing him to his office in Seoul
and threatening him to resign

as the temple’s senior monk.
Meanwhile, Kim, the re-

search department chief, is

suspected of threatening monk
Kang for two hours on a hill

behind the sect’s inspection
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Silla Remains - - (4) i V

i%, a m3
Temple Bears Story of Mother,

Son Who Entered Paradise
The following is the

fourth in a series of arti-

cles on historic sites in the
area of Kyongju, the an-
cient capital of the Silla
dynasty (57 B.C.—935 A.D.).
—ED.

By Edward B. Adams

Alone and stately in the
terraced fields of Amgok
(Dark Valley ) Village
this colossal pagoda stands
proudly, reminiscent of the
architectural achievements of
ancient Silla. When it is first

viewed from the road stand-
ing near a few tall pines its

actual size is misleading. Not
until you cross the stream
and approach this three-sto-
ried pagoda are you aware of
the full impact of its gigantic
proportions.
Though Koson-sa (Great

Spiritual Being Temple rii

=# ) pagoda is not as tall as
the twin pagodas of Kamun-
sa (Filial Feeling of Grati-
tude Temple ) the ac-

tual superstructure is slight-

ly larger than its partners on
the east coast. It was built
during the same period when
the commemorative temple of
Kamun-sa was completed.
This was in the reign of King
Sinmun (31st monarch). Whe-
ther there w^" any royal con-
nection with i£ie construction
of Kamun-sa and Koson-sa we
can only speculate. In the
historical records Koson-sa
is mentioned only a few
times.
This pagoda (National

Treasure No. 38 ) is

identical in almost every de-

tail to the twin pagodas of
Kamun-sa (National Treasure
No. 112). However, one ma-
jor difference is the sari door
patterns carved into each
side of the first story, an ele-

ment borrowed from the
style of wooden pagodas pre-
valent in Silla before stone
was used in construction.
The door size is SVz x 5

feet. There are over sixty
small holes drilled in the
stone around each door, in-

dicating that once a metal
plate was attached to the
stone. The base is seventeen
feet square and seven feet
high. Four relief pillars are
carved on each side of the
base structure.

The first story is 9'6"

square and six feet high. The
total height is estimated to

be about thirty feet. In front
of this pagoda is a stone
lotus lantern base. Also a-

gainst the hillside are the re-

mains of a stone carved tur-

tle with the head missing.
Foundation stones are seen
in the fields as well as broken
pottery and roof tiles.

In 1915 a fragment of the
memorial tablet for Priest
Wonhyo ( ) was found
near the site and brought to

Seoul. It is presently located

in the corridor to the court-

yard of the main audience
hall of Kyongbok Palace.

In 1966 Dr. Hwang Su-
yong, director of the Nation-
al Museum, who was then di-

rector of Tongguk University
Museum, was searching in

the vicinity of Koson-sa when
one of the farmers mentioned
a strange flat stone he had at

home. Dr. Hwang was led to
the thatched-roof house and
discovered a large stone, the
surface of which was being
used for threshing grain. The
stone was found two miles
downstream from the temple
c i fo q n H +i ir*n cvH oi 1 f fr» or»_

This three-story pagoda on the site of Koson-sa, near Kyongju, is National Treasure
No. 38. It is one of the largest of its kind in Korea.

he pulled up large tufts of
grass at the grave site. Be-
neath the roots there opened
a clean new bright world
(Nirvana) with a seven-trea-
sure bridge leading to a
dazzling cluster of pavilions
made of gold and jewels. Sa-
bok carried his mother’s body
on his back and descended
into the opening, whereupon,
the earth closed above his

head like a rushing wave,
leaving Wonhyo alone on the
quivering ground.

This story is a reference to
reincarnation. Sabok was be-
lieved to be a Bodhisattva or
Posal who came to help the
woman who was a sutra
(Buddhist Scriptures) carry-
ing cow in a previous life to
enter Nirvana. Assisting peo-
ple to obtain Nirvana is one
of the purposes of the Bod-
hisattva.

Mujang-sa Site

The ruins of this temple
site located high and deep in
the mountains northeast of
Amgok (Dark Valley) Vill-

age cling to tall and rugged
cliffs from which cataracts
tumble noisily through the
narrow gorge.

The origin of its name goes
back further than the temple
itself. Following the unifica-
tion of Silla, according to
folktales, King Muyol (29th
monarch ) stored his
kingdom’s arsenal of weapons
and armor in the valley be-
neath these cliffs. The war
was over and they were no
longer needed. Later when a
temple was built in this val-
ley it was called Mujang-sa

) which means Hidd-
en Arms Temple,

Mujang-sa was built by
Hyobang, who was the father
of two kings who ruled Silla
during the closing years of
the eighth century. He dedi-
cated Mujang-sa to his uncle
pajinchan. King S o n d o k
(37th monarch ) rul-

ed five years and died with-
out an heir so his younger
brother became King Won-
song (38th monarch ycMHl )

in 785 and ruled for fourteen
years,.

Their father Prince Hyo-

priest to return to ask that
his daughter be changed for
a son. Priest Pyohun travel-

ed again into heaven to have
a second audience with the
supreme powers.

God answered that it might
be possible but the kingdom
would suffer greatly and be-
gin to decline. God was dis-

turbed with this mortal king’s

demands and as the saintly
priest left the heavenly pal-
ace he shouted to him, “You
have traveled too much bet-
ween earth and heaven, re-
vealing my secrets! I forbid
you to come again!”

Priest Pyohun told his king
the words of warning but
Kyongdok replied coolly,
“Though this may endanger
my kingdom, I cannot be con-
tent unless a son succeeds
me.” The queen then bore a
son who became Hyegong
(36th king). But unfortunate-

ly the boy was born with a
feminine nature, behaving
like a girl and wearing the
jewelry of women. Even as
he grow older he neglected
his duties.

Kim Chi-jong led an up-
rising and civil war raged for
several months until finally
he was defeated by the sons
of Hyobang. This might be
considered a very meritori-
ous act buj: actually the two
sons had their own reasons

and immediately conspired to
kill the king and queen. The
eldest son Kim Yang-sang,
who was serving King Hye-
gong as prime minister, plac-
ed himself on the throne as
Sondok (37th king). His
younger brother succeeded
him in 785 to become Won-
sohg (38th king).

Thus the prophesy of Pri-
est Pyohun was fulfilled as
Silla, never regaining her
greatness, continued to de-
cline. Priest Pyohun was the
last of the truly great priests
of the Silla era.

Typical Pagoda

On the site of Mujang-sa
stands a three-storied pago-
da rebuilt in 1964 and de-
signated as Treasure No. 126
( fityj). It is situated on a
knoll overlooking the vallev

small tomb on the site of this

main hall. To the right can
be found the ruins of a tab-
let. Only the turtle base and
pieces of a dragon sculptured
cap remain.
These portions have been

designated as Treasure No.
125. The body of the turtle
is five feet across. The base
is unusual in that the turtle
had twin heads. However,
now both heads are missing.
Pieces of the dragon cap are
piled up nearby. In 1915 por-
tions of the tablet with cal-
ligraphy were discovered and
moved to Seoul. They can
now be seen in the corridors
of Kunjong-jon in Kyongbok
Palace.

Tablet

This tablet related the his-
torical origin of the large
Amitabul (Buddha of West-
ern Paradise) located in the
Mita-jon ( tit). The calli-

graphy collected by Korean
scholars and used on this tab-
let was taken from the writ-
ings of the famous Chinese
scholar Wang Hui-ji ( ZEit

). This tablet is usually
referred to as a “collecting
tablet” and there are very
few of these tablets now ex-
tant. This particular “collect-
ing tablet” of Mujang-sa is

the oldest in Korea and pro-
bably older than any in Chi-
na or other parts of the
world.
A sorrowful and tragic tale

is associated with the Amita
Hall. After the temple found-
ing, the grandson of Won-
song (38th king) came to the
throne as Sosong (39th king
PSlEZE ) in 799. The king and
his

,
queen Kyehwa ( tiVE )

were very much in love but
because of his poor health
the king died the following
year. The queen was inconso-
lable and wept over the bo-
dy of her husband until blood
flowed from her swollen
eyes.
Time eventually made her

grief bearable and she began
to search for some way that
her prayers for her husband’s
soul might be perpetuated.
She favored Amitabul and
donated valuable treasures to
have a large image made for
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tail to the twin pagodas of

Kamun-sa (National Treasure
No. 112). However, one ma-
jor difference is the sari door
patterns carved into each
side of the first story, an ele-

ment borrowed from the
style of wooden pagodas pre-

valent in Silla before stone

was used in construction.
The door size is 3% x 5

feet. There are over sixty

small holes drilled in the

stone around each door, in-

dicating that once a metal
plate was attached to the

stone. The base is seventeen
feet square and seven feet

high. Four relief pillars are
carved on each side of the
base structure.

The first story is 9'6"

square and six feet high. The
total height is estimated to

be about thirty feet. In front
of this pagoda is a stone
lotus lantern base. Also a-

gainst the hillside are the re-

mains of a stone carved tur-

tle with the head missing.
Foundation stones are seen
in the fields as well as broken
pottery and roof tiles.

In 1915 a fragment of the
memorial tablet for Priest

Wonhyo (

)

was found
near the site and brought to

Seoul. It is presently located
in the corridor to the court-

yard of the main audience
hall of Kyongbok Palace.

In 1966 Dr. Hwang Su-
yong, director of the Nation-
al Museum, who was then di-

rector of Tongguk University
Museum, was searching in

the vicinity of Koson-sa when
one of the farmers mentioned
a strange flat stone he had at

home. Dr. Hwang was led to

the thatched-roof house and
discovered a large stone, the
surface of which was being
used for threshing grain. The
stone was found two miles
downstream from the temple
site and turned out to be an-
other portion of the .famed
Wonhyo tablet. This second
piece is now located in the
Tongguk University Museum.

Strange Boy

While Priest Wonhyo was
living at this temple an in-

cident occurred which comes
to us from the legends of the
Samguk Yusa (History of the
Three kingdoms ).

Several years earlier in a re-

mote village in the vicinity
of Kyongju a widow conceiv-
ed without knowing a man
and bore a son. He was a
strange boy who could not
speak a word or walk until
he was twelve. Because he
traveled about on his stom-
ach he was called Sabok
(Snake Boy tup). Note: II-

yon, author of Samguk Yusa,
referred to this boy as Sadang
( frfetlS ) . The reason for the
change is. unknown. The
“dang*’ in this case means
pillar and refers to the flank-
ing stone pillars located in
the front of a Buddhist tem-
ple. i

After the widow’s death.
Priest Wonhyo, while living
at Koson-sa, was visited by
Sabok.
Sabok appeared before him

and the venerable priest rose
and saluted the boy in the
Buddhist manner. Sabok did
not return the courtesy but
crisply replied, “The cow (re-
ferring to his mother) on
which you and I loaded the
sutras (Buddhist Scriptures
M ) years ago is now dead.
Let us go together to do her
homage.” Wonhyo agreed and
soon they came to the death
room of the woman.
Wonhyo recited the scri-

ptures for the dead, chant-
ing, “Do not be reborn for
death is pain, do not die for
birth is pain.”
Sabok interrupted the pri-

est saying, “Your prayer is a-
wkward. It is better to say,
both life and death are pain.”
The coffin was carried to

the burial site. As Sabok
sang a eulogy for the Buddha

the earth closed above his

head like a rushing wave,
leaving Wonhyo alone on the

quivering ground.
This story is a reference to

reincarnation. Sabok was be-

lieved' to be a Bodhisattva or

Posal who came to help the

woman who was a sutra
(Buddhist Scriptures) carry-

ing cow in a previous life to

enter Nirvana. Assisting peo-

ple to obtain Nirvana is one
of the purposes of the Bod-
hisattva.

Mujang-sa Site

The ruins of this temple
site located high and deep in

the mountains northeast of

Amgok (Dark Valley) Vill-

age cling to tall and rugged
cliffs from which cataracts
tumble noisily through the
narrow gorge.

The origin of its name goes
back further than the temple
itself. Following the unifica-

tion of Silla, according to

folktales, King Muyol (29th
monarch fftjfUEE ) stored his

kingdom’s arsenal of weapons
and armor in the valley be-

neath these cliffs. The war
was over and they were no
longer needed. Later when a
temple was built in this val-

ley it was called Mujang-sa
( ) which means Hidd-
en Arms Temple.

Mujang-sa was built by
Hyobang, who was the father
of two kings who ruled Silla

during the closing years of

the eighth century. He dedi-

cated Mujang-sa to his uncle
paj inchan, king Sondok
(37th monarch =JtgEE ) rul-

ed five years and died with-
out an heir so his younger
brother became King Won-
song (38th monarch tgI&EE )

in 785 and ruled for fourteen
years_.

Their father Prince Hyo-
bang (#5? ), who did not
rule, was a ninth generation
descendant of King Naemul
(17th monarch ). The
prince married Princess Sa-
so, who was a younger
daughter of King Songdok
(3 3th monarch agjjgEE ).

After King Songdok’s death
in 737 her two older brothers
reigned as King Hyosong (#
jiXlE ) and King Kyongdok
( **3E>.
Upon Kyongdok’s death in

765 a nephew of Princess Sa-
so and son of King Kyong-
dok ruled for fifteen years.
This tragic King Hyegong (

IMJSEE), came to the throne
at the age of six and his
mother ruled as regent.
Though he had two queens,
he had no heir. In 780 when
he reached the age of twenty-
one both he and his second
queen were murdered in a
conspiracy. The decline of
Silla began from this time.
' The legend is told that
Kyongdok (35th king) sum-
moned the famous monk Pyo-
hun ( glglll) and directed him
to go to heaven and ask that
he be given a son, an heir to
the throne. The priest return-
ed from above the ninth cloud
saying that he could bless the
king with a daughter but not
a son.

J'l want a son,” the king
snapped. He instructed the

PERFORMANCE by the Aus-
tralian Adelaide Quintette at 7:30
p.m. tomorrow at The Korea
Times-Hankook Ilbo auditorium.
For further information, phone
72-1472.

EXHIBITION of flower ar-
rangements 10 a.m.-6:30 p.m.
Tuesday and 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Wed-
nesday at the Chosun Hotel Ball-
room. For information, call 26-
3313.

SEMINAR by top-level lady
business managers 10 a.m.-2:50
p.m. Monday through Friday at
the Pundo Hall in Changchung-
dong, Chung-gu.

STAGE PERFORMANCE of
William Shakespeare’s "Romeo
and Juliet" in English by the stu-

demands and as the saintly

priest left the heavenly pal-

ace he shouted to him, “You
have traveled too much bet-

ween earth and heaven, re-

vealing my secrets! I forbid

you to come again!”

Priest Pyohun told his king
the words of warning but
Kyongdok replied coolly,

“Though this may endanger
my kingdom, I cannot be con-
tent unless a son succeeds
me.” The queen then bore a
son who became Hyegong
(36th king). But unfortunate-

ly the boy was born with a

feminine nature, behaving
like a girl and wearing the
jewelry of women. Even as

he grow older he neglected
his duties.

Kim Chi-jong led an up-
rising and civil war raged for
several months until finally

he was defeated by the sons
of Hyobang. This might be
considered a very meritori-
ous act buj; actually the two
sons had their own reasons

and immediately conspired to
kill the king and queen. The
eldest son Kim Yang-sang,
who was serving King Hye-
gong as prime minister, plac-
ed himself on the throne as
Sondok (37th king). His
younger brother succeeded
him in 785 to become Won-
sohg (38th king).

Thus the prophesy of Pri-
est Pyohun was fulfilled as
Silla, never regaining her
greatness, continued to de-
cline. Priest Pyohun was the
last of the truly great priests

of the Silla era.

Typical Pagoda

On the site of Mujang-sa
stands a three-storied pago-
da rebuilt in 1964 and de-
signated as Treasure No. 126
( ft'tyd ). It is situated on a
knoll overlooking the valley.
Beautiful and serene, it is

typical of Silla pagodas from
this period. Gnarled pines
cling to the perpendicular
cliffs which converge into a
narrow gorge cascading to
the lowlands. The weeds and
grass over the years have
grown waist-high around this

pagoda.

The pagoda’s base is 7’7”

square and 3’7” high. A bor-
der relief design of petaline
curves sweeps up the corner
edge across the top and down
the center of the side of each
base. This same style of re-

lief is often seen on the sides
of stone ceremonial tables lo-

cated at Silla tombs. The first

story consists of a 3’4” cubi-
cal stone. The total height
of this pagoda is about se-
venteen feet. In front of the
pagoda is found a stone lan-
tern base, three feet in cir-

cumference.

The entire site is over-
grown with underbrush with
piles of tile and rubble are
all about. Many foundation
stones can be found beneath
the grass. On the top terrace
where the main hall dedicat-

ed to the Amit’a Buddha( R
38f|f6f)|s ) once was located is

a small walled compound
where another lantern base
and a portion of its pillar
can be seen. Now there is a

dents of Tongkuk University at
3 and 7 p.m. Saturday at the
Drama Center.

STAGE PERFORMANCE of
“Kongchwi and Patchwi” by the
children’s theatrical group "Sae-
dul” at 3:30 and 7:30 p.m. Friday
and Saturday at the National
Theater.

EXHIBITION of Takatoriyaki
porcelains at the Shinsegye De-
parment Store Gallery, from
Tuesday through Sunday.

INSTALLATION and anniver-
sary luncheon by the Seoul In-
ternational Women’s Association
at 12 noon May 15 at the Cho-
sun Hotel Ballroom. For tickets
and reservations, phone 54-3191,
ext. 35,

had twin heads. However,
now both heads are missing.
Pieces of the dragon cap are
piled up nearby. In 1915 por-
tions of the tablet with cal-

ligraphy were discovered and
moved to Seoul. They can
now be seen in the corridors
of Kunjong-jon in Kyongbok
Palace.

Tablet

This tablet related the his-
torical origin of the large
Amitabul (Buddha of West-
ern Paradise) located in the
Mita-jon ( ?fjj|itWi). The calli-

graphy collected by Korean
scholars and used on this tab-
let was taken from the writ-
ings of the famous Chinese
scholar Wang Hui-ji ( . EE®
£. ). This tablet is usually
referred to as a “collecting
tablet” and there are very
few of these tablets now ex-
tant. This particular “collect-
ing tablet” of Mujang-sa is

the oldest in Korea and pro-
bably older than any in Chi-
na or other parts of the
world.
A sorrowful and tragic tale

is associated with the Amita
Hall. After the temple found-
ing, the grandson of Won-
song (38th king) came to the
throne as Sosong (39th king
ssi&EE ) in 799. The king and
his

/
queen Kyehwa ( )

were very much in love but
because of his poor health
the king died the following
year. The queen was inconso-
lable and wept over the bo-
dy of her husband until blood
flowed from her swollen
eyes.
Time eventually made her

grief bearable and she began
to search for some way that
her prayers for her husband’s
soul might be perpetuated.
She favored Amitabul and
donated valuable treasures to
have a large image made for
worship. She summoned the
most skillful sculptors in the
kingdom.
At this time there lived an

old monk at Mujang-sa who
had a dream in which he saw
a living Buddha sitting on
the hillside near the pagoda
delivering a sermon to a mul-
titude of people gathered in
the west. The monk knew
that this site would be aus-
picious for the Amita Bud-
dha and traveling to the cap-
ital suggested Mujang-sa as
the place to build the hall for
the queen’s Buddha of West-
ern Paradise.
The carpenters and sculp-

tors complained loudly that
it would be virtually impos-
sible to harry the construc-
tion materials up the nar-
row ravine. But the visionary
monk persisted and the grief-
stricken queen, riding the
crest of religious zeal, be-
lieved Mujang-sa to be the
most ideal site.

This colossal hall contain-
ing the Amitabul stood for
hundreds of years, as a prime
example of Buddhist art, but
at last it too crumbled to
the ground and was eventu-
ally forgotten until the dis-
covery of the memorial tab-
let, broken and shattered
years ago in this lonely valley
below the craggy peaks be-
hind Amgok Village.

Directions to Reach Area:
Taking the route out of
Kyongju City one must pass
Pomun Reservoir toward the
east coast and Munmu’s tomb.
The distance is 7.4 miles.
After crossing the first bri-

dge turn left. About 1.2 miles
further Koson-sa pagoda is

seen on the left across the
stream. To reach the site of
Mujang-sa one must continue
on this same road two and
a half more miles to the last
village in Amgok (Dark Val-
ley). From this village only a
jeep is recommended. The
road is extremely rough as
it follows a narrow gorge up
into the mountains. Mujang-
sa site is located 2.2 miles
from the village.
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Buddhist believers pray for the territorial unification of Korea and the lasting peace

over the world, circling around the wooden pagoda temporarily erected at the City Hall

plaza to celebrate the 2517th birthday of Buddha, which falls on May 10. The lights on the

pagoda were turned on yesterday evening In a ceremony attended by some 3,000 Buddhist
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the park’s construction had to
be modified.
The main gate of the Grand

Children’s Park is a twelve-
meter-high traditional-style
West Gate which is as big
as the Kwanghwamun gate in
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Photos by

Kim Sung-soo Two workers carry an iron pipe on their shoulders
beneath the form of the botanical garden.

The snail-shaped structure here is the side view of the nearly completed Grand Band-
shelL The bandshell, which can accommodate about 5,000 persons on its lawn, will be used
for stage and music performances by children.

Buddhism
“STUDENT CORNER,”

appearing in Sunday editions,
is to serve as a forum for
ideas of thinking students in
view of the ever-increasing
number of collegian readers.
Articles and essays on time-
ly campus topics and events
of social significance are
most welcome.
Each articles should be less

than 500 words and accom-
panied by specific informa-
tion as to the writer’s full

name, address, major course
of studies and name of his

university. Writers are ad-

vised to send portrait photos
with the articles. Payment
will be made for contribu-
tions accepted for publica-
tion — ED.

a student going to his lodg-
ings.

He paid the fare and took
out a box of chewing-gum
from his pocket, and said,

“Here’s a little present for

you.”

She refused at first with a

smile, but time after time he
offered, and she accepted at

last.

Though this is only a brief
example, if all the people un-
derstood and loved one an-
other, how cheerful our so-
ciety would be!
And such a tender mind is

our joy in walking through
life.

* * *

The writer is a senior at

the College of Animal Hus-
bandry.

By Kang Soo-kil
Sogang University

If you go to Kyongju, you
would visit Sokkuram, the
world-famous grotto temple.
At first, you will be surprised
at the high entrance fee. For-
eigners whose eyes and mouths
open wide, ai

found easily ;

the ticket-off

ce. Though ai

thorities sa
that it is fc

the preserv;
tion of the n;

tional treasui
from crowc
of people,
charges t o
much for tb

tourists who came from abroad
to appreciate ancient Korean
art.

It is the front gate which
will disappoint you next. The
gate was built a few years ago
to protect the Buddhist statu-

es from the dampness of the
mountain. It is a super-modern
blue glass door which does
not harmonizes with its sur-
roundings.
Poor country women who

could not get in because of

the high charge were making
low bows toward the door, to

the point of touching their

noses to the ground. I do not
know what the Buddha was
thinking about, looking at

them through the blue glass.

You will be shocked again

when you see the hand of

Buddha. There was one finger
missing as they were broken
off. I cannot remember exact-
ly whether it was the middle
or the ring finger. A newly
made one was put into that
space, but it was ugly, some-
what flat and weak-looking
like glutinous rice cake. Why
not keep the original form?

I visited the Tongdo-sa
Temple in Yangsan. Yangsan
is a small town which is grow-
ing fast by the favor of the
Seoul-Pusan Expressway. At
weekends, large numbers of

sightseers come in reserved
buses. I felt that the temple
was being devastated day by
day though someone might
say that it is prosperity.
A jazz festival was held in

the enclosure and young girls

in miniskirts were absorbed in

taking pictures, standing with
their legs wide apart. To my
surprise, a brilliant chandelier
which seemed fit for the so-

cial halls of Paris was hung
on the ceiling of the sanc-
tuary. Under the radiant light
of modern civilization, Bud-
dha smiled palely. I could not
find the latent, benevolent and
mystic smile as the one before
candles. It was only a national
treasure and a nice sculpture.

Is this the modernization of
Buddhism, too?

* *

The writer is a senior in

the English department, So-
gang University.
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Silla Remains — (3)

The following is the third
in a series of articles on
historic sites in the area of
Kyongju, the ancient capi-
tal of the Silla dynasty (57
B.C. — 935 A.D.). — ED.

By Edward B. Adams

Chilbul-am (Seven Buddha
Hermitage -tffit) is prob-
ably the most delightful and
scenic of sites within the en-
tire Namsan (South Mountain)
region. Excluding the famed
Sokkuram behind Pulguk-sa
its relief carvings are con-
sidered the best within the
Kyongju vicinity.

Upon leaving the village a
trail is followed through pine
woods. The calm serenity
broken only by the chatter of

a small brook will enthrall
the infrequent visitor. The air

is freshly scented with the
odor of pine needles and
moss.

Since few visitors are able
to find their way this valley
region is unusually free of
debris. During the last twenty
minutes of the hike the gorge
narrows and the path becomes
quite steep. Finally a small
thatched hut is seen beside a
clear medicinal spring.
Clumps of bamboo border
each side of the stone steps
in the final ascent.

The small hermitage of Chil-
bul is relatively new. Upon
reaching the courtyard the
visitor is suddenly awed by
the first glimpse of the seven
bold relief images (Treasure
No. 200 From the era
of Silla these seven ma-aebul
(Buddha relief carvings Jg?

M tlfO images have been well
preserved over the centuries.
An unknown sculptor has
traced his talent on granite
in dedication to the Buddha.
Today these images are uni-

que and have continued to
baffle the Buddhist scholars
and historians. There is even
now little agreement. On the
rear cliff wall are two eight-
foot image attendants stand-
ing in relief on either side of
the main relief image, which
is sitting.

We are reasonably certain
that the left attendant (hold-
ing a bottle in his right hand)
is the Kwanseum Posal (Bo-
dhisattva of Mercy ffi Ifc §^W.

)

while the right attendant
is Taeseji Posal (Bodhisattva
of Power pc S II ) „

Traditionally because of the
attendants the center eleven-
foot image should be the

i

Amitabul (Buddha of the
Western Paradise )„
However, it is facing east ra-
ther than west so might be
considered to be the Sokka-
moni (Historic Buddha ggra

o

The hand position is not
Conclusive. Some leading Ko-
rean scholars have gone so
far as to suggest that the
worshipper would be facing
west as he faces the image
and question that even the
famed Sokkuram behind Pul-
guk-Sa is not really the Sok-
kamoni but the Amitabul.

This theory is based on the
assumption that the Sokkuram
was constructed for the de-
parted spirit of King Munmu
(30th monarch of Silla Dynas-
ty) who was buried in the
eastern sea. As the spirit with-
in the tomb faces west it

would worship the Amitabul
on the peak of Toham-san.
According to the Samguk
Yusa (History of the Three

Photos by Edward Adams
These triad images at Chilbul-am are carved in relief

on the back walL The center 11-foot image is said to be
either Amitabul or Sokkamoni. On the far left is the
Kwanseum Posal and on the right is Taeseji Posal.

This temple resembles Ko-
rean architectural design as
Buddhist influences had re-
cently arrived from Korea.

We are certain that the
front five-foot image is the
Yaksa Yorae (Buddha of Medi-
cine ® #0 jsfc ) as its left

hand is holding a medicinal
capsule. However, this is as
far as agreement goes among
scholars. The traditional at-

tendants of the Yaksa Yorae
are Wolgwang Posal (Moon-
light Bodhisattva
and Ilgwang Posal (Sunlight
Bodhisattva 0 36 „

Many Buddhist scholars will
argue that because of Horyuji
in Japan, the north side image
is the Sokkamoni while the
south side image is the Mirok
Posal (Bodhisattva of the Fu-
ture ffl^ M ) o In addi-
tion the image behind the
Yaksa Yorae is the Amitabul
which is facing the traditional
direction of west. This posi-

tion is also similar to Kulbul-
sa with the Amita Buddha in
front (west) and the Yaksa
Yorea behind (east) on the
cubical rock. '

To add one more point to
the controversies, it is also
believed that the Yaksa Yorae
was extremely popular among
the people during the Silla

period and was often depicted
on the reverse side of the
Sokkamoni image such as the
Pori-sa (Enlightenment Tem-
ple W- $1 Pp ) stone image
found in Mirok Valley of
Namsan several miles away.
The hand positions of all four

,
images are the same. The

I

right hand is held up in rep-
resentation of the “path of
truth” while the left hand is

resting across the lap.
In the Hwaom Sutra ( If

IS @0 which came from Chi-
na with the first school in
Silla founded by the famous
Priest Uisang, there is a brief
mention of the four direction-
al Yorae (Buddha) and their
definite positions. The Yaksa
Yorae is positioned in the
east while the Amitabul is

positioned in the west. The
Posungjang Yorae (Widely
Victorious and Magnificent
Buddha # B %£ in ?£) is al-

tn lio fminH in tho crmth

flowing red robe and yellow
paji (trousers). The tiger at

his side has spots and stripes
typical of the early shaman
folkculture emphasizing the
humor of the crossbreeding of
the leopard and tiger.

After a ten-minute walk up
the steep hillside behind Cil-
bul-am another ma-aebul im-
age is seen on the cliff wall.
From here the view over the
entire valley of the ancient
Silla capital is excellent. This
Buddhist carving has been de-
signated as Treasure No- 199
C«tO o Over seven feet
high, the right hand of the
relief image is holding a lotus
stalk as it sits on a swirl of

clouds. The expression on its

face portrays separation. It is

probably the Kwanseum Posal
(Bodhisattva of Mercy )
but again there is little agree-

ment as some sootocs feel that
it represents the Mirok Posal
(Bodhisattva of the Future
51 as the face is stem and
hard. This is not typical of
the compassionate features of
the Kwanseum.

Namsan Village

The twin three-story pago-
das (Treasure No. 124
accent the twilight days of a
once flourishing temple in this
quiet valley of South Moun-
tain. The name, size and his-
tory of this temple are lost
in antiquity. At first glance
the pagodas seem similar.
However, on careful scrutiny
they are not.

The foundation base stones
of the east pagoda are
simple and plain while the
foundation base stones of the
west pagoda contain the
carved images of the palbu-
jung (eight congregated
devas A gfS tfc ) in relief. This
pagoda is typical of the post-
unification period.

The west pagoda is one of
the few examples of a stone
pagoda built to imitate the
style of earlier brick pagodas.
The brick pagoda was a tran-
sitional concept in Korea be-
tween wood and stone stupas
though they really did not
flourish. However, it seems
+ tVm. Hrinlr mafprial HiH

oasts

led remains of two three-
storied pagodas located about
forty feet apart. The temple’s
name is believed to have been
Kaeson-sa (Opening Good-
ness Temple ). The
first story is a four-and-a-half-
foot cube of stone with the

roof stone over six feet ac-

ross. portions of these pago-
das and the pagoda remains
at Icha-sa (Moving Vehicle
Temple % # ) were used
in building the three-storied
pagoda now located in the

rotary at Pulguk Station on
the way to Pulguk-sa. The site

of Icha can be found on the
left side of the road near
Songdok’s (33rd king) tomb.

A little over half a mile
into a valley of Namsan be-
hind the twin pagodas (Trea-
sure No. 124) a relief carving
of a Buddha head is found.
It is seen to the left of the
road on a large stone boulder.
One must cross the stream
and climb up a steep hillside
to reach this ma-aebul. The
head is estimated to be about
four feet in length.

It was first discovered by
this writer in July 1972. In
the fall an assistant director
of the Kyongju National Mu-
seum accompanied us to this
location to inspect the dis-

covery. Prior to this it was
unknown to the museum au-
thorities. It was indeed a
Silla relief image; however,
it was incomplete. Features
of the face are distinct but
the body was left unfinished
for an unknown reason.

A year ago I was told that
there were seventeen valleys
of Namsan and I have found
cultural remains in every one.
For those who enjoy hiking
the Namsan region can be a

real challange. Though a site

may be well known to the
authorities it is difficult for
the general public to find.

There are no markers and
few maps.

DIRECTIONS TO THE
AREA: After taking a right
road off the highway to Pul-
guk-sa near the site of Sa-
chonwang-sa a stream is cros-
sed. During the flooding sea-
son an alternate road can be
taken which begins from the

river road south of Panwol-
song. Following the small
road southward along the east-
ern slope of South Mountain
the village of Namsan will be
reached (five and a half miles

from Kyongju City). A jeep
could go half a mile further
but it is best to stop at this
village. From this village it

will take one and a half hours
to walk to Chilbul-am.

Located in a field before
Namsan Village are twin
pagodas and within the vill-

age itself are the ruined re-
mains of another set of pago-
das. At the junction by the
reconstructed pagodas is a
road which winds over Nam-
san to the west side at Posok-

jong. It is recommended only
for jeeps. Another route to
reach this Namsan Village
area is to take the route to

Pulguk-sa 4.3 miles from
Kyongju then take a right
over a bridge. After 1.3 miles
futher the twin pagodas can
be seen near Namsan Village.



preserved over the centuries.
An unknown sculptor has
traced his talent on granite
in dedication to the Buddha.
Today these images are uni-

que and have continued to
baffle the Buddhist scholars
and historians. There is even
now little agreement. On the
rear cliff wall are two eight-
foot image attendants stand-
ing in relief on either side of
the main relief image, which
is sitting.

We are reasonably certain
that the left attendant (hold-
ing a bottle in his right hand)
is the Kwanseum Posal (Bo-
dhisattva of Mercy M jtj: ^
®m ) while the right attendant
is Taeseji Posal (Bodhisattva
of Power Pt §§ 3? HF IS ) „

Traditionally because of the
attendants the center eleven-
foot image should be the

Amitabul (Buddha of the
Western Paradise )„
However, it is facing east ra-
ther than west so might be
considered to be the Sokka-
moni (Historic Buddha
3UE) o

The hand position is not
conclusive. Some leading Ko-
rean scholars have gone so
far as to suggest that the
worshipper would be facing
west as he faces the image
and question that even the
famed Sokkuram behind Pul-
guk-Sa is not really the Sok-
kamoni but the Amitabul.

This theory is based on the
assumption that the Sokkuram
was constructed for the de-
parted spirit of King Munmu
(30th monarch of Silla Dynas-
ty) who was buried in the
eastern sea. As the spirit with-

1 in the tomb faces west it

would worship the Amitabul
on the peak of Toham-san.
According to the Samguk
Yusa (History of the Three
Kingdoms) Sokkuram was
built by Kim Tae-song to
honor his mother. The prob-
lem may always be unresolved
among scholars.

In front of the triad ma-
aebul is a large cube-shaped
stone which continuously baf-
fles Buddhist scholars. Comp-
arisons are made with the
square stone of Kulbul-sa (Ex-

I

cavated Buddha Temple M
# site at Paekyul-sa
(Hundred Chestnut Temple

) near Kyongju and a
similar rock carved formation
located at Horyuji, a Japanese
temple near the city of Nara.

far as agreement goes among
scholars. The traditional at-

tendants of the Yaksa Yorae
are Wolgwang Posal (Moon-
light Bodhisattva
and Ilgwang Posal (Sunlight
Bodhisattva B tit „

Many Buddhist scholars will

argue that because of Horyuji
in Japan, the north side image
is the Sokkamoni while the
south side image is the Mirok
Posal (Bodhisattva of the Fu-
ture 8®SI ) „ In addi-
tion the image behind the
Yaksa Yorae is the Amitabul
which is facing the traditional
direction of west. This posi-

tion is also similar to Kulbul-
sa with the Amita Buddha in
front (west) and the Yaksa
Yorea behind (east) on the
cubical rock.

To add one more point to
the controversies, it is also
believed that the Yaksa Yorae
was extremely popular among
the people during the Silla

period and was often depicted
on the reverse side of the
Sokkamoni image such as the
Pori-sa (Enlightenment Tem-
ple ^ $1 # ) stone image
found in Mirok Valley of
Namsan several miles away.
The hand positions of all four

, images are the same. The
,
right hand is held up in rep-
resentation of the “path of

j
truth” while the left hand is

j

resting across the lap.

In the Hwaom Sutra ( 1$?

fgc S) which came from Chi-
na with the first school in
Silla founded by the famous
Priest Uisang, there is a brief
mention of the four direction-
al Yorae (Buddha) and their
definite positions. The Yaksa
Yorae is positioned in the
east while the Amitabul is

positioned in the west. The
Posungjang Yorae (Widely
Victorious and Magnificent
Buddha B iP 2lO is al-

ways to be found in the south
and the Pudongjon Yorae (Un-
movable Buddha fetO 5fO
is positioned in the north- If

one follows the Hwaom sect
of Buddhism this may be the
image identification of the
cubical rock of Chilbul-am.
A small spirit shrine is

located to one side of the
area. Portrayed are the three
spirits of Sanshin, Chilsong
and Toksong. The Sanshin
(Mountain Spirit ill $t> ) is

most unique and colorful. The
topknot is seen under the
scholar’s hat- The old spirit
gentleman is wearing a long

age is seen on the cliff wall.
From here the view over the
entire valley of the ancient
Silla capital is excellent. This
Buddhist carving has been de-
signated as Treasure No- 199
( Wo ) o Over seven feet
high, the right hand of the
relief image is holding a lotus
stalk as it sits on a swirl of

clouds. The expression on its

face portrays separation. It is

probably the Kwanseum Posal
(Bodhisattva of Mercy HUfr’a )
but again there is little agree-

ment as some sources feci that
it represents the Mirok Posal
(Bodhisattva of the Future
381 ®t>) as the face is stem and
hard. This is not typical of
the compassionate features of
the Kwanseum.

Namsan Village

The twin three-story pago-
das (Treasure No. 124
accent the twilight days of a
once flourishing temple in this
quiet valley of South Moun-
tain. The name, size and his-
tory of this temple are lost
in antiquity. At first glance
the pagodas seem similar.
However, on careful scrutiny
they are not.

The foundation base stones
of the east pagoda are
simple and plain while the
foundation base stones of the
west pagoda contain the
carved images of the palbu-
jung (eight congregated
devas A pf> ) in relief. This
pagoda is typical of the post-
unification period.

The west pagoda is one of
the few examples of a stone
pagoda built to imitate the
style of earlier brick pagodas.
The brick pagoda was a tran-
sitional concept in Korea be-
tween wood and stone stupas
though they really did not
flourish. However, it seems
that the brick material did
attract the curiosity of the
Silla people, who were more
accustomed to working with
stone. Thus we occasionally
find stone pagodas built in

the style of brick pagodas
during the United Silla pe-
riod.

The east pagoda of Namsan
Village as well as the pagoda
at Soak-dong (Treasure No. 65

ft fiTj ) are two examples in
the Kyongju area. A recently
discovered pagoda on the way
to Pohang at Sogwang-sa
(Youthful Light Temple
'p ) is another example
near Kyongju. National Tre-
asure No. 77 and Treasure
No. 327 near Uisong are
other imitation brick pagodas,
both five-storied.

An important feature is that
the typical stone pagoda of
United Silla had what ap-

pears to be square comer
pillars in relief while only
the underside of the roofs
was tiered in the shape of
steps. On the east pagoda
there are no corner pillars

and the stair-step effect is

noted above and below the
roof as in the style of bricks.
This characteristic effect is

inevitable if the pagoda is

to be built with small bricks,
and thus we can safely assume
that the architect intentional-
ly wished to imitate the brick
style with the use of stone.

The west pagoda is typical
of the style of the stone
pagodas that emerged during
the United Silla period. There
is a gentle roofline slope with
the stair-step formation only
under the eaves. Also the
pillar relief on the corner of
each story as well as the base
is conspicuous.

Nearby is found a lotus-
shaped stone which probably
was the base stone for a lan-
tern. Also several yards away
is a pleasure pavilion near the
village pond which helps to
make this area a delightfully
scenic place.
Found among the homes of

Namsan Village are the tumb-ealm repose with the tiger and pine.

For those who enjoy hiking
the Namsan region can be a

real challange. Though a site
may be well known to the
authorities it is difficult for
the general public to find.
There are no markers and
few maps.

DIRECTIONS TO THE
AREA: After taking a right
road off the highway to Pul-
guk-sa near the site of Sa-
chonwang-sa a stream is cros-
sed. During the flooding sea-
son an alternate road can be
taken which begins from the

river road south of Panwol-
song. Following the small
road southward along the east-
ern slope of South Mountain
the village of Namsan will be
reached (five and a half miles

from Kyongju City). A jeep
could go half a mile further
but it is best to stop at this
village. From this village it

will take one and a half hours
to walk to Chilbul-am.

Located in a field before
Namsan Village are twin
pagodas and within the vill-

age itself are the ruined re-
mains of another set of pago-

das. At the junction by the
reconstructed pagodas is a
road which winds over Nam-
san to the west side at Posok-

jong. It is recommended only
for jeeps. Another route to
reach this Namsan Village
area is to take the route to

Pulguk-sa 4.3 miles from
Kyongju then take a right
over a bridge. After 1.3 miles
futher the twin pagodas can
be seen near Namsan Village.



PROGRAM NOTES

A Buddhist Ceremony to Purify the Past Life
in Preparation for Nirvana ^ ^

•

.

(Royal Asiatic Society, Hankook Ilbo Auditorium, March 14, 1973? 7 p*m.)

1. Samgwi uirye (The Three Conversions)

,

Short chant in responsorial style j„,f L-.fJ - cL^

2* Panya simkyong (The Perfection of V/idsora)

The text is taken from the Hridaya sutra (Scripture of the Heart)

3. Insong. A long chant

mtal music

4. Pokcho.nggye. A short chant >M ir&Bu < r-' .kw.c ***•<••

5. Para-ch' um (Cymbal dance)
Accompanied by a chant and instr.ume
S. f " iCM ft U-v I*. JCrO^K
R'i l

*

'

6. Nabi-ch* um (Butterfly dance)
Accompanied by a chant and instrumental music

7. Honjwagye. A short chant

8. Tagye. A short chant offering tea to Buddha

^\w\ h&vxb>

u/t

0) 'MacU. ~'S-

(z> iVwvw' MmO

I

^TW •

) $
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- i as

0 CtU/O . ^'v. Lviv

0 U
\
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9* Pohoehyang jinon. A chant announcing the end of the ceremony %
W-U5

10. Hi^ach'ong. Secular style chant in vernacular language

NOTES: This rarely performed ceremony includes four different styles
of traditional chants plus two styles of Buddhist dance and instrumental
music. Participating are six Buddhist Priests and Priestesses.
Program notes and comment are by Lee Byung-Won, a Fulbright grantee
from the University of Washington, Seattle.
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INTRODUCTION

TONG -DO TEMPLE WAS FOUNDED BY PATRIACH JAH JANG IN 646

A.D., THE 1 5 TH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF QUEEN SUNDUK, THE 27 TH

RULER OF THE SILLA DYNASTY. THE PATRIACH JAH JANG, WITH A

CONCENTRATED OF MERCY TO CULTURE AND SA’ E THE COUNTRY AND

THE PEOPLE THROUGH THE BUDDHIST TRUTH, WENT OYER TO CHINA AND

THERE HE RECEIVED THE BUDDHA’S HOD’ RELICS AND )’ELLOW ROBE

DURING HIS MIRACULOUS ENCOUNTER WITH A HOLY BEING. RETURNING

HOME COUNTRY, HE BUILT THE PAGODA FOR THE HOLY RELICS AND

BUILT THE TEMPLE.
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World of Monk Solbong
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Freedom, Enlightenment
Demonstrated in Works
By Kim Sam-woo

The modern history of Ko-
rea. our country, has been
marked with failure and la-
mentation. We failed to es-
cape in time from the rigid
Confucian world order of the
Manchu regime and we failed
to stay afloat when the Ja-
panese came at the turn of
the century. And. yes. we fail-
ed again when the Americans
and Soviets of the allied for-
ces landed, driving out the
Japanese.
Such were the ingredients

“ ‘ nearly century-old

five hundred years?"
They called him a madman

and so he was! Dismayed at
the lack of public service he
laid himself down drunk in
front of a police box. When
I dropped in at Sonam-sa, Pu-
san. on my pilgrimage in the
late fall of 1963, I found him
sweeping the fallen leaves
with a broom.
Now we are fortunate to

have the master's words print-
ed in a book. They were col-
lected by his disciple, Chiwon,
and even translated into Ko-
rean from the classical Chi-
nese. Although it will be like
"seeking outside

Uonal struggle for enlighten- .,,™Ster of"„ warned. I

S: S&rS"St "leK ^Uld to ,ntroduce S0'"e '

tuals ascribed our failings to
lack of education and the
dearth of "modern know-
ledge." implying western edu-
cation and western knowledge.
And so we taught ourselves

to constantly hunger for and
boundlessly admire modem
ideas, information and edu-
cation though our practice
showed the digestion to be
somewhat less than complete.
No exception was made by

To A Beginning Mind

If you read the books
of the man of old,

Do not mistake his intention.
What is, then, his intention?
Sir and six are thirty-six!

A Son monk is usually call-

ed unsu 257k meaning “float-
ing like a cloud and flowing

the Buddhist world. When the like a river." With no at-
monks were liberated from tachment to the world and
the wretched lot of being free in their movement the
numbered among the eight Son monks seek a master and

, cultivate their minds.

The world and the blue
mountain, which is

the right thing?
Where the spring wind

flowers bloom everywhere.
To take leave of one’s

parents and renounce
the world is the way
of Hinayana;

But cuddling children

despised classes and
lowed to participate fully in
society, they too learned to
hunger for knowledge.
They found themselves a-

mong worldlings and got into
the habit of preaching and
spreading knowledge. Modern
education was emphasized for
the monks and so there were
established for them modern
schools for education in Bud-
dhism and secular subjects.
Some monks even found

themselves in Japanese Bud-
dhist colleges and universities
studying such subjects as phi-
losophy, psychology and Eng-
lish literature to the detri-
ment of traditional Buddhist
subjects and, very often be-
fore they knew it, they had
rejoined the secular life.

This intellectual trend a-
mong Buddhist clergy pro-
duced a swelling stream of
Buddhist scholars and poet-
monks and resulted in a de-

eeMo
numbers of as- ways senu wmu com

Th*
of

.
meditation, frost..." Sometimes he

,’
a s in the found drinking with the citym monasteries grew bums and sometimes among

the beggars. Drunk he would

northern frontier and died on
the southern tip. Most of his
earlier Dharma-words and
gathas are now lost. The fol-
lowing is perhaps the earliest
piece in the collection:

I have drawn a cat
for the past forty years.

Only today I draw
a real, living cat.

It does not sit on the grass
or on the hill.

When night falls, however,
it catches an old
mouse as usual.

Having been away from his
home town for a long time and
having no hope of returning
to the rugged countryside in
Hamgyong province, he grew
homesick from time to time.
In a verse entitled "A Poem
Composed on Thinking of my
Home Town on a Spring Night
and Being Unable to Sleep,"
he wrote:

The situation of south
and north is not yet set-
tled;

Anxiety increases over
worldly and human affairs.

The mountains and rivers
in the three thousand ri
grow old.

At the age of seventy,
time moves one.

In youth I did the angling
which did not catch fish;

Lately I live with cranes
in the woods.

If you let go, peace of mind
would be found right here.

In the clear sky,
while the last bell tone
still lingers on. I lean
alone on the pavilion.

The country’s situation must
and fondling grandchilden have loomed large for him i

He sadly compared engage-
ment in worldly affairs to
"counting the sands on the
seaside.” Yet the monks train-

ed under his hand remember
in deep appreciation his earn-
est words and right guid-
ance. Samgong describes the
master as "plunged into the
secular life with an attitude bong’s death-bed gatha
like snow-capped peaks which
shake off all the dust and al-

ways send wind cold

his last years.
We failed because we were

always trailing after others,
neglecting to seek our own
way to create our own future.
We failed because we borrow-
ed what we could not make
our own. Our master warned
against those who "indulge in
literary practices," but still

today they lead our society, as
the blind lead the blind. Sol-

somewhat emptier,
Under such circumstances

there lived and died a Son
master who demonstrated his
freedom and enlightenment,
and urged the diligent on with
a whack for the monkey
mind. '

He was born in Punyong
County, Hamgyong-pukto pro-
Vln

?f,J now in norlh Korea)
in 1890 and at the age of 25
entered the priesthood at
Sogwang-sa, Anbyon County,
Hamgyong-namdo. His Dhar-
mn-name was Solbong and he
died at Sonam-sa, Pusan, in
1969. He lived as a traveling
monk, eating in the east and
sleeping in the west, a prac-
tice some of his disciples
found difficult to follow.
He was unhindered in his

teachings and unmindful of
social conventions. He him-
self. having been trained in
the Confucian classics before
renunciation, could not with-
hold his resentment when he He walked through"'the" desaw Confucian gentlemen bul- serted towns and cities, tak

countryfolk. Wield- ine care of the old ana sick
If!?.-

1

!?
he shouted, You and encouraging them He saw

What good the country from north to'“* - ” from the

sleep on the street.

In the morning I go to
a village in the north.

In the evening I visit

a temple in the south.
When hot I stay

in the shadows,
When cold I choose

the sunny side.
Hungry I eat, tired I sleep.
Now in the mountains

I raise my tom sleeve and
play uiith tiper cubs.

Again on the riverside
I drop a line and play
with the small carp.

Who would know
the meaning of this?

I look far down through
the pine needles
on the west mountain.

Ha-ha-ha-ha. Ho-ho-ho-ho.

The destruction of the
and the suffering of the peo
pie made him hide his tears

Heaven and earth
in my pocket,
I scatter them
in no direction,

Sun and moon dangling
on my staff, l now
conceal them in my sleeve

At one stroke of the bell,
clouds scatter.

The ten thousand
mountain tops are blue,

.
the evening sun is red.

,

-

He lived as a free spirit and
served as an example to the
Son monks in meditation halls
of the country. The sharp, blue
eyes of our master are now
gone. His Dharmn-disciple
Chiwon says. "If one were to
ask about the life of our mast-
ter. I would answer that Kum-
jong mountain stands aloft
and Naktong river flows
swift." (Kumjong mountain
is near Pusan where Pomo-sa
is located. In his last years the
master Solbong made his
home at Pomo-sa.)

The writer is a Buddhist
monk, formerly with the
Chogye-sa Temple Ln Seoul,
now engaged in research
work on Korean "Son" (Zen)
Buddhism in Canada under
a grant from the Social Sci-
ence Research Council, N#
York.

Institutes of NDP Lawmakers

Convention Mood Prc
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The central council of the Korea Buddhist Chogye-jong Order, the biggest Buddhist
sect in Korea of celibate monks, is held in the conference hall of the order’s general ad-
ministration office. The elder monks’ council has been in special session since Friday, dis-

cussing corruption and misconduct among staff officials at the Seoul office.

< Session Adjourned

j _ U l; 3, i°n

I

Buddhists Split

Over ‘Corruption’
The central council of the

Korea Buddhist Chogye-jong
Order has prolonged its meet-
ing till Monday, without giv-
ing any satisfaction to a group
of members asserting serious
corruption and misconduct in

:he administration of Korea’s

'lueen to Honor
’wo Koreans
Dr. Kim Sang-man, presi-
mt-publisher of the Dong-A
bo, and Bishop Paul Lee,
aglican Bishop of Seoul, will

;come the first Koreans to
-ceive from Her Majesty
lueen Elizabeth II the badge
f honorary Commander of the
Drder of the British Empire.
J.C. Petersen, British ambas-

,

sador to Korea, will present
the decorations in two separate
ceremonies on behalf of Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II.

The first ceremony for Dr.
Kim will be held at 11 a.m.
Wednesday and that for Bishop
Lee at 11:30 a.m. on Thursday.

Dr. Kim has just been elect-
ed to his 10th consecutive term

oresident of the Korean-
•'oiety. Bishop Lee has

nglican Bishop of
05.

fficers
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‘"and ship
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need yes-

biggest Buddhist sect.

The e.der monks’ council ha;
been in special session since

Friday, focusing on variom
misconduct including briber

and money misuses by Re’
Sohn Kyong-san, director <.

the Choeye-jong general ad-
ministration office, and other
staff officials. ^
From the beginning, the

meeting of the council, con-
sisting of chief priests from
24 major temples across the
country and staff officials at

the general administration of-

fice in Seoul, has been all at-

tacks and defense among the
celibate monks divided into two
parties.

The “dissident” party of
chief priests of 18 temples has
been strongly insisting on the
resignation of all staff offi-

cials including director Sohn,
taking responsibility for the
“unprecedented corruption and
turmoil” in the sect’s admin-
istration.

Protesting against . the “un-
forgivable misconduct,” the
monks organized a committee
to restore order and fair ad-
ministration last month, under
the leadership of Monk Oh
Rok-won of Chikchi-sa Temple.
They charged that officials

at the Seoul office had unduly
postponed summoning the cen-
tral council, in order to hide
their misconduct.
As an 'example of the bad

conducts, it was alleged that
officials in the/ administratio
office received several milli
won in bribes in connect
with appointing the chief
est of Tonghwa-sa Temple
Taegu. v

C
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Buddhist Monks’
Conflict

The chronic conflict between
married and unmarried Buddh-
ist monks has resumed as the
Korea Buddhist Chogye-jong
Order of celibate monks, re-

commended that the concerned
authorities repeal registration
of the Taego-jong Order allow-
ing marriage of monks for seve-
ral reasons including the lat-

ter's “illegal claim to owner-

Resumes
ship of temples.”
The major Buddhist sect in

Korea of unmarried monks
recommended Thursday that
the Culture-Information Min-
istry withdraw its approval of
the Taego-jong Order as an
independent organization.
Another main reason for th

revival of disputes betwer
Buddhist monks following d
ferent principles of life is,

cording to Chogye-jong offic'

that the separation of the
largest sects has no mer
except providing chances
sort of anarchy in Bu
circles.

They insist that the
tion of the Chogye ar
sects, without much '<

in basic doctrine, ca'

inconvenience for K
dhists in taking ]-
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After severe
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The following is the first of
two articles on Buddhist music
performed in a leap year. The
Writer is a researcher in Korean
music and dance. — Ed.

By Alan C. Meyman

The year 1974 is just like

any other ordinary year in the
solar calendar of the West;
but in the lunar calendar of

the East, it is a leap year —
not in the Western sense of

saving 366 instead of 365 days,
but rather having two fourth
months, that is, what would
be the equivalent of two
months of April, resulting in

a 13-month year. In Korea, the
latter of th two months is

called Yundal, and, unlike
the Western calendar, the
lunar leap year occurs once
every three, instead of four,
years. It is during the Yundal
that snecial Buddhist services
are performed. One is called
Saeng-Jon-Ye-Su-Jae. Its pur-
pose is to prepare the devotee
for entrance into Nirvana, or
Paradise, after death, where
he is reborn. Concerning Ye-
Su—Yuk-Su—Jae, the follow-
ing is recorded in a scripture
©f the Pure and Sect:

“You, the four orders
(monks, nuns, male and female
devotees), ought to know that
all is vanity in life and no-
thing is certain in this world.
Do not neglect to cultivate the
mind for Bodhi, wisdom.”

In order that this may he
accomplished, monks and nuns
are summoned to hold a 21-

day ceremony with flags, ban-
ners and lanterns hoisted high.
On th : s occasion, sutras are
chanted in an attempt to gain
Yama’s favor when the de-
ceased appears before him
after death. By so doing, the
departed are expected to at-

tain a blissful Karma where
they attain the full reward of
their deeds.

Other large-scale Buddhist
services held during the Yun-
dal are the Yong-San-Jae, per-
formed as a memorial service
for the deceased and to in-

sure safe and peaceful passage
©f the soul into paradise, and

KIN
lion d

wan

the Soo-Ryuk-Jae, the “Land its basic musical style of un-

and Water” ceremony, held accompanied, unmetered uni-

to propitiate the Dragon King son, its usage, and its period
of the Sea on behalf of a per- of genesis in Korea (eighth-

son who has died by drowning, ninth century A.D.), it bears
This ceremony, during which comparison with Gregorian
devotes toss live fish, turtles chant in the West,
and sacrificial foods into the Pom-p’ae, meaning Sanscrit
river, will be held on April song, originated in India and
18 of the lunar calendar at a entered Korea by way of

small temple near Walker Hill China. Like Buddhism in gen-
and on the Han River near eral, it can be divided into two
Kwangnaru. area classifications: The South-

Due to the enormous costs or H'nayana (smaller ve-

involved these lar ^e-scale nicle) snd Northern or Mshn-

ceremonies are rarely, if ever, ya? a ^reate
.

r vehicle). Bud-

done in the'r entirety these dhism in India, Thailand, Cey-

days (e.g, Yong-San-Jae re- r
on

’
Laos and Cambodia be-

quires from three to five davs ^on§s 1° Hinayana, while that

to perform), being greatly ab- K°i~ea, china, Japan, Tibet

riged, with the result that an.^ Vietnam — although it is

many of the monks, particul- aa*^ ^ 13 ^ Vietnam has both —
arly the novices, are being r>e

’ on§s to Mahayana. The
denied the training and prac- Pom'P ae °f Hinayana and Ma-

tice needed to carry out such ™?ya!}3 are sung differently,

large-scale rites, and even -^?r.

ean P°m-p’ae are fur-

many of the elders and those ^
,.
r divided into the classifi-

of middle age are beginning ?3;
10

^
1
.

3 jA-sori and hut-sori. .

to forget, or have already for- vt'Sori, also referred to as

gotten, many of the ceremonial P001 '
1^ (Sanscrit “melody” or

songs and dances.
mus’c ) being longer in dura-

tion, more difficult to sing,

Unmetered Unison and having a wider dynamic
.

range. Jit-sori is studied after
Aside from th-oe snecial leap a nionk has entirely mastered

year services, Buddhist cere- hut-sori. With the simplifica-
momal music and dances are tion of Buddhist ceremonies, _ ,

also performed during the re- jit-sori, because of its long n
gular 49 and 100 day memorial duration (15-40 minutes),
services for the departed (call- faces the danger of extinction, j? -

1
.

ed Sang-Ju-Kwon-Gong-Jae) Today the memory of the few ^ t f

'

that may be seen at any time remaining monks trained in
throughout the year. iit-sori embraces only 13 of

Although some of the songs the former repertory of 72
can still be heard in the ser- songs.

vice performed at the temples In Korea, all the pom-p’ae
sVnfie r>~

inhabited by the celibate texts with the exception of a ’ /
monks, known in Korea as Pi- few, notably the Ch’on-Su,

lagt W(
gusung, the ceremony con- sung during the performance “gj

tabling the complete repetoire of the Cymbal Dance, are writ-

of songs, dances and accom- ten in Chinese letters; the wor^ r

panying musical instruments Ch’on-Su is written and sung
can be seen today in its en- in the original Sanskrit. Texts
tirety only at the temples are of three kinds: Chinese

j t

where the married monks, verse in lines of five or seven
£ro

known as Taech’osung, re- syllables (indicated in the jpun
*

u
side. title by -gye), Chinese prose un jver
The song form used in the (no special indication in the

freshinp
ceremony in known as pom- title), and Sanskrit (indicated w S’

p’ae. These songs, sung in by diinori, “true words”). Hut- wjt
u th

praise of Buddha, serve to sori, which make up the great and ^ a j1
calm the mind within by re- majority of the pom-p’ae re-

t jya j and
pressing the world without. In pertory, are quatrains of Chi- M h ?

nese verse in lines of five or
a langnid r

By

Two r-.

universit

University.

‘The Play
World”

seven syllables. Lines one and
two of a quatrain are called
the “inside half” (antchak) 5 55
and lines three and four the rilav % ’

“outside half” (pattchak). and VetSometimes one half is “swept,” •
i onp i v

y

that is, sung rapidly to a short raf. ,

y ’

mdodic phrase, and only the Her eldei
other half is sung m full.

Both hut-sori and jit-sori

are aggregates and consist of

set melodic units, each of

which has a distinguishing
characteristic. The melodic
units of jit-sori. are much
longer than those of hut-sori.

Just as the musical form of
hut-sori reflects the formal re-

gularity of the text, so in jit-

sori the prose texts are match-
ed by an apparent lack of

welldefined musical structure
The melodic units are simnly
strung together one after
another.

,rt Continued)

Korea Herald Photo
DRUM DANCE—A Buddhist monk perforins the Pup-ko,
a sacred drum dance, during the Yong-San-Jae
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all

-up
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ilist

gest

and °” the day before Buddha's
Jing birthday I went across town

by taxi and got into a conver-
jath f.

at,on with the driver about
iIpH J|\

e proliferation of public ho-
lidays I opined that it should
be. a boost to his business and
when he discovered my occu-
pation he asked in turn, "As
a Christian, what do you
think of cele-
brating The
Day Buddha
Came as a pub-
lic holiday?”
He seemed to

be expecting an
interesting, if
not a controver-
sial, answer but
I just replied
that I was in*
favor of public
holidays o n —
principle. However he had gotme thinking about my atti-
tude towards Buddhism and
whether the feast day meant
anything to me. I decided that
even if I didn't go out and
light a lantern for the occa-
sion I could at least take a
look at some of the Buddhist
writings and clear up a few
points I was Interested in.
One of them came from the

3
fact that I had been reading

^ some of those Western au-
i

thors who think that sexual
i

sensitivity is a Western hang-
. up that came from Judaeo-

Christianity. Psychiatrists in
particular seem obsessed by

j J
hat illusion. Yet Confucian-
ism and Buddhism were as pu-

f

rilanical as any Christian sect
,

when it came to matters of
|

sexual morality.
I Confucianism was responsi-

'' ble for the law that the sexes
be separated from the age of
seven and made it impossible
for men and women to meet
except on specially designat-
ed occasions during which a
restrictive etiquette had to be
observed. Buddhism was equal-
ly strict, especially on its
monks. More might have been
demanded of those monks than
of the ordinary people, yet
what was expected of monks
must have been the ideal of
all the believers.
Among the minor offences

which could expose a monk
to an unfavorable rebirth were
to preach Dliarma in more
than five or six words to a
woman, except in the presen-
ce of an intelligent man, or
to sit alone with a woman in
the open Among the offen-
ces for which a monk should
be suspended were intention-
al masturbation, touching a
woman’s body or hair and hav-
ing passionate thoughts.

This Oriental moral strict-
ness may be a surprise to out-
siders, especially when they
see a certain lack of respect
for womanhood and a plen-
tiful supply of available girls
in clubs, wine houses and
other establishments. It’s an-
other of those seeming con-
tradictions which confound
Westerners but which become
understandable when you exa-
mine them more closely.
The principal reason for the

strict Confucian morality was
concern for the purity of the
family line and peace among
neighbors of the same social
class. Custom and law put
the burden on the women more
than on the men and while
a woman who had a child out
of wedlock was a social wreck,
more lassitude was shown to

to

to

— r.
~ ^ lone as their

activities were not too public
and concerned women of a cer-
tain class.

Buddhism could be said to
have encouraged the same
outlook, it held that, "the of-
fence is the more serious the
more moral and virtuous the
Pe*;

s°n transgressed against"
and the Buddhaghosa commen-
tary divided women into twen-
ty kinds, ten with some form
of legal protection or guardi-
an and ten who were cut off
*rom their families and so
outside the normal conven-
•i°ns. Women who did not live
up to the high moral standard
ot the higher classes were
automatically considered to
belong to the lowest class or
outcasts and dealings with
them were considered as out-
side morality.
A British historian once

said, "The Puritans hated bear-
baiting not because it gave
pain to the bear but because
it gave pleasure to the spec-
tators." Similarly, Confucian-
lsts were strict moralists but
their main concern was with
protecting the family, they
turned a blind eye on affairs
with ladies of the entertain-
ment classes because even
though they were regrettable
at least they did not threaten
the systetn. Concubines were
even encouraged if the first
wife could not produce a son
The strict Buddhist moral-

ity probably came from the
conviction that illicit relation-
ships could only lead to fur-
ther distress and sorrow and
would distract the individual,
from his task of liberating
himself from all worldly de-
sires and interests. The Bud-
dhist moral sense was quite
highly developed and took in-
to account the person sinned
against but made a distinc-
tion between women of the
upper and lower classes. Sins
against the latter were not
considered so serious.
Only Christians believe

that all people were created
equal by God and thus deve-
loped a morality which did not
distinpnKh hoi, ..on,,

d muiailiy
distinguish belw
a noble woman or a prostiti
te, between killing an adu;
or a baby in the womb.
While Buddhism has ha.

considerable effect on Korea:
religious thought and art, i;

practice its moral influenc
seems to have been weak. Fo
example, it professes such

,

great respect for life that, ac
cording to its scriptures it
followers should be loath t.
dig up the earth lest the-
kill some living thing. Ye
il

, .,*? ,10t uncommon to set
children tear small insects anr
animals apart with no sign o
concern for life. The Buddh
ist moral contribution is cer-
tainly far less noticeable thar
that of Confucianism.

If Buddha's Day helps tc
restore some of the traditional
values and increase respect for
the integrity of all life I will
have something positive to ce-
lebrate next year and I will
not be caught unprepared
when someone asks me what
I think about the new nation-
al holiday. In the meantime
I will be busy; someone is
talking about starting a "put
Christ back into Christmas”
campaign too.

Father MacMahon serves at
the Catholic Church in Hacng-
dang-dong, Seoul.
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